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The Kelowna and District Genealogical Society is a non-profit society dedicated to helping people 
research and document their past. We are located in the Okanagan Valley in the south central 
interior of British Columbia.  
 
In the mid-1980s the KDGS undertook the first transcription of burial sites. Booklets recording this 
information were published in the early 1990s. 
 
In 2008, the Cemetery Recording Committee of KDGS took on the task of updating all known 
burials in the area from Peachland to Oyama. This committee and KDGS members visited the 
local burial sites to transcribe and photograph gravemarkers. This project now includes church 
memorial plaques and isolated burials. We hope to include three small cemeteries in the 
Westbank area in the next publication. There are two large cemeteries in this area that we have 
not included in this publication: Kelowna Memorial Park Cemetery and Lakeview Memorial 
Gardens Cemetery. We continue to search for and document isolated burials in the Central 
Okanagan. 
 
This project includes burials recorded in: 
1. Gellatly Cemetery and Gellatly Heritage Park 
2. Immaculate Conception Church Cemetery 
3. Old Winfield Cemetery 
4. Oyama Community Cemetery 
5. Peachland Cemetery 
6. St. Andrew’s Anglican Churchyard 
7. St. Theresa Cemetery 
8. Westbank Cemetery 
9. Winfield Cemetery 
10. Small Cemeteries and Isolated or Individual Burials 
 
Photographs of each gravemarker have been published online at The Canadian Gravemarker 
Gallery <http://www.gravemarkers.ca/> and are available from KDGS. The photography and 
labeling of photographs by surname has been a major portion of this project. These photographs 
have facilitated the proofreading process and the compilation of the written material. They are 
also a record of which markers exist today. Some of these markers are deteriorating and may not 
be legible in the future. 
 
The Cemetery Recording Committee: 
Campbell, Susan D. (Chair) 
Crane, Marlene I. 
Hayes, Robert M.  
Neil, Gweneth 
Robertson, Carolin S. 
 
This Cemetery Recording project could not have been completed without the help and support of 










 Proofreaders: Susan Baumann; Cemetery Recording Committee members  
 
Transcribers and/or photograph processors: 
Ablett, Marie                            




Casey, Colleen                          
Cook, Eileen 
Crane, Marlene  
Franke, Shirley                        
Furbank, Donna                        
Garrie, Don 




Harrison, Anne  
Hayes, Bob                                
Hladik, Lorraine  
Jopko, Jeanne 
Manning, Shirley 
Maurice, Betty                          
McCabe, Betty                        
McLarty, Lorainne 
Mills, Lu                                   
Neil, Gwen    
Painter, Lisa                               
Richardson, Jennifer 
Robertson, Carolin   
Robinson, Eileen                        
Schilling, Diana                         
Scott, Jean       
Stewart, Helen 
Tellman, Lorraine    




Maps of the cemeteries were produced in spring 2012 in partnership with the GEOG 272 students 
of Okanagan College under the direction of Arthur Green:  
Anderson, Lindi P. 
Bowman, Jessica A. 
Cleven, Jennifer L.  
Derbyshire, Bradley A. 
Eek, Travis C. 
Elton, Chea A. 
Frye, Heather F. 
Hiltz, Kira 
Huebert, Helmut 
Jorimann, Kara L. 
Kassian, David J.  
Longstaff, Shelby 
Manning, Michelle L.  
McMillan, Patrick J. 
McMorran, Brayden M. 
Nobbs, Christopher E. 
O’Connell, Katlin C. 
Page, Anne 
Pullar, Anna-Elizabeth C. 
Rooney, Kyle D. 
Ross, Chaylee L.  
Tietz, Hillary K. 
VanHoof, Kirby D. 
Waterfield, Elizabeth A. 
 
We appreciate the extra attention given to these maps by Arthur Green. 
 
The Cemetery Recording Committee has undertaken to make this project as accurate and 
complete as possible. There will be mistakes and omissions. Please note that not everyone 
mentioned in this publication is necessarily buried or even deceased. As genealogists, we 
recognize that associated names help to identify the person we are researching. Therefore, we 
have included names mentioned on burial markers and often these are of surviving family 
members.  
 
This is the most complete compilation of its kind to date. We want this work to be helpful to 
researchers and therefore will be gifting copies to major libraries and depositories as well as to 
representatives of the cemeteries included in this publication.  
 




Assistance and advice of Peter and Mary Weeks of Kettle Valley Graphics is much appreciated.  
 
Printed by Kettle Valley Graphics  
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Don Wilson, Curator of the Peachland Museum and Richard Smith, local historian for information 
about Peachland Cemetery. The CRC also thanks the staff of the Peachland Municipal Office for 
providing a map of the cemetery and other assistance. 
 
Photographers of Peachland Cemetery gravemarkers were Peter and Margaret Knoess, and 
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Photographs of Peachland Cemetery gravemarkers 
 
Peachland Cemetery map 
 
Okanagan Historical Society. Annual Report: Various Publishers: 1926 to 2011. 
 






1901 and 1911 Canada Census, British Columbia, Yale County, Okanagan Division: 
<www.ancestry.com>; <www.automatedgenealogy.com> 
 
British Columbia Vital Statistics: <www.bcarchives.bc.ca> 
 
Peachland Cemetery: <www.peachland.ca> 
 

History of Peachland Cemetery 
By Robert M. Hayes – 2012 
There is very little available information about the history of Peachland Cemetery.  This is one of 
the oldest cemeteries in the Central Okanagan probably dating back to the late 1890s. Early 
records of this burial ground have not been located. Enquiries at the Peachland Museum and the 
Peachland Municipal Office met with little success and it has been suggested that early burial 
records were probably disposed of a number of years ago. 
 
It is probable that the land on which this historic cemetery is located was donated by J.M. 
Robinson, developer and founder of Peachland.  In the late 1890s, Robinson also founded 
Summerland and Naramata, an indication of his prominence in the development of the 
Okanagan.  No record of a land donation for a burial ground has been located but it would seem 
likely that cemetery property would have been set aside as Peachland was developed.  Locating 
the cemetery on property above Peachland makes sense since the townsite is located near the 
lake on land which is of much greater commercial and residential value. 
 
In the 1960s or 1970s, Peachland Cemetery was reconfigured, creating more space for burials 
and necessitating changes to at least one street which adjoins the cemetery.  It should be noted 
that “Vernon Street”, close to this cemetery, was originally “Mt. Vernon Street” probably after the 
residence of American President George Washington. “Vernon Street” is not derived from the 
name of the city at the north end of Okanagan Lake. 
 
Although there is very little known about the history of Peachland Cemetery there is no shortage 
of fine markers dating back to the earliest years of the twentieth century.  Some of the oldest 
markers are listed below: 
 
• Catherine Annie Robinson: died May 25, 1900 age 6 years and  6 months 
• Anna Lipsett: “Wife of Dr. R.C. Lipsett”; March 27, 1856 – June 24, 1902 
• Mary Ann Harris: “Wife of J.A. Harris”; July 13, 1862 – June 18, 1902 
• Arthur McRitchie: died September 13, 1902 age 6 months 
• Catherine Robinson: “Beloved Wife of W.J. Robinson”; died June 19, 1908 age 42 years 
• Martha Jane Metcalfe: “Beloved Daughter of the late Wm. Noden, MD”; died December 
2, 1908 
• Emma Louise Metcalfe: “Beloved Wife of William Douglas”; died December 10, 1908 age 
39 years 
• William Hartley Douglas: “Son of Wm. and Emma Douglas”; October 20, 1895 – 
December 16, 1908 
• Merrill Leon McCall: “Infant Son of H.E. & P.O. McCall”; died September 12, 1909 
 
These stones confirm that Peachland was well established by the early 1900s.   
 
The burial marker of William Robinson, who died in 1903, is of special interest.  He was born in 
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Section Row Plot Surname Given Name(s) Inscription
B1 1 CUMMINGS Robert L. In Loving Memory of / Robert L. CUMMINGS 
M.D. / 1925-1998 / Rest in / Peace
B1 3 TOPHAM Arthur TOPHAM / Arthur / 1913-1995 / A Life of 
Deeds - Not Years
B1 4 TOPHAM Mary Louise TOPHAM Mary - Louise / 1918-1999 / Love 
and Understanding
B1 5 HORAN Kathleen St. Clair In Loving Memory / HORAN / (nee ORR) / 
Kathleen St. Clair / 1907-1997
B1 5 ORR Kathleen St. Clair In Loving Memory / HORAN / (nee ORR) / 
Kathleen St. Clair / 1907-1997
B1 6 OLTMANNS Marilyn In Loving Memory of / Marilyn / OLTMANNS / 
1944-1996 / Mom
B1 7A MILLER Archie Seaton MILLER / Archie Seaton / 1917-2008 / 
Geneva Grace / 1918-2011
B1 7B MILLER Geneva Grace MILLER / Archie Seaton / 1917-2008 / 
Geneva Grace / 1918-2011
B1 8 TEN VEEN Hendrik TEN VEEN / In Perfect Peace / 1923 Hendrik 
1997 / "Love Miny" / 1926 Hermina  /
B1 8 TEN VEEN Hermina TEN VEEN / In Perfect Peace / 1923 Hendrik 
1997 / "Love Miny" / 1926 Hermina  /
B1 9 PIPHER Graham M. PIPHER / In Loving Memory Of / Graham M. / 
1927-1996 / Frances / 1928-2003
B1 9A PIPHER Frances PIPHER / In Loving Memory Of / Graham M. / 
1927-1996 / Frances / 1928-2003
B1 10A BRELAND J. Alcide BRELAND / J. Alcide (Al) / 1916-1996 / 
Gladys M. 1921-2006
B1 10B BRELAND Gladys M. BRELAND / J. Alcide (Al) / 1916-1996 / 
Gladys M. 1921-2006
B2 1A RENFREW Douglas B. RENFREW / Douglas B. / 1928-1996 / Marion 
S. / 1927-2007 / In Loving Memory of
B2 1B RENFREW Marion S. RENFREW / Douglas B. / 1928-1996 / Marion 
S. / 1927-2007 / In Loving Memory of
B2 2 PARSONS Henry Oliver PARSONS / E. J. Mary / 1919-2008 / Henry 
Oliver / 1919-1996 / In Loving Memory 
[Freemason insignia]
B2 3 PARSONS E. J. Mary PARSONS / E. J. Mary / 1919-2008 / Henry 
Oliver / 1919-1996 / In Loving Memory 
[Freemason insignia]
B2 4A PLOWRIGHT Lil PLOWRIGHT / In Loving / Memory / Lil / 1913-
1996 / Riley / 1914-  /
B2 4B PLOWRIGHT Riley PLOWRIGHT / In Loving / Memory / Lil / 1913-
1996 / Riley / 1914-  /
B2 5 PRIEST Diana PRIEST / Diana / 1919-2003 / Vern 1923-  / 
Forever With The Lord
B2 5A PRIEST Vern PRIEST / Diana / 1919-2003 / Vern 1923-  / 
Forever With The Lord
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B2 7 MARSTON Florence 
Ferguson
MARSTON / Malcolm Warren / 1925-  / 
Florence Ferguson / 1928-2008 / In Christ
B2 7 MARSTON Malcolm Warren MARSTON / Malcolm Warren / 1925-  / 
Florence Ferguson / 1928-2008 / In Christ
B2 8 CATERER Edward Edward CATERER / Corporal / P.P.C.L.I. / 29 
March 1997 Age 77
B2 9 CATERER Hazel Irene With Dad Again / CATERER / Hazel Irene / 
1919-2004 / We Miss You
B2 10A OLTMANNS Margaret OLTMANNS / In Loving Memory of / Margaret 
/ 1923-1996 / Arne / 1917-2007
B2 10B OLTMANNS Arne OLTMANNS / In Loving Memory of / Margaret 
/ 1923-1996 / Arne / 1917-2008
B2 13 DUNCAN Patricia Ann DUNCAN / Patricia Ann / June 27, 1946 - 
June 12, 1998 / Strength and Love
B2 13 DUNCAN Paul Daniel DUNCAN / Paul Daniel / Officer Cadet of 
R.M.C. Kingston, Ontario / January 9, 1975 - 
July 27, 1997 / Courage & Love
B2 15 BEATTIE Euan M. BEATTIE / 1917 Euan M. 1998 / Per Ardua 
Ad Astra 
B3 1 KLASSEN Henry C. (Rev.) KLASSEN / Rev. Henry C. / 1924-2004 / 
Finished the Race!   ¡Pajtachishcami! / 
Missionaries to Ecuador 1952-1992
B3 3 KUSHNIERYK Carole Sue Carole Sue / KUSHNIERYK / Aug. 8, 1939 - 
Sept. 2, 2001 / Until We Meet Again
B3 4 GOOD Mae Ella An Eternal Heritage / GOOD / Mae Ella / 1918-
1999 / R. W. Bill / 1918-2011
B3 4 GOOD R. W. Bill An Eternal Heritage / GOOD / Mae Ella / 1918-
1999 / R. W. Bill / 1918-2011
B3 5 LOCHMANETZ Betty J. LOCHMANETZ / Fred / 1929-2004 / Betty J. / 
1930-  / Together Forever
B3 5 LOCHMANETZ Fred LOCHMANETZ / Fred / 1929-2004 / Betty J. / 
1930-  / Together Forever
B3 6 KLEINEBERG David Georg KLEINEBERG / David Georg / 1993-1998 / 
Our Little Angel
B3 7 SCHMIDT Elfrieda Loved and Remembered / Elfrieda / 1919-
2001 / G. Ray / 1923-2001 / SCHMIDT
B3 7A SCHMIDT G. Ray Loved and Remembered / Elfrieda / 1919-
2001 / G. Ray / 1923-2001 / SCHMIDT
B3 8 PACKARD Steven L. Steven L. / PACKARD / 1920-2001 / Always 
Remembered / Gone Prospecting
B3 9 TAVENDER Clayton Gordon No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Clayton 
Gordon Tavener died 31 October 2001]
B3 10 McKAY J. Robert McKAY / J. Robert / 1922-1998
B3 11 HREBIEN Michael HREBIEN / 1918 Michael 1998 / Ever / 
Remembered
B3 12 HEGY Aileen M. Harold A. / 1922-2001 / Aileen M. / 1925-2002 
/ HEGY / Rest in Peace
B3 12 HEGY Harold A. Harold A. / 1922-2001 / Aileen M. / 1925-2002 
/ HEGY / Rest in Peace
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B3 13 RESLER Frederick Peace Be With You / Frederick RESLER / 
1908-1999
B3 13A RESLER Helen Rest in Peace / Helen RESLER / 1913-2000
B3 14 OLTMANNS Henk OLTMANNS / Together Forever / Henk / 1946-
2002 / Now We Know An Angel
B3 15 FLETCHER William R. FLETCHER / William R. / Kent Reg. - H.L.I. / 
1921-1998 [Freemason insignia] [Royal 
Canadian Legion insignia]
B4 1 FLINTOFF Dorothy FLINTOFF / Archie / 1914-1998 / Dorothy / 
1916-  / Loving Memories Last Forever 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Dorothy 
Flintoff died 30 Oct 2011]
B4 1 FLINTOFF Archie FLINTOFF / Archie / 1914-1998 / Dorothy / 
1916-  / Loving Memories Last Forever
B4 1 WARD Harold D. WARD / Always in Our Hearts / Harold D. / 
1919-2003 [Royal Canadian Air Force 
insignia]
B4 2 YAUGA Bolis YAUGA / Bolis / 1920-1999 / In Loving 
Memory
B4 6 ODELL Reginald B. Reginald B. ODELL / Pte C Pro C / 1922-
1999 / Lest We Forget
B4 7 ODELL Violet May ODELL / In the Arms of Jesus, Take Thy Rest 
Sweet Mother / Violet May / Always Loved / 
1920-2009
B4 8 WARRENDORF Elizabeth Malyon Elizabeth Malyon / WARRENDORF / 1941-
2002 / Loving Wife and Mother
B4 10 NUYTTEN George In Loving Memory / George NUYTTEN / Born 
/ Winnipeg / Nov. 20, 1919 / Died / Peachland 
/ Aug. 5, 2003
B4 11 PAINE Delia I. PAINE / Donald W. / 1929-2009 / Dearly 
loved by wife Dee and / Lorraine, Tina and 
Ken / Delia I. / 1930 - 2011 / Mother, 
Grandmother & Friend / Forever in our hearts. 
B4 12 PAINE Donald W. PAINE / Donald W. / 1929-2009 / Dearly 
loved by wife Dee and / Lorraine, Tina and 
Ken / Delia I. / 1930 - 2011 / Mother, 
Grandmother & Friend / Forever in our hearts. 
B4 13 BLAIR Kenneth John 
Teasdale
BLAIR / Kenneth John Teasdale / May 28, 
1940 - Jan. 06, 2005 / Forever in Our Hearts
B4 14 CUMISKY Mary CUMISKY / Matt / 1915-1999 / Mary / 1916-  / 
Together / Forever
B4 14 CUMISKY Matt CUMISKY / Matt / 1915-1999 / Mary / 1916-  / 
Together / Forever
B5 2 LALONDE Raymond Clifford 
George
No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Raymond 
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B5 3 MABBOTT Leslie No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Leslie Mabbott 
died 11 December 2003]
B5 6 ERICKSON Arnold W. Together Forever / Arnold W. / 1916-2004 / 
Myrtle M. / 1920-2009 / ERICKSON / In God's 
Loving Care
B5 6 ERICKSON Myrtle M. Together Forever / Arnold W. / 1916-2004 / 
Myrtle M. / 1920-2009 / ERICKSON / In God's 
Loving Care
B5 7 KROEKER Cornelius KROEKER / 1916 Cornelius 2003 / In Loving 
Memory
B5 8 HOWARD Roy Mother / Shirley / 1936-2008 / Father / Roy / 
1935-  / HOWARD / Accepted in the Beloved
B5 8 HOWARD Shirley Mother / Shirley / 1936-2008 / Father / Roy / 
1935-  / HOWARD / Accepted in the Beloved
B5 9 COSTA Rita COSTA / Rita / 1935-2006 / Forever / Loved / 
Juntos Com Deus Para Tuda Eternidade 
[Crucifix] 
B5 11A ARAKI Mitsugi ARAKI / Mitsugi / 1922-1989 / Yoneko / 1920-
2006 / Together Forever
B5 11B ARAKI Yoneko ARAKI / Mitsugi / 1922-1989 / Yoneko / 1920-
2006 / Together Forever
B5 12 JENE Anton Until We Meet Again / Anton JENE / 1939-
2005
B5 13 FIGURA Duane R. FIGURA / 1980 Duane R. 2004 / Loving Son 
& Brother
B6 1 CAIRNS Raymond A. Raymond A. / 1930-2003 / Beverly [DICKIE] / 
1935-  / Together Forever / Married 50 Years 
/ CAIRNS / Love Lives Forever in Our Hearts
B6 2 CAIRNS Beverly Raymond A. / 1930-2003 / Beverly [DICKIE] / 
1935-  / Together Forever / Married 50 Years 
/ CAIRNS / Love Lives Forever in Our Hearts
B6 2 DICKIE Beverly Raymond A. / 1930-2003 / Beverly [DICKIE] / 
1935-  / Together Forever / Married 50 Years 
/ CAIRNS / Love Lives Forever in Our Hearts
B6 3 HAMMERSCHMIDT Anton HAMMERSCHMIDT / In Loving Memory / 
Anton / 1926-2006
B6 5 LONGMORE Margaret A. LONGMORE / Margaret A. / 1932-2004
B6 6 SLIVINSKI Audrey W. Michael G. / 1927-2005 / Together / Forever / 
Audrey W. / 1928-  / SLIVINSKI
B6 7 SLIVINSKI Michael G. Michael G. / 1927-2005 / Together / Forever / 
Audrey W. / 1928-  / SLIVINSKI
B6 8 CARUSO Hannah CARUSO / Until We Meet Again / Hannah / 
1947-2006
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B7 1 MITTON Beryl Madonna MITTON / Married 27 Apr. 1946 / Beryl 
Madonna / 1 May 1918 / 5 August 2005
B7 4 MORRISON Ruby Edna Everlasting Life / Through Christ / Ruby Edna 
MORRISON / 1931-2007
B7 8 BARMENTLOO Johanna BARMENTLOO / Karel / 1923-2007 / 
Johanna / 1926-2010 / Together Forever 
[crest]
B7 8 BARMENTLOO Karel BARMENTLOO / Karel / 1923-2007 / 
Johanna / 1926-2010 / Together Forever 
[crest]
B7 9 REID Joyce M. REID / Joyce M. / 1938-2006 / Our Loving 
Mother / Forever in our Hearts
B7 11 STONEMAN Bartley Thomas Bartley Thomas STONEMAN / Sept. 6, 1916 - 
Mar. 30, 2002 / He That Keepeth Thee Shall 
Never Slumber / PS 121:3
B7 14 ELDER Allen Gray God Took Him Home / Allen Gray ELDER / 
April 29, 1947 - December 31, 2003
B7 16 PAUL Helmut Wilhelm PAUL / 1938 Helmut Wilhelm 2001
B8 1 BEDFORD Manville In God's Loving Care / Manville / 1919-2002 / 
Margery / 1918-2005 / BEDFORD
B8 2 BEDFORD Margery In God's Loving Care / Manville / 1919-2002 / 
Margery / 1918-2005 / BEDFORD
B8 3A BRAUN Phyllis M. G. BRAUN / Phyllis M. G. / 1913-2004 / Otto J. / 
1913-2006 / In Loving Memory
B8 3B BRAUN Otto J. BRAUN / Phyllis M. G. / 1913-2004 / Otto J. / 
1913-2006 / In Loving Memory
B8 5 SIMPSON Robert SIMPSON / Robert / 1935-2010 (On small 
unattached cross: The Lord is my rock and 
my Salvation)
B8 8 KAISER Marvin Willis KAISER / To Live in the Hearts of Those We 
Love / is Never to Die / Laura Alice / 1940-
2006 / Marvin Willis / 1937-2009
B8 9 KAISER Laura Alice KAISER / To Live in the Hearts of Those We 
Love / is Never to Die / Laura Alice / 1940-
2006 / Marvin Willis / 1937-2009
B8 10 GRAY Audrey D. GRAY / In Loving Memory Of / Robert J. / 
1927-2005 / Audrey D. /  /
B8 10 GRAY Robert J. GRAY / In Loving Memory Of / Robert J. / 
1927-2005 / Audrey D. /  /
B9 1 SAPACH G. Lorne SAPACH / Yvonne A. / 1938-  / G. Lorne / 
1937-2007 / In / Loving / Memory
B9 2 SAPACH Yvonne A. SAPACH / Yvonne A. / 1938-  / G. Lorne / 
1937-2007 / In / Loving / Memory
B9 3 McINTOSH Albert McINTOSH / Albert / 1922-2008 / Verda / 
1928-  / Psalm 91 / Home In Glory [Royal 
Canadian Legion insignia]
B9 3 McINTOSH Verda McINTOSH / Albert / 1922-2008 / Verda / 
1928-  / Psalm 91 / Home In Glory [Royal 
Canadian Legion insignia]
B9 5 WINKLER Josef WINKLER / Father / Josef / 1935-2007
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B9 8 ONYCHUK Elsie (Madeline) Gentle Beauty and Grace / Elsie / "Madeline" / 
ONYCHUK / 1927-2007 / Always 
Remembered for Her Love and Strength
B9 11 HOWEY Charles David HOWEY / Enter now into your rest my / good 
and faithful servant / 1922 Charles David 
2010 / 1923 Mildred Leone  /
B9 11 HOWEY Mildred Leone HOWEY / Enter now into your rest my / good 
and faithful servant / 1922 Charles David 
2010 / 1923 Mildred Leone  /
B9 12 MacGILLIVRAY Terry MacGILLIVRAY / Terry / 1947-2008 / Eternal 
Love [Hansons' Arbor Chapels marker: 
Terence J.] 
B10 1 QUARRY Dennis Claude QUARRY / Mary / 1927-  / Wife Mom / and 
Grandma / Beloved / Dennis Claude / 1925-
2008 / Husband Dad / and Grandad / Till We 
Meet Again [Royal Canadian Air Force 
insignia]
B10 2 QUARRY Mary QUARRY / Mary / 1927-  / Wife Mom / and 
Grandma / Beloved / Dennis Claude / 1925-
2008 / Husband Dad / and Grandad / Till We 
Meet Again [Royal Canadian Air Force 
insignia]
B10 3 PAYNE Maysie E. Loved Eternally / Maysie E. PAYNE / March 
16, 1936 / June 29, 2008 / Deeply Missed
B10 6 TODD Leonard D. TODD / Leonard D. / 1921-2009 / Until We 
Meet Again
B10 8 NEJAD Essy NEJAD / Essy / 1936-2009
B10 10 McINTOSH Reuben Frederick McINTOSH / Reuben Frederick / 1920-2009 / 
Praise the Lord I'm Home
B10 11 LE Thuan Cong Thuan Cong LE / 1964-2009 / Lovingly 
remembered by your / wife children and 
family / Together Forever
B10 12 PITT Lydia Carola PITT / Lydia Carola / March 30, 1929 / July 
30, 2009 / Laughed Often / Loved Much
B10 15 DUBE Norman [Joseph] DUBE / In Loving Memory / Norman 1940-
2009 [Peachland Cemetery website: Joseph 
Dube died 14 Nov 2009]
B11 2 MOTTRAM Clara MOTTRAM / William / 1914-2010 / Clara / 
1916-  / [married] 1936 / Holding Hands 
Forever
B11 2 MOTTRAM William MOTTRAM / William / 191 -2010 / Clara / 
1916-  / [married] 1936 / Holding Hands 
Forever
B11 3 OLENCZUK Wija OLENCZUK / 1922 Wija 2010 / "Those we 
love never leave our hearts"
B11 4 FLEMING William Lorne William Lorne FLEMING / 1928-2011 
[Hansons' Arbor Chapels marker]
B11 5 GLOWA Marjorie [Peachland Cemetery website: Marjorie 
Glowa died 23 October 2012]
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B11 5 GLOWA Michael [Joseph] Michael GLOWA / 1925-2010 / [Springfield 
Funeral Home marker] [Peachland Cemetery 
website: Joseph Glowa died 08 August 2010] 
B11 6 STAAF Viola In Loving Memory of / STAAF / Absent from 
the body, / Present with the Lord / 1922 Viola 
2010
B11 7 PARK May (Maisie) May 'Maisie' PARK / 1922-2012 / [Hansons' 
Arbor Chapels marker]
B11 10 TAYTELBAUM Lucien W. Lucien W. TAYTELBAUM / 1935-2012 / 
[Hansons' Arbor Chapels marker]
B11 15 McLAUGHLAN Helen Helen McLAUGHLAN / 1916-2011 / 
[Hansons' Arbor Chapels marker] [Peachland 
Cemetery website: Helen M. McLaughlan 
died 13 May 2011]
B14 1 TAYLOR Marjorie TAYLOR / A Precious Pearl / Marjorie / 1933-
2003 / Philip / 1932-2011  /
B14 1 TAYLOR Philip TAYLOR / A Precious Pearl / Marjorie / 1933-
2003 / Philip / 1932-2011  /
B21 16 BULCOCK Stephen Wesley 
Fredrick Smith
Ours For a Little While / With Us Forever / 
Stephen Wesley Fredrick Smith / BULCOCK / 
April 23, 2001 / April 24, 2001
B22 1 MUIR D. C. Kay MUIR / Harry A. / 1930-2010 / Eternally 
Sealed / D.C. Kay / 1931-  / And Their Joy 
Shall Be Forever 
B22 1 MUIR Harry A. MUIR / Harry A. / 1930-2010 / Eternally 
Sealed / D.C. Kay / 1931-  / And Their Joy 
Shall Be Forever 
Legion B23 2 HOOPER David Gordon 
James
David Gordon James / HOOPER / 1956-2000 
/ The Song is Ended / But the Melody Lingers 
On
Legion B23 3 HOOPER James E. HOOPER / Until We Meet Again / Mary E. /  / 
James E. / 1921-2001 [Royal Canadian 
Legion insignia]
Legion B23 4 HOOPER Mary E. HOOPER / Until We Meet Again / Mary E. /  / 
James E. / 1921-2001 [Royal Canadian 
Legion insignia]
Legion B23 6 CANN John Joseph CANN / John Joseph / 1922-2007 / Rest In 
Peace [Royal Canadian Legion insignia]
B25 1 HODGINS Candice JOHNSON / George / 1921 / Phyllis 1920 / 
Susan 1948-1999 / HODGINS / Ronald 1931 
/ Deborah 1957 / Candice 1984 / In the Arms 
of the Angels
B25 1 HODGINS Deborah JOHNSON / George / 1921 / Phyllis 1920 / 
Susan 1948-1999 / HODGINS / Ronald 1931 
/ Deborah 1957 / Candice 1984 / In the Arms 
of the Angels
B25 1 HODGINS Ronald JOHNSON / George / 1921 / Phyllis 1920 / 
Susan 1948-1999 / HODGINS / Ronald 1931 
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B25 1 JOHNSON George JOHNSON / George / 1921 / Phyllis 1920 / 
Susan 1948-1999 / HODGINS / Ronald 1931 
/ Deborah 1957 / Candice 1984 / In the Arms 
of the Angels
B25 1 JOHNSON Phyllis JOHNSON / George / 1921 / Phyllis 1920 / 
Susan 1948-1999 / HODGINS / Ronald 1931 
/ Deborah 1957 / Candice 1984 / In the Arms 
of the Angels
B25 1 JOHNSON Susan JOHNSON / George / 1921 / Phyllis 1920 / 
Susan 1948-1999 / HODGINS / Ronald 1931 
/ Deborah 1957 / Candice 1984 / In the Arms 
of the Angels
B28 4 MARCH Nicholas MARCH / In Loving Memory of / Father / 
Nicholas / 1918-1996 / Mother /  / Those We 
Love Never Die
Legion B29 1 FRIESEN Mary Helen FRIESEN / Gone But Not Forgotten / 
Frederick / 1919-2006 / Mary Helen / 1921-
1995
Legion B29 7 FRIESEN Frederick FRIESEN / Gone But Not Forgotten / 
Frederick / 1919-2006 / Mary Helen / 1921-
1995
Bench CLAYTON Pamela Helen In Loving Memory of Pamela / Helen READ 
nee CLAYTON by / Micheal & Friends 1929-
2008 [Bench Plaque]
Bench CUMISKY Matt In Loving Memory of Matt CUMISKY / From 
Your Loving Wife Mary, / Family and Friends 
[Bench Plaque]
Bench FRASER Lois In Loving Memory of / Lois FRASER / Ron 
FRASER & Family [Bench Plaque]
Bench INGLIS In Memory of Pioneer Families / INGLIS 
REDSTONE POWELL / Love Chuck & Muriel 
1830-2008 [Bench Plaque]
Bench MILLER Annie May In Loving Memory of / William Dougald & 
Annie May MILLER / Archie, Geneva, Sherry, 
& Kelli [Bench Plaque]
Bench MILLER William Dougald In Loving Memory of / William Dougald & 
Annie May MILLER / Archie, Geneva, Sherry, 
& Kelli [Bench Plaque]
Bench PIPHER Frances In Loving Memory of our Mother / Frances 
PIPHER / November 1928 - December 2003 
[Bench Plaque]
Bench PIPHER Graham Mervyn In Loving Memory of / My Husband / Graham 
Mervyn PIPHER / January 1927 - July 1996 
[Bench Plaque] 
Bench POWELL In Memory of Pioneer Families / INGLIS 
REDSTONE POWELL / Love Chuck & Muriel 
1830-2008 [Bench Plaque]
Bench READ Pamela Helen In Loving Memory of Pamela / Helen READ 
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Bench REDSTONE In Memory of Pioneer Families / INGLIS 
REDSTONE POWELL / Love Chuck & Muriel 
1830-2008 [Bench Plaque]
A 1 ENNS John In Loving Memory of / John ENNS / 1916-
1993
A 2 ENNS Marie In Loving Memory of / Marie ENNS / 1919-
1989
A 3 HARRIS Nicholas Michael Nicholas Michael / HARRIS / 1955-1988 / 
Peace At Last
A 5 DAVIES Cyril Blay In Loving Memory of / DAVIES / Cyril Blay / 
Oct. 17, 1904 - Oct. 13, 1988
A 6 HARRIS Margaret Gladys Margaret Gladys / HARRIS / 1925-1992 / 
Loving Wife and Mother 
B 1 CLEMENTS Richard A. B. In Loving Memory Of / Richard A. B. 
CLEMENTS / Aug. 23, 1969 - Oct. 23, 1988
B 2 WILLIAMS Harry [Samuel 
Henry]
Harry / WILLIAMS / 1918-1990 [Peachland 
Cemetery map: Samuel Henry Williams] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Samuel Henry 
Williams died 10 May 1990] [BC Vital Stats: 
Samuel Henry Williams died Kelowna 10 May 
1990 age 71 years]
B 3 PRICE Dorothy Gwen In Memory of a Great Lady / Dorothy Gwen 
PRICE / Jan. 13, 1926 - June 18, 1989 / Till 
We Meet Again / Love You Harry
B 4 MacKENZIE Wallace Albert No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Wallace Albert 
MacKenzie died 14 August 1989] [BC Vital 
Stats: Wallace Albert MacKenzie died 
Kelowna 14 August 1989 age 83 years]
B 5 MacKENZIE Elizabeth L. No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Elizabeth L. 
MacKenzie died 15 August 2004]
B 6 MOCK Karl Friedrich Karl Friedrich / MOCK / 1914-1990
B 9 BOTHAMLEY Orval Ernest 
Andrew
BOTHAMLEY / Orval Ernest Andrew / 1914-
1989 / In Loving Memory
B 10 BOTHAMLEY Evelyn Nettie BOTHAMLEY / Evelyn Nettie / 1920-1996
C 4 KOE Roger Colin Roger Colin KOE / 1926-1989 / Here Lies An 
Honoured Gentleman / Till We Meet Again / 
Love From Your Family
C 5 ARTHUR Kyle Robert 
William
Always in Our Hearts / Kyle Robert William / 
ARTHUR / June 9, 1983 / March 10, 1990
C 6 SOPCAK Milan Ondrej In Loving Memory / Milan Ondrej SOPCAK / 
1939-1990 
C 7A GRONO Thomas C. In Loving Memory / Thomas C. GRONO / 
Loving Husband & Father / 1905-1989 
[separate plaque] Loving Wife & Mother / 
Edith Florence / 1919-2000
C 7B GRONO Edith Florence In Loving Memory / Thomas C. GRONO / 
Loving Husband & Father / 1905-1989 
[separate plaque] Loving Wife and Mother / 
Edith Florence / 1919-2000
13
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C 10 LINK Elmer LINK / In Loving Memory of / 1921 Elmer 
1990 
C 12 GOODING Stephanie A. C. Our Precious Angel / Stephanie A. C. 
GOODING / Aug. 7, 1980 - Aug. 21, 1990 / 
Safe in the Arms of Jesus
D 1 KRUPNIK Lesley Anne In Loving Memory Of / Lesley Anne / 
KRUPNIK / 1960-1990 / Always in Our Hearts
D 2 RIGGS Peter Oliver No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Peter Oliver 
Riggs died 14 February 1991] [BC Vital Stats: 
Peter Oliver Riggs died Kelowna 14 February 
1991 age 65 years]
D 3 KARDEL Harald KARDEL / Ever / Remembered / 1930 Harald 
1990
D 5 NEWALL Ian NEWALL / Ian / 1928-1991 / To Live In The 
Hearts We / Leave Behind Is Not To Die
D 6 LOEWEN A. Ronald LOEWEN / A. Ronald / 1918-2007 / In Loving 
Memory
D 7 LOEWEN G. Eileen LOEWEN / G. Eileen / 1925-1991 / Always 
Loved
D 11 KOLAR Gerard L. In Loving Memory of / KOLAR / 1925 Gerard 
L. 1992 / God has him in his keeping / We 
have him in our hearts
E 1A BENNETT George E. BENNETT / 1906 Barbara A. 1992 / 1904 
George E. 1992
E 1B BENNETT Barbara A. BENNETT / 1906 Barbara A. 1992 / 1904 
George E. 1992
E 2 ECCLES Daisy Frances Daisy Frances ECCLES / 1911-1992 / Gone 
to Be With Jesus
E 3 ORRITT Sandra R. Sandra R. ORRITT / March 19 / 1943 / 
August 22 / 1992 / Dancing With the Angels
E 4 DUNKIN C. Wesley In Loving Memory / DUNKIN / C. Wesley / 
1915-1992 / Leila Jean / 1920-2010
E 4A DUNKIN Leila Jean In Loving Memory / DUNKIN / C. Wesley / 
1915-1992 / Leila Jean / 1920-2010
E 6 OATMAN-FINDLAY Nancy Viola Loving Mother, Daughter, Friend / Nancy 
Viola / OATMAN-FINDLAY / 1952-1993 / 
Someday We'll All Understand
E 7 KETEMER Edward J. In Loving Memory of / Edward J. KETEMER / 
1940-1993  
E 12 ANDERSON Alexander Alexander ANDERSON / L.A.C. / R.A.F. / 8 
December 1993 Age 70
F 2 WARKENTIN Serena Lynn Forever In Our Hearts / Serena Lynn / 
WARKENTIN / 1983-1992
F 7 WARKENTIN Frank In Loving Memory / Frank WARKENTIN / 
1919-1996
F 11 GERBRANDT Mary In Loving Memory Of / Mary / GERBRANDT / 
Jun. 14, 1910 - Feb. 25, 2000
14
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G 1 McCONNELL Anita T. McCONNELL / A "Tanfastic" Life Together / 
Anita T. / February 5, 1951 /  / Edward G. / 
February 12, 1939 / February 12, 2009
G 1 McCONNELL Edward G. McCONNELL / A "Tanfastic" Life Together / 
Anita T. / February 5, 1951 /  / Edward G. / 
February 12, 1939 / February 12, 2009
G 2 ROSENBERGER Donald Alan In Loving Memory / Donald Alan / 
ROSENBERGER / 1937-1991
G 3A THWAITE Harold THWAITE / In Loving Memory / Harold / 1912-
1999 / Olive /  /
G 3B THWAITE Olive Maude THWAITE / In Loving Memory / Harold / 1912-
1999 / Olive /  / [Peachland Cemetery 
website: Olive Maude Thwaite died 25 
September 2002]
G 4A FINLAYSON George Moir FINLAYSON / George Moir / 1912-1994 / 
Gwen E. P. / 1914-1994 / Remembered 
Always
G 4B FINLAYSON Gwen E. P. FINLAYSON / George Moir / 1912-1994 / 
Gwen E. P. / 1914-1994 / Remembered 
Always
G 5A PERSSON Walter PERSSON / In Loving Memory / Walter / 
1891-1981 / Johanna M. / 1905-1995
G 5B PERSSON Johanna M. PERSSON / In Loving Memory / Walter / 
1891-1981 / Johanna M. / 1905-1995
G 6 GILL Christopher C. GILL / Christopher C. / 1956-2000 / Our 
Beloved Son
G 6A GILL Frank J. GILL / In Loving Memory / Frank J. / 1926-
2005 / Hildegard M. 1929-  
G 6A GILL Hildegard M. GILL / In Loving Memory / Frank J. / 1926-
2005 / Hildegard M. 1929-  /  
G 7 SCHLAPBACH Ramona E. SCHLAPBACH / In Loving Memory Of / 1931 
Ramona E. 1993 / 1933 Robert E. 2010
G 7A SCHLAPBACH Robert E. SCHLAPBACH / In Loving Memory Of / 1931 
Ramona E. 1993 / 1933 Robert E. 2010
G 8 HIGGINS Cornelia H. Cornelia H. HIGGINS / 1954-1994 / Gave All 
For Love
G 9 BECKER Dorothy J. Dorothy J. BECKER / Feb. 13, 1932 - Aug. 8, 
1994 / A Loving Wife, Mother / Grandmother 
and Sister
G 11 WALHOVD Claire L. WALHOVD / In God's Loving Care / Claire L. 
/ 1920-2004 / Torleif H. (Leif) / 1915-  /
G 11 WALHOVD Torleif H. (Leif) WALHOVD / In God's Loving Care / Claire L. 
/ 1920-2004 / Torleif H. (Leif) / 1915-  /
G 12 CADIEUX Grace CADIEUX / Grace / Mar. 5, 1926 - Sept. 11, 
1994 / In Loving Memory
H 1 MINHINNICK Albert Albert MINHINNICK / Able Seaman / R.C.N. / 
26 September 1994 Age 74
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H 4 HILDERMAN Mary In Loving Memory of / Mary HILDERMAN / 
"Grannie" / 1899-1994
H 5A WALSH George WALSH / Fannie I. / 1926-2001 / George / 
1923-1994 / Always in Our Hearts 
H 5A WALSH George George WALSH / Pte. R.C.A.M.C. / 1923-
1994 / Lest We Forget
H 5B WALSH Fannie I. WALSH / Fannie I. / 1926-2001 / George / 
1923-1994 / Always in Our Hearts
H 7 WILLEMS Lydia Marie WILLEMS / Lydia Marie / 1921 - 2005
H 8 TIDY Harry (Red) TIDY / In Loving Memory Of / Harry (Red) / 
1915-1995
I 1 TKACHUK George TKACHUK / Pauline / 1926-1995 / George / 
1926-  / In Loving Memory / If Tears Could 
Build a Stairway, / And Memories a Lane, / I'd 
Walk Right Up To Heaven / And Bring You 
Home Again.
I 2 TKACHUK Pauline TKACHUK / Pauline / 1926-1995 / George / 
1926-  / In Loving Memory / If Tears Could 
Build a Stairway, / And Memories a Lane, / I'd 
Walk Right Up To Heaven / And Bring You 
Home Again.
I 5 BRODOWAY Victor BRODOWAY / Victor / 1937-1998 / Precious 
Memories Last Forever
I 6 THOMAS Gordon R. THOMAS / Gordon R. / 1918-1994 / Muriel B. 
/ 1927-2011 / In Loving Memory
I 6A THOMAS Muriel B. THOMAS / Gordon R. / 1918-1994 / Muriel B. 
/ 1927-2011 / In Loving Memory
I 9 SLIVINSKI Gertrude E. Gertrude E. / SLIVINSKI / 1923-1990 / Never 
Forgotten
I 10 KOETJE Hendrik E. KOETJE / In God's Hands / Father Hendrik E. 
/ 1929-1995 / Mother Rosalina H. / 1931-  / 
I 11 KOETJE Rosalina H. KOETJE / In God's Hands / Father Hendrik E. 
/ 1929-1995 / Mother Rosalina H. / 1931-  /
I 12 ECCLES William Arthur No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: William Arthur 
Eccles died 01 September 1995]
Child J 1 HAMMOND Nelson Douglas In God's Care / Nelson Douglas / HAMMOND 
/ Feb. 1, 1991 / Forever In Our Hearts
Child J 2 JORGENSEN Brandyn Kenneth JORGENSEN / Brandyn Kenneth / 1994-1995 
/ In God's Care / In Perfect Peace
Child J 3 FREE Brendan R. S. Brendan R. S. / FREE / July 13, 1997 / Our 
Beloved Son
Crem K 1 MACK Erna F. WIBERG / Nee MACK / Erna F. / 1917-1994 / 
S. Harold / 1910-1996 / Loving Memories 
Last Forever
Crem K 1 WIBERG Erna F. WIBERG / Nee MACK / Erna F. / 1917-1994 / 
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Crem K 2 WIBERG S. Harold WIBERG / Nee Mack / Erna F. / 1917-1994 / 
S. Harold / 1910-1996 / Loving Memories 
Last Forever
Crem K 3 FRASER Ron E. FRASER / Lois M. / 1936-2000 / Ron E. / 
1930-  / Together / Forever
Crem K 4 FRASER Lois M. FRASER / Lois M. / 1936-2000 / Ron E. / 
1930-  / Together / Forever
Crem K 7 FRIDGE David David / FRIDGE / 1923-1998 / In Loving 
Memory
Crem K 9 NOURSE Rita Slater NOURSE / In Loving / Memory / Reginald Eric 
/ 1914-2001 / Rita Slater / 1914-2003
Crem K 10 NOURSE Reginald Eric NOURSE / In Loving / Memory / Reginald Eric 
/ 1914-2001 / Rita Slater / 1914-2003
Crem K 11 WOZNIAK Anton Anton / WOZNIAK / 1930-1995 / In Loving / 
Memory
Crem K 13 LUCIER Arthur LUCIER / Arthur / 1919-1997
Crem K 15 WOZNIAK Connie Connie / WOZNIAK / 1965-2008 / With the 
Angels
Crem K 18 VAUGHAN-BIRCH Ken VAUGHAN-BIRCH / Ken / 1908-1999 / Phyllis 
/ 1903-1981 / Loved and Always 
Remembered
Crem K 18 VAUGHAN-BIRCH Phyllis VAUGHAN-BIRCH / Ken / 1908-1999 / Phyllis 
/ 1903-1981 / Loved and Always 
Remembered
Crem K 21 JONES Frank Lawrence No Marker [Peachland cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Frank 
Lawrence Jones died 13 December 1997]
Crem K 23 CASS Donald Donald Rodney / CASS / 1972-1999 / 
Beloved Daddy & Son
Crem L 1 NOONAN Robert NOONAN / Robert / Nov. 18, 1919 - Sept. 3, 
1988 / In Loving Memory [military insignia M 
35012] [Freemasons insignia]
Crem L 2 NOONAN Alice Ellen (Nel) Loving Mother / NOONAN / Alice Ellen "Nel" / 
Mar. 29, 1921 - Apr. 6, 2005 / Quilter of 
Distinction
Crem L 3 CHIMKO Earl S. In Loving Memory / Earl S. CHIMKO / 1951-
1988
Crem L 7 WHINTON Roland Charles WHINTON / In Loving Memory Of / 1946 
Roland Charles 1989 / 1914 Charles Orris 
1995 / 1919 Margaret 2000 
Crem L 8 WHINTON Margaret WHINTON / In Loving Memory Of / 1946 
Roland Charles 1989 / 1914 Charles Orris 
1995 / 1919 Margaret 2000
Crem L 9 WHINTON Charles Orris WHINTON / In Loving Memory Of / 1946 
Roland Charles 1989 / 1914 Charles Orris 
1995 / 1919 Margaret 2000
Crem L 10 IVERSON Scott M. In Loving Memory of / Scott M. / IVERSON / 
Nov. 1971 - May 1991 / Always in our Hearts
Crem M 1 MUNRO Kenneth P. MUNRO / Kenneth P. / 1920-1991 / Evelyn I. / 
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Crem M 2 FREEDY Thomas No Marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Thomas 
Freedy died 01 January 1992]
Crem M 3 CRANWILL John R. CRANWILL / In Loving Memory Of / John R. / 
1920-1992 / Frances M. / 1929-2003 / 
Together Forever
Crem M 4 CRANWILL Frances M. CRANWILL / In Loving Memory Of / John R. / 
1920-1992 / Frances M. / 1929-2003 / 
Together Forever
Crem M 5 WILLIAMS Maisie [Alice May] Maisie / WILLIAMS / 1923-1992 [Peachland 
Cemetery website: Alice May Williams died 
1992]
Crem M 6 SHUKIN Millie SHUKIN / 1939 Millie 1999 / Forever in Our 
Hearts
Crem M 7 CADIEUX Evelyn I. MUNRO / Kenneth P. / 1920-1991 / Evelyn I. / 
(CADIEUX) / 1922-2005 / Forever In Our 
Hearts
Crem M 7 MUNRO Evelyn I. MUNRO / Kenneth P. / 1920-1991 / Evelyn I. / 
(CADIEUX) / 1922-2005 / Forever In Our 
Hearts
Crem M 8 SHOSTAK William SHOSTAK / William / 1926-1992 / Elsie / 
1928-2010 / In Loving Memory
Crem M 9 SHOSTAK Elsie SHOSTAK / William / 1926-1992 / Elsie / 
1928-2010 / In Loving Memory
Crem M 10 CLOOTEN Robert J. Robert J. / Apr. 29, 1920 / June 17, 1992 / 
Rest in Peace / CLOOTEN
Crem M 12 PATRICK Yvette Denise PATRICK / Yvette Denise / 1925-1991
Crem N 1 OCHITWA Chad Brian Our Special Angel / Chad Brian / OCHITWA / 
1980-1992 / Oh Gentle Son, Oh Gentle 
Brother / You Are Our Strength
Crem N 3 COUSINS Clifford Milton COUSINS / Daniel C. / 1902-1993 / Beatrice 
M. / 1908-1998 / In Loving Memory / Clifford 
Milton COUSINS / Feb. 2, 1936 - Aug. 9, 
2005 / Beloved Son
Crem N 3 COUSINS Daniel C. COUSINS / Daniel C. / 1902-1993 / Beatrice 
M. / 1908-1998 / In Loving Memory / Clifford 
Milton COUSINS / Feb. 2, 1936 - Aug. 9, 
2005 / Beloved Son
Crem N 4 HANNA Joseph HANNA / Joseph / 1907-1994 / Nellie L. / 
1908-2002 / Ever Remembered Ever Loved
Crem N 5 CHERNECKI Kazmer (Cam) CHERNECKI / Kazmer "Cam" / 1929-1993 / 
God rest this Merry Gentleman
Crem N 9 COUSINS Beatrice M. COUSINS / Daniel C. / 1902-1993 / Beatrice 
M. / 1908-1998 / In Loving Memory / Clifford 
Milton COUSINS / Feb. 2, 1936 - Aug. 9, 
2005 / Beloved Son
Crem N 10 HANNA Nellie L. HANNA / Joseph / 1907-1994 / Nellie L. / 
1908-2002 / Ever Remembered Ever Loved
Crem N 11 CHERNECKI Sarah Jane CHERNECKI / Sarah Jane / 1931-2000 / She 
lives on / through her children
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Crem O 1 GORDON William C. William C. GORDON / L.A.C. / R.C.A.F. / 20 
January 1994 Age 76
Crem O 2 ROYER Margaret F. In Loving Memory / Margaret F. ROYER / 
1923-1994
Crem O 4 NOONAN Margaret In Loving Memory / Margaret NOONAN / Aug. 
23, 1896 - Dec. 16, 1994
Crem O 5 MURPHY Donna E. Donna E. MURPHY / In Loving Memory / 
1953-1990
Crem O 8 DAYLEY Victoria Victoria / DAYLEY / 1915-1995 / Beloved 
Mother / and Grandmother
Crem O 11 PETERSON James I. PETERSON / James I. / 1927-1998 / In 
Loving / Memory [Royal Canadian Navy 
insignia] [Royal Canadian Legion insignia]
Crem C1 1 ROBINSON Frederick Elvin Forever In Our Heart / ROBINSON / 
Frederick Elvin / 1925-1999 / Gone But Not 
Forgotten
Crem C1 4 FOWLER Gordon W. FOWLER / Patricia K. / 1933-  / Gordon W. / 
1923-1999 / Together / Forever
Crem C1 6 ERICKSON Axel (Eric) ERICKSON / Axel (Eric) / 1919-1999 / 
Kathryn (Kit) / 1926-2001 / Together / Forever
Crem C1 7 ERICKSON Kathryn (Kit) ERICKSON / Axel (Eric) / 1919-1999 / 
Kathryn (Kit) / 1926-2001 / Together / Forever
Crem C1 8 HOY Ian B. HOY / Together / Forever / Ian B. / 1922-1999 
/ Joan V. / 1923-  /
Crem C1 9 HOY Joan V. HOY / Together / Forever / Ian B. / 1922-1999 
/ Joan V. / 1923-  /
Crem C1 10 McCALLUM Lowell A. McCALLUM / 1936 Lowell A. 1999 / Loved 
Forever
Crem C1 11 FOWLER Patricia K. FOWLER / Patricia K. / 1933-  / Gordon W. / 
1923-1999 / Together / Forever
Crem C1 13 BODNAR Edward Together Forever / BODNAR / Edward / 1934-  
/ Laquinna / 1935-2007
Crem C1 13 BODNAR Laquinna Together Forever / BODNAR / Edward / 1934-  
/ Laquinna / 1935-2007
Crem C1 14A WITT Kermit WITT / Kermit / 1905-1984 / Ruth / 1909-
1992 / In Loving Memory
Crem C1 14B WITT Ruth WITT / Kermit / 1905-1984 / Ruth / 1909-
1992 / In Loving Memory
Crem C2 1 HENDERSON Wm. D. (Bill) Wm. D. (Bill) / HENDERSON / 1927-1999 / 
Loving Memories
Crem C2 4 MELTON Joyce Joyce / MELTON / 1928-2011 / Brave, Noble 
Heart
Crem C2 6 HUTCHCROFT Betty HUTCHCROFT / Les / 1919-2001 / Betty / 
1915-2000 / Married May 5, 1945 / Together 
Forever
Crem C2 10 KECSKEMETHY Laszlo In Loving Memory of / Laszlo / 
KECSKEMETHY / 1929-2002
Crem C2 11 BRICE Helen Helen BRICE / 1925-2004 / In Loving Memory
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Crem C2 12 HUTCHCROFT Les HUTCHCROFT / Les / 1919-2001 / Betty / 
1915-2000 / Married May 5, 1945 / Together 
Forever
Crem C3 1 KEELOR Thomas Francis KEELOR / Thomas Francis / 1932-2010 / 
Theresa Bartholet / 1930-2001 / Together / 
Forever
Crem C3 2 STRUGNELL Kenneth STRUGNELL / Kenneth / 1923-2000 / 
Remembered Always
Crem C3 3 STRUGNELL Victor Thomas STRUGNELL / Jean / Hazel / 1923-1997 / 
Victor / Thomas / 1917-2001 / My Peace I 
Give You / John 14:28
Crem C3 6 PREVOST Myrt PREVOST / Andy / 1933-2003 / Myrt / 1938-  
/ Rest Till We All Meet Again
Crem C3 7 KEELOR Theresa Bartholet KEELOR / Thomas Francis / 1932-2010 / 
Theresa Bartholet / 1930-2001 / Together / 
Forever
Crem C3 9 STRUGNELL Jean Hazel STRUGNELL / Jean / Hazel / 1923-1997 / 
Victor / Thomas / 1917-2001 / My Peace I 
Give You / John 14:27
Crem C3 12 PREVOST Andy PREVOST / Andy / 1933-2003 / Myrt / 1938-  
/ Rest Till We All Meet Again
Crem C4 1 SMITH Stuart Stanley In Loving Memory Of / Stuart Stanley / SMITH 
/ 1938-2002 / Rest in Peace
Crem C4 2 LOWE Elizebeth LOWE / Elizebeth / 1940-2010 / Memories 
Live On
Crem C4 4 SPROUSE Joan Pauline In Loving Memory / Joan Pauline / SPROUSE 
/ 1941-2003 / Forever in Our Hearts
Crem C4 5 WHITELEGG Brent Owen Brent Owen / WHITELEGG / 1952 Sept. 4 / 
2001 Aug. 5 / "All Our Love" / We Miss You
Crem C4 6 HARGROVE Inger HARGROVE / 1937 Inger 2004 / 1939 Earl 
Crem C4 7 JONES Peter In Loving Memory of / Peter JONES / 1932-
2002 / A Beloved / Husband, Father, / Pappa 
& Friend [B.P.O.E.  O.O.R.P.]
Crem C4 9 WOCH Friedrich Eduard WOCH / Friedrich Eduard / 1927-2009 / 
Together Forever
Crem C4 10 TAYLOR George TAYLOR / George / 1920-2009 / Always 
Remembered
Crem C4 12 HARGROVE Earl HARGROVE / 1937 Inger 2004 / 1939 Earl 
Crem C5 1 CARTIER Evelyn Always in Our Hearts / Evelyn / (Mom) / 
CARTIER / April 19, 1936 - August 15, 2001
Crem C5 5 RITCHEY Sallie Martine No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: no death date 
information]
Crem C5 7 PENNER George John PENNER / George John / April 8, 1933 / 
March 19, 2003 / His Memory Lives On in Us.
Crem C5 11 ROSNER Erwin Oswald ROSNER / Erwin Oswald / 1921-2008 / Dad, 
Gone, / Never Forgotten
Crem C5 12 MIDDLETON Jean A. MIDDLETON / William J. / 1920-2004 / Jean 
A. / 1937-2010 / Remembered With Love
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Crem C5 12 MIDDLETON William J. MIDDLETON / William J. / 1920-2004 / Jean 
A. / 1937-2010 / Remembered With Love
Crem C6 1 WOLFINGER Mabel Vila WOLFINGER / Mabel Vila / 1908-2000 In 
Loving Memory 
Crem C6 2 BARTON Ronald Delmar BARTON / Ronald (Ron) Delmar / 1941-1992 
/ Rest in Peace
Crem C6 3 McCARTHY Joanne Mary SWEET / Joanne Mary / (nee McCARTHY) / 
1962-2001 / Remembered Forever / Glen 
[and] Baily
Crem C6 3 SWEET Joanne Mary SWEET / Joanne Mary / (nee McCARTHY) / 
1962-2001 / Remembered Forever / Glen 
[and] Baily
Crem C6 4 CLARK William B. 
(Bernie)
CLARK / Loving Parents & Grandparents / 
William B. / (Bernie) / 1921-2004 / Margaret 
R. / (Peggy) / 1923-2003
Crem C6 5 MEYER Raymond L. Raymond L. / 1934-2006 / Norma M. / 1934-  
/ MEYER
Crem C6 7 IRELAND Phyllis Irene IRELAND / Gordon James / 1924-2006 / 
Phyllis Irene / 1927-2010 / Fond Memories
Crem C6 8 ADKINS-JONES Doreen (Dodie) Always Loving / Doreen (Dodie) / ADKINS-
JONES / 1934-2004 / Always Loved
Crem C6 9 BARTON Mildred M. Forever In Our Hearts / Mildred M. / BARTON 
/ 1943-2003
Crem C6 11 CLARK Margaret R. 
(Peggy)
CLARK / Loving Parents & Grandparents / 
William B. / (Bernie) / 1921-2004 / Margaret 
R. / (Peggy) / 1923-2003
Crem C6 12 MEYER Norma M. Raymond L. / 1934-2006 / Norma M. / 1934-  
/ MEYER
Crem C6 13 WOOD Helena Bridget In Loving Memory Of / Helena Bridget WOOD 
/ 1936-2007
Crem C6 14 IRELAND Gordon James IRELAND / Gordon James / 1924-2006 / 
Phyllis Irene / 1927-2010 / Fond Memories
Crem C7 1 HENDERSON Kenneth M. Together / Forever / HENDERSON / Irma / 
1916-2002 / Kenneth M. / 1927-2003
Crem C7 5 MERCER John G. MERCER / Always in our Hearts / Nellie M. / 
1925-2006 / John G. / 1929-1993
Crem C7 6 MacKINNON Thelma Christina Thelma Christina REAGH / (MacKINNON) / 
Sept. 17, 1922 - May 10, 2003 / Forever in 
Our Hearts
Crem C7 6 REAGH Thelma Christina Thelma Christina REAGH / (MacKINNON) / 
Sept. 17, 1922 - May 10, 2003 / Forever in 
Our Hearts
Crem C7 7 HENDERSON Irma Together / Forever / HENDERSON / Irma / 
1916-2002 / Kenneth M. / 1927-2003
Crem C7 11 MERCER Nellie M. MERCER / Always in our Hearts / Nellie M. / 
1925-2006 / John G. / 1929-1993
Crem C7 12 BOBINSKI Mary In Loving Memory / Of / Mary BOBINSKI / 
April 19, 1948 - Feb. 20, 2007 / "Super 
Mama"
Crem C8 1 ANDERSEN Violet G. Boyd R. / 1929-2005 / Together Forever / 
Violet G. / 1931-  / ANDERSEN
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Crem C8 3 DALGLEISH Ian Charles In Loving Memory / Ian Charles DALGLEISH / 
Born Sydney, Australia 21-12-1930 / Died 
Peachland B.C. 7-01-2005
Crem C8 4 KLAWIKOWSKI Frank KLAWIKOWSKI / Beloved Husband and Wife 
/ Frank / Dec. 20, 1926 / Jan. 19, 2005 / Ida / 
Oct. 12, 1922 / Jan. 25, 2008 / In Loving 
Memory
Crem C8 7 ANDERSEN Boyd R. Boyd R. / 1929-2005 / Together Forever / 
Violet G. / 1931-  / ANDERSEN
Crem C8 10 KLAWIKOWSKI Ida KLAWIKOWSKI / Beloved Husband and Wife 
/ Frank / Dec. 20, 1926 / Jan. 19, 2005 / Ida / 
Oct. 12, 1922 / Jan. 25, 2008 / In Loving 
Memory
Crem C8 12 KALISCH Hugo Hugo / KALISCH / 1930-2007 / In Loving 
Memory
Crem C9 1 BURIAN Sandor Marlies / 1943-  / Sandor / 1933-2007 / 
Together Forever / BURIAN 
Crem C9 2 RAUCH Gordon Kenneth RAUCH / Gordon Kenneth / 1929-2007 / In 
Loving Memory Of
Crem C9 3 VOGT Helen A. Henry L. / 1923-2011 / Helen A. / 1928-2007 / 
Together Forever / VOGT
Crem C9 5 SMITH Agnes Pauline 
(Babs)
SMITH / Stan and Babs Together Forever / 
Charles / Stanley / 1911-1991 / Agnes / 
Pauline / 1914-2008 / [Married] Oct. 27, 1936 
/ Always in our Hearts 
Crem C9 7 BURIAN Marlies Marlies / 1943-  / Sandor / 1933-2007 / 
Together Forever / BURIAN 
Crem C9 8 RAUCH Darrell Wayne RAUCH / Darrell Wayne / 1959-2007 / In 
Loving Memory Of
Crem C9 9 VOGT Henry L. Henry L. / 1923-2011  / Helen A. / 1928-2007 
/ Together Forever / VOGT
Crem C9 11 SMITH Charles Stanley 
(Stan)
SMITH / Stan and Babs Together Forever / 
Charles / Stanley / 1911-1991 / Agnes / 
Pauline / 1914-2008 / [Married] Oct. 27, 1936 
/ Always in our Hearts 
Crem C9 12 WARDLAW Harold WARDLAW / 1946 Harold 2008 / Never Will 
Your Memory Fade
Crem C10 1 BREITENEDER Erna BREITENEDER / Erna / May 1, 1932 / July 
22, 2003 / In Loving Memory
Crem C10 8 DIACHUK Candy Leigh DIACHUK / nee GILCHRIST / Candy Leigh / 
December 19, 1957 / February 13, 2003 / 
Forever Loved Never Forgotten
Crem C10 8 GILCHRIST Candy Leigh DIACHUK / nee GILCHRIST / Candy Leigh / 
December 19, 1957 / February 13, 2003 / 
Forever Loved Never Forgotten
Crem C10 10 YERXA Donna M. Loving Mother, Wife & Sister / Donna M. 
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Crem C11 1 NIELSEN Robert James 
(Dr.)
Dr. Robert James NIELSEN / BSC, LRCP, 
LRCS, MB, BCH, BAO / MMED (Psych), FC 
(Psych), / 1962-2000 / "Too Young"  / We 
Love You, Robert.
Crem C11 2 OAKES James OAKES / James / 1941-2006 / Peace, Perfect 
Peace
Crem C11 4 OAKES Kelly Kelly OAKES / Always in our Hearts / 1958-
2002
Crem C11 5 BOSER Nicholas In Loving Memory / Nicholas BOSER / 1911-
2003
Crem C11 6 HANSEN Jack Robert HANSEN / Shirley Anne / 1935-2008 / Jack 
Robert / 1926-  / End of Life - Birthday of 
Eternity
Crem C11 7 ROSNER Ewald [Ewalt] ROSNER / Emma / 1923-2006 / Ewald / 1925-
2011 / Everlasting Life Through Christ 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Ewalt Rosner 
died 11 July 2011]
Crem C11 13 HANSEN Shirley Anne HANSEN / Shirley Anne / 1935-2008 / Jack 
Robert / 1926-  / End of Life - Birthday of 
Eternity
Crem C11 14 ROSNER Emma [June 
Emma]
ROSNER / Emma / 1923-2006 / Ewald / 1925-
2011 / Everlasting Life Through Christ 
[Peachland cemetery site: June Emma 
Rosner died 16 April 2006]
Crem C12 2 BUTTON Gwen J. BUTTON / Wilford S. / June 19, 1934 / June 
29, 2008 / Gwen J. / Sept. 29, 1933 /  / 
Together Forever
Crem C12 6 LECKIE Gordon Oscar 
Elymer
LECKIE / Wilmotte "Willie" Mary / March 21, 
1930 / September 12, 2003 / LECKIE / 
Gordon Oscar Elymer / June 17, 1912 / June 
28, 2008
Crem C12 8 BUTTON Wilford S. BUTTON / Wilford S. / June 19, 1934 / June 
29, 2008 / Gwen J. / Sept. 29, 1933 /  / 
Together Forever
Crem C12 9 BRISCOE Laurette Rose Loving Wife and Mother / Laurette Rose / 
BRISCOE / 1931-2008
Crem C12 12 LECKIE Wilmotte (Willie) 
Mary
LECKIE / Wilmotte "Willie" Mary / March 21, 
1930 / September 12, 2003 / LECKIE / 
Gordon Oscar Elymer / June 17, 1912 / June 
28, 2008
Crem C13 2 KMYTA Connie KMYTA / Always Remembered / Connie / 
1930-2010 [Royal Canadian Legion insignia]
Crem C13 3 PHILLIPS Shirley PHILLIPS / Shirley / 1937-2010 / Michael / 
1933-  /
Crem C13 9 PHILLIPS Michael PHILLIPS / Shirley / 1937-2010 / Michael / 
1933-  /
Crem C13 12 HUMPHRIES Stefania Stefania HUMPHRIES / Beloved Mother / 
Born July 5, 1933 / Gone to be with her Lord, 
Jesus / May 8, 2002
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Crem C14 9 WATTS John Stuart WATTS / John Stuart / 1941-  / Melanie Lee / 
1951-2011 / In Loving Memory
Crem C14 9 WATTS Melanie Lee WATTS / John Stuart / 1941-  / Melanie Lee / 
1951-2011 / In Loving Memory
Crem C21 1 FEHR W. Wayne Doreen I. / 1930-2003 / W. Wayne / 1930-  / 
FEHR / Together Forever
Crem C21 8 FEHR Doreen I. Doreen I. / 1930-2003 / W. Wayne / 1930-  / 
FEHR / Together Forever
Crem C66 1 PENNER Erwin A. Till We Meet Again / PENNER / Erwin A. / 
1929-2000 / Kay M. / 1931-  / Nee Cousins
Crem C66 3 STERLING Harvey W. Harvey W. / 1940-  / Marilyn K. / 1941-2009 / 
(HILL) / Together Forever / STERLING
Crem C66 8 KRUETZKY Ernst Ewen KRUETZKY / Ernst Ewen / 1927-2001 / 
Catherine Belva / 1933-  / Together Forever
Crem C66 9 COUSINS Kay M. Till We Meet Again / PENNER / Erwin A. / 
1929-2000 / Kay M. / 1931-  / Nee Cousins
Crem C66 9 PENNER Kay M. Till We Meet Again / PENNER / Erwin A. / 
1929-2000 / Kay M. / 1931-  / Nee Cousins
Crem C66 11 HILL Marilyn K. Harvey W. / 1940-  / Marilyn K. / 1941-2009 / 
(HILL) / Together Forever / STERLING
Crem C66 11 STERLING Marilyn K. Harvey W. / 1940-  / Marilyn K. / 1941-2009 / 
(HILL) / Together Forever / STERLING
Crem C66 16 KRUETZKY Catherine Belva KRUETZKY / Ernst Ewen / 1927-2001 / 
Catherine Belva / 1933-  / Together Forever
Old 01N A1 MacNEILL Hamish MacNEILL / In Loving Memory / Hamish / 
1908-1981 / Margaret Rose / MacNEILL / 
1948-1995 / Loved and Remembered Always
Old 01N A2 MacNEILL Margaret Rose MacNEILL / In Loving Memory / Hamish / 
1908-1981 / Margaret Rose / MacNEILL / 
1948-1995 / Loved and Remembered Always
Old 02N A ARCHIBALD Donald No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Donald 
Archibald died 16 June 1983] [BC Vital Stats: 
Donald Archibald died Kelowna 16 June 1983 
age 66 years]
Old 03N A1 DOWN Diane In / Loving Memory of / Diane DOWN / 1943-
1983
Old 03N B1 LEAVITT Gladys LEAVITT / In Loving Memory of / Mervyn / 
1927-1992 / Gladys / 1923-1986 / Rest In 
Peace [Holy Bible image]
Old 03N B2 LEAVITT Mervyn LEAVITT / In Loving Memory of / Mervyn / 
1927-1992 / Gladys / 1923-1986 / Rest In 
Peace [Holy Bible image]
Old 04N B HATCHER Dudley Dudley HATCHER / 1914-1983 / Rest In 
Peace
Old 05N A SMALLS Sidney A. Sidney A. SMALLS / 1911-1982 / Until We 
Meet Again
Old 05N B SMALLS Anna Anna SMALLS / 1908-1996
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Old 05N C1 MORGAN John H. MORGAN / Together / Forever / John H. / 
1941-1982 / Muriel M. / 1937-  /
Old 05N C1 MORGAN Muriel M. MORGAN / Together / Forever / John H. / 
1941-1982 / Muriel M. / 1937-  /
Old 01S B FICHTNER Denise Denise / FICHTNER / 1937-2006 / Loving 
Mother, Caring Friend, / Faithful Servant
Old 02S A VOLLMERHAUS William VOLLMERHAUS / Hedwig B. / 1903-1981 / 
William / 1896-1989
Old 02S B VOLLMERHAUS Hedwig B. VOLLMERHAUS / Hedwig B. / 1903-1981 / 
William / 1896-1989
Old 03S A1 NIKKEL Danny Danny NIKKEL / July 7, 1967 / April 20, 1981 
/ We Had Joy, We Had Fun / We Had 
Seasons in the Sun.
Old 03S A2 KURTZ Josephine (Jody) KURTZ / Josephine (Jody) / 1914-1999 / Ever 
/ Remembered
Old 03S B1 BAWDEN Gweneth F. M. BAWDEN / In Loving Memory / Gweneth F. 
M. / 1923-1989 / Lloyd G. / 1919-1993
Old 03S B2 BAWDEN Lloyd G. BAWDEN / In Loving Memory / Gweneth F. 
M. / 1923-1989 / Lloyd G. / 1919-1993
Old 04S A INGLIS Charles H. In Loving Memory / INGLIS / Charles H. / 
1919-1996 / Until We Meet Again [Princess 
Patricia's Canadian Light Infantry regimental 
insignia]
Old 05S A DAVIS Roy W. DAVIS / Elizabeth A. / 1915-1980 / Roy W. / 
1906-1983
Old 05S B DAVIS Elizabeth A. DAVIS / Elizabeth A. / 1915-1980 / Roy W. / 
1906-1983
Old 6 A BROWN Joseph Henry In Memory of / Joseph Henry / BROWN / 
1912-1978
Old 6 B MANGEL Alex W. MANGEL / Alex W. / 1921-1982 / Our Loved 
One
Old 7 A BOGAARDT Ida A. In Loving Memory / Ida A. BOGAARDT / 1939-
1978 / God be with you  Till we meet again
Old 7 B PRATT John Norman 14366 Constable / John Norman / PRATT / 
R.C.M.P. / January 24, 1922 / February 16, 
1984 [RCMP insignia]
Old 8 A DOYLE C. Kevin C. Kevin DOYLE / 1955-1977 / A life of 
deeds, not of years
Old 8 B DOYLE Michael P. Michael P. DOYLE / 1959-1980 / In Loving 
Memory
Old 9 A CINNAMON Stewart Neil No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Stewart Neil 
Cinnamon died 20 September 1978] [BC Vital 
Stats: Stewart Neil Cinnamon died Peachland 
21 September 1978 age 50 years]
Old 10 A MacKINNON Gloria Anne MacKINNON / Always in Our Hearts / Gloria 
Anne / 1955-1981 / Brian John / 1972-1999
Old 10 B MacKINNON Brian John MacKINNON / Always in Our Hearts / Gloria 
Anne / 1955-1981 / Brian John / 1972-1999
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Old 10 C1 CURRY Melville G. CURRY / Melville G. / 1905-1986 / Greta 
(Dee) / 1908-1999
Old 10 C2 CURRY Greta (Dee) CURRY / Melville G. / 1905-1986 / Greta 
(Dee) / 1908-1999
Old 11 A1 SORENSON Morris Lloyd In Loving Memory / Morris Lloyd / 
SORENSON / L107301 / 1924-1994 / [South 
Saskatchewan Regiment insignia]
Old 11 A3 BUCKLEY Gerald T. Gerald T. BUCKLEY / Shipwright / R.C.N.V.R. 
/ 19 June 1994 Age 69
Old 11 B1 BRYAN Richard A. Richard A. BRYAN / Private / R C A M C / 21 
November 1995 - Age 75
Old 11 B3 BURNS Douglas H. Douglas H. BURNS / Leading Aircraftman / 
R.C.A.F. / 2 May 1996 Age 72
Old 11 C1 GEORGE Robert Robert ( Bob) GEORGE / Staff Sergeant / 
1926-1997 / In Loving / Memory [RCMP 
insignia] 
Old 11 C2 MILLER Charles A. [Amos 
Charles]
Charles A. MILLER / Pte. C Inf C / 1919-1998 
/ Lest We Forget [Peachland Cemetery 
website: Amos Charles Milller died 25 
November 1998]
Old 12 A WANLIN Joseph E. WANLIN / Joseph E. / 1919-1980 / Theresa 
M. / 1925-  / Always Remembered
Old 12 B WANLIN Theresa M. WANLIN / Joseph E. / 1919-1980 / Theresa 
M. / 1925-  / Always Remembered
Old 13 A1 SCHRETLEN Joan Wilma 
Fraser
SCHRETLEN / Joan Wilma Fraser / Oct. 25, 
1918 - May 20, 1983 / Because We Live Ye 
Shall Live Also
Old 13 B2 ANDERSON Wilma Anne No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Wilma Anne 
Anderson died 25 January 1988] [BC Vital 
Stats: Wilma Anne Anderson died Kelowna 
25 January 1988 age 69 years]
Old 14 B INGLIS Terrance Allan Terrance Allan / INGLIS / Sept. 1970 - June 
1979 / Our Son & Brother Forever
Old 15 A STUMP Robert Leon No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Robert Leon 
Stump died 23 March 1979] [BC Vital Stats: 
Robert Leon Stump died Princeton 23 March 
1979 age 66 years]
Old 15 B TEDFORD Jack Jack TEDFORD M.D. / Captain / R.C.A.M.C. / 
29 Jan. 1991 Age 81
Old 16 A BOLTON Ed Ed BOLTON / In Loving Memory / 1913-1976
Old 16 B BOLTON Lillian Lillian BOLTON / In Loving Memory / 1909-
1982
Old 17 A HOWELL Emily M. Emily M. / HOWELL / 1895-1981
Old 17 B WATKIN Leslie D. Leslie D. WATKIN / Leading Sergeant / 
R.C.A. / 25 Jan. 1983 Age 74
Old 18 B WORKMAN William William WORKMAN / W.O.2 / R.C.A.F. / 19 
May 1978 - Age 54
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Old 19 A MALMBERG Carl MALMBERG / 1902 Carl 1978 / 1908 Rose 
2002 / Gone But Not Forgotten
Old 19 B MALMBERG Rose MALMBERG / 1902 Carl 1978 / 1908 Rose 
2002 / Gone But Not Forgotten
Old 20 A1 LANGLEY Arthur Arthur LANGLEY / Sapper / R.C.E. / 14 Oct. 
1985   Age 72
Old 20 A3 NADEAU Wilfred In Loving Memory / Wilfred NADEAU / 1889-
1984
Old 20 B1 BOURNE Edward John Edward John BOURNE / L.A.C. / R.C.A.F. / 
23 Apr. 1984 - Age 66
Old 20 B2 HURRELL Frederick Frederick HURRELL / Families Are / Forever / 
1919-1985
Old 20 B3 NADEAU Helen Helen NADEAU / In Our Hearts Forever / 
1908-2001
Old 20 C1 HEWITT Donald William Donald William / HEWITT / 1924-1983 [RCAF 
insignia]
Old 20 C2 HEWITT Betty Ruth In Memory of / Betty Ruth / HEWITT / 1926-
1983
Old 20 C3 BAILEY George A. George A. BAILEY / Private R.C.E.M.E. / 
1916-1985
Old 21 A1 HURRELL Orville F. Orville F. HURRELL / L/Cpl Camerons of C / 
1917-2000 / Lest We Forget
Old 21 A2 GALPIN Ray Ray / GALPIN / 1911-2000 / In Loving / 
Memory
Old 21 B1 KILNER Roy A. Roy A. KILNER / L/Cpl  R.C.R. / 1923-2000 / 
Lest We Forget
Old 21 C1 HENDRICKSON James A. James A. HENDRICKSON / Pte C Inf C / 3 
Nov. 1993 / Age 68 / Lest We Forget
Old 22 A KRYGER Sarah Anna In Loving Memory / Sarah Anna KRYGER / 
Jan. 26, 1909 - Jan. 2, 1990 / At Rest
Old 22 B KRYGER Edward Louis In Loving Memory / Edward Louis KRYGER / 
Oct. 20, 1902 - Aug. 27, 1983 / At Rest
Old 23 A RAMSAY John (Jack) No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: John (Jack) 
Ramsay died 05 June 1979] [BC Vital Stats: 
John McKay Ramsay died Richmond 05 June 
1979 age 74 years]
Old 23 B RAMSAY Averil Myrtle No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Averil Myrtle 
Ramsay died 06 May 1981] [BC Vital Stats: 
Averil Myrtle Ramsay died Kelowna 06 May 
1981 age 75 years]
Old 24 A MacKAY Danforth Beloved / Father / Danforth / 1943-2004 / 
Mother / Michele / 1944-  / MacKAY
Old 24 B MacKAY Michele Beloved / Father / Danforth / 1943-2004 / 
Mother / Michele / 1944-  / MacKAY
Old 25 A MacKAY Ross G. MacKAY / Beloved Son & Brother / Ross G. / 
1955-1976
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Old 26 A RENFREW William G. RENFREW / Winifred / 1892-1981 / William 
G. / 1896-1977 / Remembered With Love
Old 26 B RENFREW Winifred RENFREW / Winifred / 1892-1981 / William 
G. / 1896-1977 / Remembered With Love
Old 27 A1 GOBEL Valentine GOBEL / Anna C. / 1904-1992 / Valentine / 
1903-1977 / The Lord is my Shepherd
Old 27 A2 GOBEL Anna C. GOBEL / Anna C. / 1904-1992 / Valentine / 
1903-1977 / The Lord is my Shepherd
Old 28 A WILSON William H. WILSON / In Loving Memory Of / Ruth / 1905-
1987 / William H. / 1892-1979
Old 28 B WILSON Ruth WILSON / In Loving Memory Of / Ruth / 1905-
1987 / William H. / 1892-1979
Old 29 A LEBOE Bert R. Bert R. LEBOE / 1909-1980 In Loving 
Memory
Old 29 B LEBOE Clarissa Mae No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Clarissa Mae 
Leboe died 20 April 1999]
Old 30 A1 NEUFELD Helmut William NEUFELD / Helmut William / 1922-1989
Old 30 A2 SMITH Charles S. Charles S. SMITH / British Home Guard / 
1911-1991 / Lest We Forget
Old 30 A3 STICKNEY W. Donald No Marker [Peachland cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: W. Donald 
Stickney - no death date information]
Old 30 B1 ROYER Isaac L. Isaac L. ROYER / 1919-1989 [Royal 
Canadian Legion insignia]
Old 30 B2 BRICE Frank J. Frank J. BRICE C.D. / Sapper / R.C.E. / 14 
March 1993 Age 72
Old 30 C1 PICOTTE Emiel J. Emiel J. PICOTTE / Leading Stoker / 
R.C.N.R. / 1914-1991
Old 30 C2 MacPHERSON Robert J. Robert J. MacPHERSON / L/CPL. CDN. 
Provost Corps. / 1921-1993 / Lest We Forget
Old 30 C3 WILLEMS Andre F. Andre F. WILLEMS / Soldier / Belgium 
Forces / 17 September 1993 Age 73
Old 31 A1 KNOBLAUCH Henry Henry / KNOBLAUCH / 1898-1987 / Always 
Loved and Remembered
Old 31 A2 KNOBLAUCH Violet May No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Violet May 
Knoblauch died 05 Jun 1998]
Old 31 B1 SIEGRIST L. May SIEGRIST / L. May / 1904-1988 / William J. / 
1899-2003 / Where God is, There is Peace
Old 31 B2 SIEGRIST William J. SIEGRIST / L. May / 1904-1988 / William J. / 
1899-2003 / Where God is, There is Peace
Old 31 C1 WARREN Cy A. (Rev.) WARREN / Life's Work Well Done / Rev. Cy 
A. / 1907-1998 / Lola-Jean / 1929-2003
Old 31 C2 WARREN Lola-Jean WARREN / Life's Work Well Done / Rev. Cy 
A. / 1907-1998 / Lola-Jean / 1929-2003
Old 32 A DAVIES Brenda B. Brenda B. DAVIES / W-309221 Pte. / A.T.S. - 
R.A.P.C. / 1927-1982 / Lest We Forget
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Old 32 B DAVIES Joseph R. Joseph R. DAVIES / K-65653 Tpr. / BCD's / 
1923-1983 / Lest We Forget [Legion insignia]
Old 33 A JACKSON Eva F. Eva F. JACKSON / In Loving Memory / 1895-
1981
Old 33 B JACKSON F. Ivor F. Ivor JACKSON / In Loving Memory / 1893-
1977
Old 34 A REDSTONE Emily Mary Till We Meet Again / Emily Mary / 
REDSTONE / 1892-1976
Old 34 B REDSTONE Charles Talmage Till We Meet Again / Charles Talmage / 
REDSTONE / 1891-1982
Old 35 A MOORE Edith Marion In Loving Memory of / Edith Marion MOORE / 
1898-1982 / "A Prairie Pioneer"
Old 35 B MOORE Albert Marian In Loving Memory of / Albert Marian MOORE 
/ 1896-1987 / "Together Again"
Old 38 A TODD Jean Mary TODD / Live, Love, Laughter / Rest in Peace / 
Jean Mary / 1924-2004 / Jeffrey Knox / 1917-
2006
Old 38 B TODD Jeffrey Knox TODD / Live, Love, Laughter / Rest in Peace / 
Jean Mary / 1924-2004 / Jeffrey Knox / 1917-
2006
Old 39 A IRVINE Laura M. IRVINE / Percy C. / 1913-  / Laura M. / 1916-
1975
Old 39 B IRVINE Percy C. IRVINE / Percy C. / 1913-  / Laura M. / 1916-
1975
Old 40 A TEAL Bill (W. D.) In Loving Memory Of / Bill TEAL / W. D. / 
Dec. 1, 1953 / Jan. 2, 1992 / Daddy
Old 40 B TEAL Hazel M. Hazel M. TEAL / Jan. 15, 1908 / Mar. 17, 
1981 / Mom
Old 40 C TEAL William T. William T. TEAL / Dec. 25, 1905 / May 17, 
1974 / Dad
Old 41 B1 WILCOX Betty Robina WILCOX / In Loving Memory / Robert / 1909-
2006 / Betty Robina / 1905-1977 / Rest In 
Peace
Old 41 B2 WILCOX Robert WILCOX / In Loving Memory / Robert / 1909-
2006 / Betty Robina / 1905-1977 / Rest In 
Peace
Old 42 A KNOBLAUCH Katie KNOBLAUCH / John / 1896-1996 / Katie / 
1900-1975 / Always Loved and Remembered
Old 42 B KNOBLAUCH John KNOBLAUCH / John / 1896-1976 / Katie / 
1900-1975 / Always Loved and Remembered
Old 43 A SHAW Nellie Pearl Nellie Pearl SHAW / Oct. 29, 1908 - Nov. 15, 
1982
Old 43 B SHAW Lorne B. Lorne B. SHAW / In Loving Memory / 1897-
1975
Old 44 A GRAY Caroline (Carrie) GRAY / Caroline (Carrie) / Sept. 25, 1903 - 
Oct. 21, 1995 / In Loving Memory
Old 44 B GRAY Allan Donald GRAY / Allan Donald / 1929-1975 / Son and 
Brother / Ever Remembered Ever Loved
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Old 45 A GRAY Donald A. Donald A. / GRAY / 1902-2001 / Fond 
Memories
Old 45 B MacLELLAN Anne No Marker [Peachland cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Anne 
MacLellan - no death date information]
Old 46 A1 KINGSTON David J. KINGSTON / David J. / 1900-1981 / Edith I. / 
1916-2002 / In Loving Memory
Old 46 A2 KINGSTON Edith I. KINGSTON / David J. / 1900-1981 / Edith I. / 
1916-2002 / In Loving Memory
Old 46 B McDONOUGH Cecil Alexander No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Cecil 
Alexander McDonough died 10 December 
1967] [BC Vital Stats: died Kelowna 10 
December 1967 age 68 years]
Old 47 A1 GOVE Andrew S. Andrew S. GOVE / Private / Sask. Light Inf. 
(M.G.) / 15 Jan. 1975 - Age 64
Old 47 A2 GOVE Jean Lois No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Jean Lois 
Gove died 26 November 2002]
Old 48 A LINGOR Gwenneth Ann Gwenneth Ann LINGOR / 1954-1971
Old 48 B DEVER J. Keith (Danny) Danny / J. Keith DEVER / 1919-1973
Old 49 A1 WIDSTEN Marie WIDSTEN / In Loving Memory / Marie / 1904-
1985 / Clarence / 1905-1991 
Old 49 A2 WIDSTEN Clarence WIDSTEN / In Loving Memory / Marie / 1904-
1985 / Clarence / 1905-1991 
Old 49 B1 HEIGHWAY Cecil C. Cecil C. HEIGHWAY / In Loving Memory / 
1888-1973 
Old 49 B2 HEIGHWAY Constance In Loving Memory / Constance / HEIGHWAY 
/ 1888-1984
Old 50 A GRAY Kenneth F. In Loving Memory / Kenneth F. GRAY / 1944-
1974
Old 50 B1 STRACHAN Kathleen S. STRACHAN / Kathleen S. / 1921-1992 / Allan 
C. / 1916-2001
Old 50 B2 STRACHAN Allan C. STRACHAN / Kathleen S. / 1921-1992 / Allan 
C. / 1916-2001
Old 50 C GOETZ Erich Erich GOETZ / In Loving Memory / 1929-
1975
Old 51 A WILDS Michael Dennis No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Michael 
Dennis Wilds died 17 August 1974] [BC Vital 
Stats: Michael Dennis Wilds died Kelowna 17 
August 1974 age 20 years]
Old 51 B WILDS Vera M. I. No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Vera M. I. 
Wilds died 01 January 1983] [BC Vital Stats: 
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Old 51 C WILDS Herbert Francis No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Herbert 
Francis Wilds died 13 February 1990] [BC 
Vital Stats: Herbert Francis Wilds died Surrey 
13 February 1990 age 94 years]
Old 52 A LONG Elizabeth Janet LONG / George Edward / 1901-1966 / 
Elizabeth Janet / 1903-1997 / In / Loving / 
Memory
Old 52 A1 LONG Janet Margaret LONG / Janet Margaret / 1932-2000 / Forever 
in Our Hearts
Old 52 B LONG George Edward LONG / George Edward / 1901-1966 / 
Elizabeth Janet / 1903-1997 / In / Loving / 
Memory
Old 53 B MUNRO Gilbert W. In Loving Memory / Gilbert W. MUNRO / 1894-
1966
Old 54 A WEST Annie I. WEST / Annie I. / 1896-1966 / Albert A. / 
1888-1975
Old 54 B WEST Albert A. WEST / Annie I. / 1896-1966 / Albert A. / 
1888-1975
Old 55 A AITKENS Kathleen Alice In Loving Memory / Kathleen Alice AITKENS / 
1894-1970 / GUFFIE
Old 55 A GUFFIE Kathleen Alice In Loving Memory / Kathleen Alice AITKENS / 
1894-1970 / GUFFIE
Old 55 B AITKENS C. William In Loving Memory / C. William AITKENS / 
1890-1967
Old 56 A WILSON Frank WILSON / Frank / 1893-1967 / Dana / 1914-
2000 / In Loving Memory
Old 56 B WILSON Dana WILSON / Frank / 1893-1967 / Dana / 1914-
2000 / In Loving Memory
Old 57 A1 ALMOND Wileimina Wileimina ALMOND / 1889-1963
Old 57 A2 ALMOND Walter W. Walter W. ALMOND / 1890-1969
Old 57 B1 BUSST Elizabeth In Loving Memory Of / Elizabeth / BUSST / 
1877-1973 / Beverley / PERRIN / 1941-1996 / 
Darlene / ISHERWOOD / 1942-2007
Old 57 B2 PERRIN Beverley In Loving Memory Of / Elizabeth / BUSST / 
1877-1973 / Beverley / PERRIN / 1941-1996 / 
Darlene / ISHERWOOD / 1942-2007
Old 57 B3 ISHERWOOD Darlene In Loving Memory Of / Elizabeth / BUSST / 
1877-1973 / Beverley / PERRIN / 1941-1996 / 
Darlene / ISHERWOOD / 1942-2007
Old 58 A BUSST Ellen In Loving Memory of / Ellen / BUSST / 1891-
1963 / Alfred / BUSST / 1913-1987 / Maisie / 
EMERY / 1915-2006
Old 58 B BUSST Alfred In Loving Memory of / Ellen / BUSST / 1891-
1963 / Alfred / BUSST / 1913-1987 / Maisie / 
EMERY / 1915-2006
Old 58 B1 EMERY Maisie In Loving Memory of / Ellen / BUSST / 1891-
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Old 59 A FULKS Florence FULKS / Leonard Bernard / 1889-1962 / 
Loving Husband / and Father / Florence / 
1895-1969 / Loving Wife / and Mother / In My 
Father's House Are Many Mansions
Old 59 B FULKS Leonard Bernard FULKS / Leonard Bernard / 1889-1962 / 
Loving Husband / and Father / Florence / 
1895-1969 / Loving Wife / and Mother / In My 
Father's House Are Many Mansions
Old 60 A DROUGHT Theodore Alfred No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Theodore 
Alfred Drought died 21 June 1972] [BC Vital 
Stats: Theodore Alfred Drought died Kelowna 
21 June 1972 age 68 years]
Old 61 A SANDERSON Gordon Dugald SANDERSON / Gordon Dugald / 1950-1969
Old 61 A1 SANDERSON Dorothy May Mother / Dorothy May / 1925-1972 / R.I.P. 
[Sanderson family plot]
Old 61 B SANDERSON William Lewis William Lewis / SANDERSON / R.C.A.F. / 
1915-1996
Old 62 A MacKAY Alexander 
(Sandy)
"Sandy" / Alexander MacKAY / 1876-1955 / 
Born at Dalhousie, N.B. / Annie Dorothea 
MacKAY / 1882-Bish-1970
Old 62 B MacKAY Annie Dorothea "Sandy" / Alexander MacKAY / 1876-1955 / 
Born at Dalhousie, N.B. / Annie Dorothea 
MacKAY / 1882-Bish-1970
Old 63 A BUCHANAN John MacDonald In Loving Memory of / John MacDonald / 
BUCHANAN / 1892-1955
Old 63 B1 BERGUNDER John No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: John 
Bergunder died 04 July 1977] [BC Vital Stats: 
John Bergunder died Kelowna 04 July 1977 
age 67 years]
Old 63 B2 BERGUNDER Jocie Eve No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Jocie Eve 
Bergunder died 16 December 1984] [BC Vital 
Stats: Jocie Eve Bergunder died Vernon  16 
December 1984 age 72 years]
Old 64 A SANDERSON Jennie SANDERSON / 1885 William Bell 1967 / 
1879 Jennie 1965
Old 64 B SANDERSON William Bell SANDERSON / 1885 William Bell 1967 / 
1879 Jennie 1965
Old 65 A GILLAM Kathleen 
Margarett
GILLAM / 1918 Kathleen Margarett 1960 / 
1911 Francis Reid 1962 / Loving Father and 
Mother 
Old 65 B GILLAM Francis Reid GILLAM / 1918 Kathleen Margarett 1960 / 
1911 Francis Reid 1962 / Loving Father and 
Mother 
Old 66 A WILSON Allen WILSON / Allen / 1862-1944 / At Rest
Old 66 B WILSON Elizabeth WILSON / Elizabeth / 1865-1959 / At Rest
Old 67 A MILLER Dorcas Dorcas MILLER / 1870-1950 
Old 67 B MILLER James A. Sapper / James A. MILLER / C.R.T. C.E.F. / 
31st July, 1943 / Rest in Peace
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Old 68 A FERGUSON Arnold FERGUSON / Arnold / 1900-1943 / Myrtle / 
1900-1989
Old 68 A1 FERGUSON Myrtle FERGUSON / Arnold / 1900-1943 / Myrtle / 
1900-1989
Old 69 A YOUNG Alfred Henry YOUNG / 1871 Alfred Henry 1943 / 1885 
Ethel Louisa 1980 / "When the Morning 
Wakens, Then May We Arise, / Pure, and 
Fresh, and Sinless in Thy Holy Eyes." / In 
Loving Gratitude From Your Foster Son / 
James Albert DAHLGREN
Old 69 B YOUNG Ethel Louisa YOUNG / 1871 Alfred Henry 1943 / 1885 
Ethel Louisa 1980 / "When the Morning 
Wakens, Then May We Arise, / Pure, and 
Fresh, and Sinless in Thy Holy Eyes." / In 
Loving Gratitude From Your Foster Son / 
James Albert DAHLGREN
Old 69 DAHLGREN James Albert YOUNG / 1871 Alfred Henry 1943 / 1885 
Ethel Louisa 1980 / "When the Morning 
Wakens, Then May We Arise, / Pure, and 
Fresh, and Sinless in Thy Holy Eyes." / In 
Loving Gratitude From Your Foster Son / 
James Albert DAHLGREN
Old 70 A KEATING Oliver KEATING / Father / Mother [Peachland 
Cemetery map: Oliver Keating and Helene 
M.E. Keating] [BC Vital Stats: Oliver Keating 
died Kelowna 06 February 1944 age 78 
years]
Old 70 B KEATING Helene M.E. KEATING / Father / Mother [Peachland 
Cemetery map: Oliver Keating and Helene 
M.E. Keating] [BC Vital Stats: Helen M.E. 
Keating died Kelowna 20 May 1944 age 68 
years]
Old 70 C1 McCOMBE Richard No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Richard 
McCombe - no death date information]
Old 70 C2 McCOMBE Phyllis No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Phyllis 
McCombe - no death date information]
Old 71 B DELL Mary Elizabeth Mary Elizabeth / DELL / 1878-1964 / In Loving 
Memory
Old 71 C DELL George In Loving Memory Of / George DELL  / 1871-
1944 / At Rest
Old 72 A LONG Blanche A. In Loving Memory Of / John T. LONG / 1868-
1944 / Lifes Work Well Done / Blanche A. 
LONG / 1866-1953
Old 72 B LONG John T. In Loving Memory Of / John T. LONG / 1868-
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Old 73 A BUCHANAN Elizabeth Helen In Loving Memory of / Wife and Mother / 
Elizabeth Helen / 1862-1938 / "Peace, Perfect 
Peace" / Dr. William / Loved Husband and 
Father / 1859-1944 / BUCHANAN
Old 73 B BUCHANAN William (Dr.) In Loving Memory of / Wife and Mother / 
Elizabeth Helen / 1862-1938 / "Peace, Perfect 
Peace" / Dr. William / Loved Husband and 
Father / 1859-1944 / BUCHANAN
Old 74 A1 RUFFLE Isabel RUFFLE / Edward / 1872-1946 / Isabel / 1874-
1962 / To Memory Ever Dear
Old 74 A2 RUFFLE Edward RUFFLE / Edward / 1872-1946 / Isabel / 1874-
1962 / To Memory Ever Dear
Old 74 B1 RUFFLE Doris A. RUFFLE / Alfred E. / 1899-1990 / Doris A. / 
1903-1981
Old 74 B2 RUFFLE Alfred E. RUFFLE / Alfred E. / 1899-1990 / Doris A. / 
1903-1981
Old 75 A GILLAM John Duke (Rev.) GILLAM / Rev. John Duke / 1870-1948 / 
Anna Louise / 1876-1953 / Forever with the 
Lord
Old 75 B GILLAM Anna Louise GILLAM / Rev. John Duke / 1870-1948 / 
Anna Louise / 1876-1953 / Forever with the 
Lord
Old 76 A WILLIAMS W. Lewis No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: W. Lewis 
Williams died 20 January 1948] [BC Vital 
Stats: Lewis Williams died Peachland 20 
January 1948 age 76 years]
Old 76 B WIRTA William William WIRTA / Beloved Husband / 1902-
1974
Old 77 A GUMMOW John B. In Loving Memory / Benjamin F. / 1890-1942 / 
John B. / 1922-1948 / GUMMOW / 72nd 
Battn. R.C.A.F. [Masonic insignia] / 
Remember us in love and laughter / Stella E. 
DYNES GUMMOW WELCH / 1898-1991 / S. 
Noreen GUMMOW K-CROCKETT / 1926-
1997 [Stella Noreen Gummow married 
Dennis Kirkpatrick-Crockett. Information from 
"Peachland Memories".]
Old 77 B GUMMOW Benjamin F. In Loving Memory / Benjamin F. / 1890-1942 / 
John B. / 1922-1948 / GUMMOW / 72nd 
Battn. R.C.A.F. [Masonic insignia] / 
Remember us in love and laughter / Stella E. 
DYNES GUMMOW WELCH / 1898-1991 / S. 
Noreen GUMMOW K-CROCKETT / 1926-
1997 [Stella Noreen Gummow married 
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Old 77 DYNES Stella E. In Loving Memory / Benjamin F. / 1890-1942 / 
John B. / 1922-1948 / GUMMOW / 72nd 
Battn. R.C.A.F. [Masonic insignia] / 
Remember us in love and laughter / Stella E. 
DYNES GUMMOW WELCH / 1898-1991 / S. 
Noreen GUMMOW K-CROCKETT / 1926-
1997 [Stella Noreen Gummow married 
Dennis Kirkpatrick-Crockett. Information from 
"Peachland Memories".]
Old 77 GUMMOW S. Noreen [Stella 
Noreen]
In Loving Memory / Benjamin F. / 1890-1942 / 
John B. / 1922-1948 / GUMMOW / 72nd 
Battn. R.C.A.F. [Masonic insignia] / 
Remember us in love and laughter / Stella E. 
DYNES GUMMOW WELCH / 1898-1991 / S. 
Noreen GUMMOW K-CROCKETT / 1926-
1997 [Stella Noreen Gummow married 
Dennis Kirkpatrick-Crockett. Information from 
"Peachland Memories".]
Old 77 GUMMOW Stella E. In Loving Memory / Benjamin F. / 1890-1942 / 
John B. / 1922-1948 / GUMMOW / 72nd 
Battn. R.C.A.F. [Masonic insignia] / 
Remember us in love and laughter / Stella E. 
DYNES GUMMOW WELCH / 1898-1991 / S. 
Noreen GUMMOW K-CROCKETT / 1926-
1997 [Stella Noreen Gummow married 




S. Noreen [Stella 
Noreen]
In Loving Memory / Benjamin F. / 1890-1942 / 
John B. / 1922-1948 / GUMMOW / 72nd 
Battn. R.C.A.F. [Masonic insignia] / 
Remember us in love and laughter / Stella E. 
DYNES GUMMOW WELCH / 1898-1991 / S. 
Noreen GUMMOW K-CROCKETT / 1926-
1997 [Stella Noreen Gummow married 
Dennis Kirkpatrick-Crockett. Information from 
"Peachland Memories".]
Old 77 WELCH Stella E. In Loving Memory / Benjamin F. / 1890-1942 / 
John B. / 1922-1948 / GUMMOW / 72nd 
Battn. R.C.A.F. [Masonic insignia] / 
Remember us in love and laughter / Stella E. 
DYNES GUMMOW WELCH / 1898-1991 / S. 
Noreen GUMMOW K-CROCKETT / 1926-
1997 [Stella Noreen Gummow married 
Dennis Kirkpatrick-Crockett. Information from 
"Peachland Memories".]
Old 78 A FERGUSON Alex D. FERGUSON / Alex D. / 1861-1940 / 
Catherine C. / 1871-1949
Old 78 B FERGUSON Catherine C. FERGUSON / Alex D. / 1861-1940 / 
Catherine C. / 1871-1949
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Old 79 A SHAW Nehemiaha A. Nehemiaha A. SHAW / In Loving Memory / 
1857-1941
Old 79 B SHAW Martha M. Martha M. SHAW / In Loving Memory / 1861-
1942
Old 80 A PATERSON T. R. (Pat) 
[Thomas Ronald]
T. R. (Pat) PATERSON / 1913-1976 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Thomas 
Ronald Paterson died 05 November 1976]
Old 80 B NOURSE Graham Rex In Memory of Our Son / Graham Rex 
NOURSE / 1948-1974
Old 80 C SCHNEIDER Alfred Max SCHNEIDER / Alfred Max / 1894-1971 / At 
Rest
Old 81 A SUNDSTROM Gustav Eugene Gustav Eugene / 1898 SUNDSTROM 1953 / 
In Loving Memory
Old 81 B SUNDSTROM Sharon Ann In Loving Memory of / Sharon Ann / 
SUNDSTROM / Born October 12, / 1944 / 
Died May 14, 1951 / We Loved Thee / But 
Jesus / Loved Thee More.
Old 82 A TRIMBLE Horace E. TRIMBLE / Horace E. / 1870-1945 / Iva Dale / 
1866-1946 / At Rest
Old 82 B TRIMBLE Iva Dale TRIMBLE / Horace E. / 1870-1945 / Iva Dale / 
1866-1946 / At Rest
Old 83 A BARTEE Grace Grace L. BARTEE / 1880-1968 / R.I.P.
Old 83 B BARTEE Thomas C. Thomas C. BARTEE / 1872-1945 / R.I.P.
Old 84 A FOSTER Alexander L. 
(Rev.)
In Loving Memory / Rev. Alexander L. 
FOSTER / January 28, 1881 - June 5, 1974 / 
Beloved Father / At His Right Hand There / 
Are Pleasures For Evermore
Old 84 B GOODISON Dorothy Saxon 
Gaynor
No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Dorothy 
Saxon Gaynor Goodison died 02 November 
1946] [BC Vital Stats: Dorothy Saxon Gaynor 
Goodison died Vancouver 02 November 1946 
age 22 years]
Old 85 A WITT Frank E. WITT / Maude A. / 1877-1962 / Frank E. / 
1860-1951
Old 85 B WITT Maude A. WITT / Maude A. / 1877-1962 / Frank E. / 
1860-1951
Old 86 A MARTIN R. N. [Robert 
Newton]
883466 Cpl. R. N. MARTIN / 1868-1955 / 
187th Battn. C.E.F. / "Lest We Forget" [BC 
Vital Stats: Robert Newton Martin died 
Kelowna 11 May 1955 age 87 years]
Old 86 B MARTIN Ellin May Ellin May / MARTIN / In Loving Memory / 
1869-1958
Old 87 A GAMBLE Georgina Barbara In Grateful Remembrance / of an Unselfish 
Life / Georgina Barbara GAMBLE / Died 2nd 
February 1937 [BC Vital Stats: Georgina 
Barbara Gamble died Trepanier 02 February 
1937 age 59 years]
Old 88 A EHLER W. E. M56803 C.F.N.  W. E. EHLER / 1902-1970 / 
R.C.O.C. / Lest We Forget
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Old 88 B GREATA George H. George H. GREATA / Born London England / 
Sept. 20. 1852. / Passed Away / Nov. 30. 
1938.
Old 89 A HARRINGTON Reynolds HARRINGTON / Reynolds / 1860-1939 / At 
Rest
Old 89 B HARRINGTON Harriet Louise HARRINGTON / Harriet Louise / 1878-1943 / 
At Rest
Old 90 A DAVIES Joseph Joseph DAVIES / 18?8 -1941 [BC Vital Stats: 
Joseph Davies died Kelowna 27 September 
1941 age 73 years]
Old 90 B DAVIES Inez May No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Inez May 
Davies died 31 March 1977] [BC Vital Stats: 
Inez May Davies died Kelowna 31 March 
1977 age 92 years]
Old 91 A1 KIRKPATRICK James A. KIRKPATRICK / 1914 James A. 1985 / 1918 
Althea F. 2005 / In Loving Memory
Old 91 A2 KIRKPATRICK Althea F. KIRKPATRICK / 1914 James A. 1985 / 1918 
Althea F. 2005 / In Loving Memory
Old 91 B CAMERON Lilian P. CAMERON / 1894 Lilian P. 1959 / In Loving 
Memory
Old 91 C LEACH Mary J. Mary J. LEACH / 1879-1954 / In Loving 
Memory
Old 92 A LINGO Jennie No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Jennie Lingo 
died 25 March 1950] [BC Vital Stats: Jennie 
Janet Lingo died West Summerland 25 March 
1950 age 87 years]
Old 92 B HARDY Harry No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Harry Hardy 
died 27 March 1947] [BC Vital Stats: Harry 
Hardy died West Summerland 27 March 1947 
age 88 years]
Old 93 A PASEMKO Joseph Joseph PASEMKO / 1905-1949 / R.I.P.
Old 93 B LAWBY Ernest W. Ernest W. LAWBY / 1903-1976
Old 94 A COCKBURN Jane Steele Jane Steele / COCKBURN / In Loving 
Memory / 1867-1951
Old 95 A INGLIS Charles Christie In Loving Memory / INGLIS / Gertrude Powell 
/ 1882-1971 / Charles Christie / 1886-1953 / 
Till We Meet Again
Old 95 B INGLIS Gertrude Powell In Loving Memory / INGLIS / Gertrude Powell 
/ 1882-1971 / Charles Christie / 1886-1953 / 
Till We Meet Again
Old 96 A LANG James Alexander No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: James 
Alexander Lang: died 07 June 1947] [BC Vital 
Stats: James Alexander Lang died Kelowna 
07 June 1947 age 75 years]
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Old 96 B LANG Eliza May No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Eliza May 
Lang 10 January 1954] [BC Vital Stats: Eliza 
Mary Lang died New Westminster 10 January 
1954 age 70 years, born 1883]
Old 97 A COUSINS Irvine A. W.O.I. / Irvine A. COUSINS / R.C.A.F. / 25th 
July, 1947 / Rest in Peace [BC Vital Stats: 
Irvine Albert Cousins died Vancouver 25 July 
1947 age 34 years]
Old 97 B1 BORDO Witold BORDO / Witold / May 1, 1910 / Jan. 4, 1988 
/ Irena / Dec. 13, 1910 / Feb. 25, 2004 / 
Lovingly Remembered
Old 97 B2 BORDO Irena BORDO / Witold / May 1, 1910 / Jan. 4, 1988 
/ Irena / Dec. 13, 1910 / Feb. 25, 2004 / 
Lovingly Remembered
Old 98 A MORSH Walter No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Walter Morsh 
died 02 October 1939] [BC Vital Stats: Walter 
Eugene Morsh died Kelowna 02 October 
1939 age 63 years]
Old 98 B EBERLE Antonia In Loving Memory of / Antonia EBERLE / 
Mother & Grandmother / 1911-1984
Old 99 A JACKSON J. W. [John] Marker is no longer readable in 2012. 
[Peachland Cemetery map] [Peachland 
Cemetery website: J. W. Jackson died 01 
December 1939] [BC Vital Stats: John 
Jackson died Kelowna 01 June 1939 age 68 
years]
Old 99 B JACKSON J. W. (Mrs.) Marker is no longer readable in 2012. 
[Peachland Cemetery map] [Peachland 
Cemetery website: Mrs. J.W. Jackson died 02 
January 1941]
Old 100 A STRACHAN Janice Kathleen Janice Kathleen / March 20, 1950 / April 21, 
1967 / STRACHAN
Old 100 B STRACHAN William Allan William Allan / June 1, 1943 - Jan. 22, 1964 / 
STRACHAN
Old 100 C SCHNEIDER Magdelina STACH / Edward John / 1885-1964 / 
SCHNEIDER / Magdelina / 1893-1981 / In 
Loving Memory
Old 100 C STACH Magdelina STACH / Edward John / 1885-1964 / 
SCHNEIDER / Magdelina / 1893-1981 / In 
Loving Memory
Old 100 D STACH Edward John STACH / Edward John / 1885-1964 / 
SCHNEIDER / Magdelina / 1893-1981 / In 
Loving Memory
Old 101 A WEBSTER Clara WEBSTER / Frank / 1902-1976 / Clara / 1904-
1996
Old 101 B WEBSTER Frank WEBSTER / Frank / 1902-1976 / Clara / 1904-
1996
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Old 101 C2 PALLISTER Anne A. PALLISTER / John E. / 1917-1996 / Dear 
One / Anne A. / 1917-  / (Anne WEBBER) 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Anne Adele 
Pallister died 15 January 2008]
Old 101 C2 PALLISTER John E. PALLISTER / John E. / 1917-1966 / Dear 
One / Anne A. / 1917-  / (Anne WEBBER)
Old 101 C2 WEBBER Anne A. PALLISTER / John E. / 1917-1996 / Dear 
One / Anne A. / 1917-  / (Anne WEBBER) 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Anne Adele 
Pallister died 15 January 2008]
Old 102 A KNOBLAUCH Michael KNOBLAUCH / Rosalia / 1876-1953 / Michael 
/ 1868-1951 / Ever Remembered, Ever Loved
Old 102 B KNOBLAUCH Rosalia KNOBLAUCH / Rosalia / 1876-1953 / Michael 
/ 1868-1951 / Ever Remembered, Ever Loved
Old 103 A MILLER William D. MILLER / William D. / 1881-1952 / Annie May 
/ 1888-1970
Old 103 B MILLER Annie May MILLER / William D. / 1881-1952 / Annie May 
/ 1888-1970
Old 104 A MELANSON Alexander No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Alexander 
Melanson died 15 March 1953] [BC Vital 
Stats: Alexander Melanson died Westbank 15 
March 1953 age 74 years]
Old 104 B1 LEE Bergman (Rev.) Rev. Bergman LEE / 1899-1970 / Clara LEE-
SAUER / 1901-1994 / Loving Mother, Father 
& Grandparents
Old 104 B2 LEE Clara Rev. Bergman LEE / 1899-1970 / Clara LEE-
SAUER / 1901-1994 / Loving Mother, Father 
& Grandparents
Old 104 B2 LEE-SAUER Clara Rev. Bergman LEE / 1899-1970 / Clara LEE-
SAUER / 1901-1994 / Loving Mother, Father 
& Grandparents
Old 105 A FETHERSTONHAUGH Maitland James FETHERSTONHAUGH / Maitland James / 
1882-1953 / Mary Violet / 1880-1953 / He 
Giveth His Beloved Sleep
Old 105 B FETHERSTONHAUGH Mary Violet FETHERSTONHAUGH / Maitland James / 
1882-1953 / Mary Violet / 1880-1953 / He 
Giveth His Beloved Sleep
Old 106 A TOLLMAN M. No Marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: no death date 
or given name information]
Old 106 B WALDRIFF W. W. [William 
Wesley]
154459 Cpl. W. W. WALDRIFF / 1868-1947 / 
1st Can. PNR. Battn. C.E.F. / "Lest We 
Forget" [BC Vital Stats: William Wesley 
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Old 107 A TWINAME Thomas 410644 Sergeant / Thomas TWINAME / 38th 
Battn., C.E.F. / 10th May 1936 / Born June 
9th, 1893 / A Loving Husband / and a Faithful 
Friend
Old 107 B TWINAME Patricia In Loving Memory / Patricia TWINAME / Aug. 
10, 1919 - May 5, 1983
Old 107 C TWINAME Mary In Loving Memory / Mary TWINAME / Dec. 
20, 1892 - Nov. 6, 1987
Old 108 A TODD Sarah May TODD / Sarah May / 1884-1959 / Loving Wife 
and Mother
Old 108 B TODD William J. William J. TODD / 1877-1963 / Loving 
Husband and Father
Old 109 A DELL Stanley George DELL / Stanley George / 1900-1960 / In 
Loving Memory
Old 109 B DELL Margaret 
Alexandra
DELL / Margaret / Alexandra / 1905-1987 / In 
Loving Memory
Old 109 C JENKINS Stanley Roy JENKINS / Stanley / Roy / 1932-2006 / Lois 
Elizabeth / Evelyn Dell / 1940-2008 / Always 
in Our Hearts
Old 109 D JENKINS Lois Elizabeth 
Evelyn Dell
JENKINS / Stanley / Roy / 1932-2006 / Lois 
Elizabeth / Evelyn Dell / 1940-2008 / Always 
in Our Hearts
Old 110 A KRAFT Roland No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Roland Kraft 
died 01 January 1991] [BC Vital Stats: Roland 
Kraft died Kelowna 08 January 1990 age 82 
years]
Old 110 A1 KRAFT Erna Gertrude No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Erna Gertrude 
Kraft died 01 September 2003]
Old 110 B KRAFT Ron A. Ron A. KRAFT / 1942-1962 / In Loving 
Memory
Old 111 A SCHNEPPENHEIM Werner K. H. Werner K. H. SCHNEPPENHEIM / 25 Mai 
1937 / 8 March 1985
Old 111 B BROWN Ronald Earl (Dr.) Rest In Loving Peace / BROWN / Dr. Ronald 
Earl / Feb. 4, 1900 - May 23, 1986
Old 111 C ULBRICH E. Richard In Loving Memory / E. Richard ULBRICH / 
1947-1966
Old 112 A SMALLS Albert Clara / 1879-1965 / Albert 1867-1954 / In 
Loving / Memory / SMALLS
Old 112 B SMALLS Clara Clara / 1879-1965 / Albert 1867-1954 / In 
Loving / Memory / SMALLS
Old 113 B MANRING Billie Mae Billie Mae MANRING / 1934-1953 / In Loving 
Memory
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Old 114 B MANRING Nellie Elizabeth No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Nellie 
Elizabeth Manring died 15 September 1965] 
[BC Vital Stats: Nellie Elizabeth Manring died 
Princeton 15 September 1965 age 87 years]
Old 115 A TOPHAM Fred In Loving Memory of / Fred TOPHAM / 1880-
1956
Old 115 B TOPHAM Beatrice In Loving Memory of / Beatrice TOPHAM / 
1883-1981
Old 115 C TOPHAM Ida May In Loving Memory of / wife & mother / Ida May 
TOPHAM / 1910-2006 
Old 115 D TOPHAM Fred (Ted) In Loving Memory of / Husband & Father / 
Fred (Ted) TOPHAM Jr. / 1906-1986 
Old 116 A METCALFE Georgina No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Georgina 
Metcalfe died 22 July 1933] [BC Vital Stats: 
Georgina Metcalfe died Kelowna 22 July 1933 
age 53 years]
Old 116 B METCALFE William Robert No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: William Robert 
Metcalfe died 17 August 1944] [BC Vital 
Stats: William Robert Metcalfe died Kelowna 
17 August 1944 age 72 years]
Old 117 A EDDY Grant Elmer EDDY / Grant Elmer / 1907-1958 / In Loving 
Memory
Old 117 B McLAUGHLAN Thomas Thomas McLAUGHLAN / Sergeant / C.R.T. 
C.E.F. / 28 May 1962 Age 79
Old 118 A LYONS David LYONS / Mommy / Nancy Ellen / 1869-1952 / 
Daddy / David / 1862-1938
Old 118 B LYONS Nancy Ellen LYONS / Mommy / Nancy Ellen / 1869-1952 / 
Daddy / David / 1862-1938
Old 119 A MacKINNON Edith MacKINNON / 1899 Edith 1958 / In Loving 
Memory / of Our Mother
Old 119 B MacKINNON John MacKINNON / 1924 John 1995 / Gone but 
not forgotten by the hearts left behind
Old 120 A OAKLEY Dorothy Vivian OAKLEY / In Loving Memory of / William / 
Passed Away / March 23, 1948 / Dorothy 
Vivian / Passed Away / March 26, 1937 / At 
Rest [ BC Vital Stats: Dorothy Vivian Oakley 
died Peachland 29 March 1938 age 19 years]
Old 120 B OAKLEY William OAKLEY / In Loving Memory of / William / 
Passed Away / March 23, 1948 / Dorothy 
Vivian / Passed Away / March 26, 1937 / At 
Rest [BC Vital Stats: William Oakley died 
Kelowna 23 March 1948 age 72 years]
Old 121 A1 COLDHAM Mary In Loving Memory / Mary COLDHAM [BC Vital 
Stats: Mary Coldham died Kelowna 28 August 
1977 age 93 years]
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Old 121 A2 COLDHAM John William In Loving Memory / John William COLDHAM / 
1949-1977 / "Our Dearly Beloved Son"
Old 121 B COLDHAM May William and May / COLDHAM / In Loving 
Memory
Old 121 C COLDHAM William William and May / COLDHAM / In Loving 
Memory
Old 121 D COLDHAM William Anthony William Anthony COLDHAM / R.A.S.C. / K-
65352 / Born 8 April 1917 / Died 19 March 
2007 
Old 122 A BRADBURY William T. William T. BRADBURY / Private / 2 C.M.R. 
C.E.F. / 12 June 1955 / Age 74
Old 122 B BRADBURY Eliza Eliza BRADBURY / 1880-1975
Old 122 B1 BEATTY Doris BEATTY / Doris / 1905-2000
Old 122 C BRADBURY Wm. James In Loving Memory / Wm. James BRADBURY 
/ 1907-1956
Old 123 A1 DOUST Gwen DOUST / Jim / 1897-1985 / Gwen / 1901-
1992
Old 123 A2 DOUST Jim DOUST / Jim / 1897-1985 / Gwen / 1901-
1992
Old 123 B1 ASHLEY Marian ASHLEY / Melville / 1906-1985 / Marian / 
1906-1989
Old 123 B2 ASHLEY Melville ASHLEY / Melville / 1906-1985 / Marian / 
1906-1989
Old 124 B WARD Charles Hector No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Charles 
Hector Ward died 30 May 1957] [BC Vital 
Stats: Charles Hector Ward died Kelowna 30 
May 1957 age 64 years]
Old 125 A STUMP Myrtle Inez No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Myrtle Inez 
Stump died 12 December 1954] [BC Vital 
Stats: Myrtle Inez Stump died Kelowna 12 
December 1954 age 59 years]
Old 125 B STUMP Jesse No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Jesse Stump 
died 17 March 1961] [BC Vital Stats: Jesse 
Stump died Kelowna 17 March 1961 age 82 
years]
Old 126 A MORRISON Murdoch 
Nicholson
MORRISON / In Loving Memory of / Alice 
Mary / 1867-1955 / Murdoch Nicholson / 1856-
1931
Old 126 B MORRISON Alice Mary MORRISON / In Loving Memory of / Alice 
Mary / 1867-1955 / Murdoch Nicholson / 1856-
1931
Old 127 A EDDY Ormond Ormond / EDDY / 1908-1935 
Old 127 B EDDY Elmer Earl Elmer Earl / EDDY / 1866-1954
Old 128 B MILLER Ada No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Ada Miller 
died 01 Jan 1937] [BC Vital Stats: Ada Miller 
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Old 128 C FENKO Paulina In / Loving Memory of / Paulina FENKO / 
Mom and Grandma / 1900-1984
Old 129 A AYRES R. J. [Richard 
James]
466833 Pte. R. J. AYRES / 1879-1957 / 31st 
Battn., C.E.F. / "Lest we Forget" [BC Vital 
Stats: Richard James Ayres died Trepanier, 
BC 31 October 1957 age 78 years, born 
1879]
Old 129 B HAYES Richard No Marker [Peachland cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Richard Hayes 
- no death date information]
Old 130 A STACH Albert No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Albert Stach 
died 19 October 1982] [BC Vital Stats: Alfred 
Albert Stach died (Place Unknown) 19 
October 1982 age 62 years]
Old 131 A MARTIN Lorraine No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Lorraine 
Martin died 09 April 1984] [BC Vital Stats: 
Lorraine Martin died Kelowna 09 April 1984 
age 44 years]
Old 132 A TOPHAM Vivian Irene (Pat) Vivian Irene (Pat) / TOPHAM / 1916-1960 / In 
Loving Memory
Old 132 B1 TOPHAM Peter Peter / TOPHAM / 1916-1995 / In Loving 
Memory
Old 133 A BRADLEY Charles F. In Loving Memory of / BRADLEY / Rosetta / 
1881-1969 / Charles F. / 1880-1957
Old 133 B BRADLEY Rosetta In Loving Memory of / BRADLEY / Rosetta / 
1881-1969 / Charles F. / 1880-1957
Old 133 C BRADLEY Frank BRADLEY / Martha / 1912-1980 / Frank / 
1907-1982
Old 133 D BRADLEY Martha BRADLEY / Martha / 1912-1980 / Frank / 
1907-1982
Old 134 A1 HAWKSLEY George William George William / HAWKSLEY / 1898-1984
Old 134 B HAWKSLEY Elsie HAWKSLEY / 1891 Elsie 1958 / In Loving 
Memory
Old 135 A PIERCE Ida May PIERCE / 1863 Edward Horace 1959 / 1871 
Ida May 1959 / In Loving Memory
Old 135 B PIERCE Edward Horace PIERCE / 1863 Edward Horace 1959 / 1871 
Ida May 1959 / In Loving Memory
Old 136 A SPEIRS Annie In Memory of / Annie SPEIRS / 1858-1932 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Annie J. 
Spiers McLaughlan died 01 January 1932]
Old 136 B McLAUGHLAN John In Memory of / John / 1856-1943 [Buried in 
McLaughlan plot with A.T. McLaughlan and 
Annie Speirs]
Old 136 C McLAUGHLAN A. T. (Tommy) 
[Archibald T.]
Tommy / A. T. McLAUGHLAN / 1921-2003 
[Legion Insignia] [Peachland Cemetery 
website: Archibald T. McLaughlan died 01 
January 2003] [Buried in McLaughlan plot 
with John McLaughlan and Annie Speirs]
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Old 137 A McLACHLAN Daniel Daniel McLACHLAN / 1864-1934 / Rest In 
Peace
Old 137 B FRITH Nellie Blanche Nellie Blanche / FRITH / 1888-1968
Old 138 A MILLER Louisa C. In Loving Memory / Louisa C. MILLER / May 
13th 1935 [BC Vital Stats: Louisa Christine 
Miller died Peachland 13 May 1935 age 61 
years]
Old 138 B MILLER Alex No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Alex Miller 
died 06 February 1938] [BC Vital Stats: 
Alexander J. Miller died Summerland 06 
February 1938 age 79 years]
Old 138 B1 MILLER Harold A. No Marker [Peachland Cemetery map]
Old 139 A TAILYOUR Kenneth Kenneth TAILYOUR / 1883-1957
Old 139 A TAILYOUR Kenneth 
Campbell
TAILYOUR / Kenneth Campbell / 1883-1957 
Old 139 B TAILYOUR Jessie G. Jessie G. TAILYOUR / 1883-1969
Old 139 B TAILYOUR Jessie Grove TAILYOUR / Jessie Grove / 1883-1969 
Old 142 A TOPHAM Mildred TOPHAM / George / 1905-1964 / Mildred / 
1904-1997 / Barbara COOK / 1932-2005
Old 142 A1 COOK Barbara TOPHAM / George / 1905-1964 / Mildred / 
1904-1997 / Barbara COOK / 1932-2005
Old 142 B TOPHAM George TOPHAM / George / 1905-1964 / Mildred / 
1904-1997 / Barbara COOK / 1932-2005
Old 143 A MILLER Susan MILLER / Joe / 1885-1960 / Susan / 1891-
1984 / Gertie / 1924-1995 / Ray / 1919-1998
Old 143 B MILLER Joe MILLER / Joe / 1885-1960 / Susan / 1891-
1984 / Gertie / 1924-1995 / Ray / 1919-1998
Old 143 C MILLER Gertie MILLER / Joe / 1885-1960 / Susan / 1891-
1984 / Gertie / 1924-1995 / Ray / 1919-1998
Old 143 D MILLER Ray MILLER / Joe / 1885-1960 / Susan / 1891-
1984 / Gertie / 1924-1995 / Ray / 1919-1998
Old 144 A1 CHISHOLM Mary Grace CHISHOLM / Mary Grace / 1911-1960 / In 
Loving Memory
Old 144 A2 CHISHOLM Elmer G. Elmer G. CHISHOLM / M-30866 Pte. / 
Edmonton Fuliliers / 1906-1980 / Lest We 
Forget
Old 144 B MacKINNON John John MacKINNON / 1876-1960 / Loving 
Husband & Father
Old 145 B TARRANT Thomas N. Thomas N. TARRANT / In Loving Memory / 
1911-1968
Old 146 A SMITH Minnie No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] [BC 
Vital Stats: possibly Minnie Smith died 
Peachland 27 March 1932 age 77]
Old 146 B HALL Richard B. No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Richard B. 
Hall died 01 Jan 1923]
Old 147 A HOGG Helen Levach No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] [BC 
Vital Stats: Helen Levach Hogg died 
Peachland 27 May 1932 age 76 years]
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Old 147 B HOGG Robert John No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] [BC 
Vital Stats: Robert John Hogg died 
Summerland 18 February 1935 age 68 years]
Old 148 A WRAIGHT Arthur G. WRAIGHT / Florence E. / 1893-1978 / Arthur 
G. / 1873-1936
Old 148 B WRAIGHT Florence E. WRAIGHT / Florence E. / 1893-1978 / Arthur 
G. / 1873-1936
Old 149 A LEWIS Anne LEWIS / 1862 Anne 1956 / 1890 Frank Raper 
1963 / Thy Will Be Done
Old 149 B LEWIS Frank Raper LEWIS / 1862 Anne 1956 / 1890 Frank Raper 
1963 / Thy Will Be Done
Old 150 A FLANAGAN Nathan Taylor Crown Without Conflict / Nathan Taylor 
FLANAGAN / 1976
Old 151 A VALANTINE Maud A. Mother / Maud A. / VALANTINE / Jan. 12, 
1911 - May 3, 197? [Peachland Cemetery 
website: Maud A. Valantine died 03 May 
1979]
Old 152 A ASHLEY Edith ASHLEY / In Loving Memory of / Mother / 
Edith / 1884-1959 / Son / Irvine / 1909-1966 / 
Father / William / 1870-1964
Old 152 B ASHLEY William ASHLEY / In Loving Memory of / Mother / 
Edith / 1884-1959 / Son / Irvine / 1909-1966 / 
Father / William / 1870-1964
Old 152 C ASHLEY Irvine ASHLEY / In Loving Memory of / Mother / 
Edith / 1884-1959 / Son / Irvine / 1909-1966 / 
Father / William / 1870-1964
Old 153 B COLEMAN Herbert Sherman No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Herbert 
Sherman Coleman died 08 October 2002]
Old 154 A1 SPACKMAN Alice S. SPACKMAN / Richard B. / 1886-1968 / Alice 
S. / 1888-1960
Old 154 B SPACKMAN Richard B. SPACKMAN / Richard B. / 1886-1968 / Alice 
S. / 1888-1960
Old 154 C MAINVILLE Brenda Ellen MAINVILLE / Brenda Ellen / Mar. 5, 1960 - 
May 8, 1986 / In Loving Memory
Old 155 A1 HOUGHTALING Anne Josephine In Memory of Mother / Anne Josephine / 
HOUGHTALING / 1927-1968 / Forever in our 
Hearts
Old 155 A2 HOUGHTALING John Addison No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: died 06 
November 1998]
Old 155 B FAMINOFF Edward John FAMINOFF / Edward John / 1927-1984
Old 156 A MacKINNON Baby No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Baby 
MacKinnon died 01 January 1930]
Old 156 B MacKINNON Coley No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Coley 
MacKinnon - no death date information] [BC 
Vital Stats: possibly Colin McKinnon [sic] died 
Peachland 18 April 1930 age 3 years]
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Old 157 A DAVIDSON Seth No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Seth Davidson 
died 16 December 1930] [BC Vital Stats: Seth 
Davidson died Kelowna 11 December 1930 
age 87 years] [Note: death date discrepancy]
Old 157 B HOUSE Elizabeth No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Mrs. E. House 
died 01 December 1943] [BC Vital Stats: 
Elizabeth House died Kelowna 25 December 
1943 age 84 years] [Note: death date 
discrepancy]
Old 157 C SHAW Ann P. SHAW / Ann P. SHAW / Died Feb. 14, 1931 / 
Aged 94 Yrs. / Peace Perfect Peace
Old 158 A HAWKES James B. HAWKES / In Loving Memory of / James B. 
HAWKES / Born Jan. 9. 1857. / Died July 29. 
1936. / also / Marian HAWKES / Born Nov. 
27. 1864. / Died Dec. 10. 1936. / "At Rest"
Old 158 B HAWKES Marian HAWKES / In Loving Memory of / James B. 
HAWKES / Born Jan. 9. 1857. / Died July 29. 
1936. / also / Marian HAWKES / Born Nov. 
27. 1864. / Died Dec. 10. 1936. / "At Rest"
Old 159 A NEIL William William NEIL / May 18 - May 20 / 1931
Old 159 B1 NEIL Edwin W. Edwin W. NEIL / Driver / 54 Battn. C.E.F. / 31 
Dec. 1970 Age 73
Old 159 B2 NEIL Bertha Bertha NEIL / 1904-1995 / A Loving Mother 
and Friend
Old 159 B3 ROY Neil Franklin Neil / Franklin ROY / April 15, 1927 / 
November 16, 2008 
Old 160 A BUTTON R. No Marker [Peachland cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: no death date 
or given name information]
Old 160 B FOY [Robert Duncan] FOY / 1968 / In Peace [BC Vital Stats: 
possibly Robert Duncan FOY who died 
Peachland 24 June 1968 age 80]
Old 160 C SCHULTZ Margaret C. M. Margaret C. M. SCHULTZ / Beloved Friend / 
1913-1974
Old 161 A WRIGHTSON Francis Francis WRIGHTSON / 1864-1932 / Uncle 
Frank
Old 161 B KINCHIN John Thomas KINCHIN / John Thomas / 1865-1932 / 
Beloved Father
Old 161 C KINCHIN Emma W. Emma W. KINCHIN / 1866-1934 / Beloved 
Mother
Old 162 A BROWN Edmund BROWN / Jessie / 1879-1960 / Edmund / 
1874-1956
Old 162 B BROWN Jessie BROWN / Jessie / 1879-1960 / Edmund / 
1874-1956
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Old 163 B1 WITT Neil Neil / 1913-1978 [WITT family plot]
Old 163 B2 WITT Avril Avril / 1954-1980 [WITT family plot]
Old 163 C1 WITT Sybil M. L. Sybil M. L. / 1912-1988 [WITT family plot] 
Old 163 C2 WITT Harold Maxime Harold Maxime WITT / Sergeant / RCAF / 31 
August 1995 Age 83
Old 164 A1 SATTERTHWAITE John E. [Marker damaged] Memory / John E. 
SATTERTHWAITE / 1900-1968 
Old 164 A2 SATTERTHWAITE Anna No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Anna 
Satterthwaite died 18 December 1990] [BC 
Vital Stats: Anna Satterthwaite died Vernon 
18 December 1990 age 87 years]
Old 164 B WOOTERS Charles Ratliff No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Charlie 
Wooters died 01 August 1938] [BC Vital 
Stats: Charles Ratliff Wooters died 
Summerland 11 August 1938 age 75 years]
Old 165 A KERR John Edgar KERR / John Edgar / 1866-1939
Old 165 B SILVER James Laidlaw SILVER / James Laidlaw / 1870-1941
Pioneer 1 A VICARY John L. 524592 S-Sgt. / John L. VICARY / C.A.M.C. 
C.E.F. / 2nd Sept. 1921 [BC Vital Stats: John 
Lewis Vicary died Point Grey 02 September 
1921 age 52 years]
Pioneer 1 B VICARY George Henry No Marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: George Henry 
Vicary - no death date information]
Pioneer 1 C GILDAY John Henry GILDAY / John Henry / 1903-1906 / William 
James Smyth / 1902-1906 / Martha Ann / 
1905-1907 / Children of / J. & L. GILDAY / 
"Our Loved Ones"
Pioneer 1 D GILDAY William James 
Smyth
GILDAY / John Henry / 1903-1906 / William 
James Smyth / 1902-1906 / Martha Ann / 
1905-1907 / Children of / J. & L. GILDAY / 
"Our Loved Ones"
Pioneer 1 E GILDAY Martha Ann GILDAY / John Henry / 1903-1906 / William 
James Smyth / 1902-1906 / Martha Ann / 
1905-1907 / Children of / J. & L. GILDAY / 
"Our Loved Ones"
Pioneer 2 A HARRIS J.A. Sacred to the Memory / of / Mary Ann 
HARRIS / Beloved Wife of / J. A. HARRIS / 
Born July 13th 1862 / Died June 18th 1902 / 
Asleep in Jesus, Blessed Sleep, / From which 
None Ever / Wake to Weep.
Pioneer 2 A HARRIS Mary Ann Sacred to the Memory / of / Mary Ann 
HARRIS / Beloved Wife of / J. A. HARRIS / 
Born July 13th 1862 / Died June 18th 1902 / 
Asleep in Jesus, Blessed Sleep, / From which 
None Ever / Wake to Weep.
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Pioneer 2 B NICOL Alexander 
Speedie
In Loving Memory of / John Ireland NICOL / 
Born Feb. 7, 1880 / Died April 17, 1909 / 
Alexander Speedie NICOL / Born Dec. 8, 
1843 / Died Nov. 27, 1920
Pioneer 2 C NICOL John Ireland In Loving Memory of / John Ireland NICOL / 
Born Feb. 7, 1880 / Died April 17, 1909 / 
Alexander Speedie NICOL / Born Dec. 8, 
1843 / Died Nov. 27, 1920
Pioneer 3 A LAW Robert E. Father / Robert E. / 1832-1906 / Mother / 
Mary E. / 1839-1923 / LAW
Pioneer 3 B LAW Mary E. Father / Robert E. / 1832-1906 / Mother / 
Mary E. / 1839-1923 / LAW
Pioneer 3 C LAW Vivian No Marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Vivian Law 
died 01 January 1926]
Pioneer 3 D LAW Herbert No Marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Herbert Law - 
no death date information]
Pioneer 3 E LAW Priscilla E. Priscilla E. / Daughter of / R.E. and M.E. LAW 
/ 1864-1926 / Mother of / Herbert VIVIAN / 
Killed Overseas / VIVIAN
Pioneer 3 E VIVIAN Herbert Priscilla E. / Daughter of / R.E. and M.E. LAW 
/ 1864-1926 / Mother of / Herbert VIVIAN / 
Killed Overseas / VIVIAN
Pioneer 3 E VIVIAN Priscilla E. Priscilla E. / Daughter of / R.E. and M.E. LAW 
/ 1864-1926 / Mother of / Herbert VIVIAN / 
Killed Overseas / VIVIAN
Pioneer 4 A MORSH Mary No Marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Mary Morsh 
died 01 January 1967]
Pioneer 4 B STRANG (Child) No Marker [Peachland cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: no death date 
or given name information]
Pioneer 5 A DOUGLAS Emma Louise In Loving Memory / of / Emma Louise 
METCALFE / Beloved Wife of / William 
DOUGLAS / Died Dec. 10, 1908 / Aged 39 
years / "Asleep in Jesus" / DOUGLAS 
[Inscription on front of DOUGLAS stone]
Pioneer 5 A DOUGLAS William In Loving Memory / of / Emma Louise 
METCALFE / Beloved Wife of / William 
DOUGLAS / Died Dec. 10, 1908 / Aged 39 
years / "Asleep in Jesus" / DOUGLAS 
[Inscription on front of DOUGLAS stone]
Pioneer 5 A METCALFE Emma Louise In Loving Memory / of / Emma Louise 
METCALFE / Beloved Wife of / William 
DOUGLAS / Died Dec. 10, 1908 / Aged 39 
years / "Asleep in Jesus" / DOUGLAS 
[Inscription on front of DOUGLAS stone]
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Pioneer 5 B DOUGLAS William Harley William Harley / the Beloved Son of / Wm & 
Emma DOUGLAS / Born Oct 20 1895 / Died 
Dec 16 1908 / Gone to be with Mother 
[Inscription of left side of DOUGLAS stone]
Pioneer 5 C METCALFE Martha Jane Mother / Sacred to the Memory / of / Martha 
Jane METCALFE / Departed This Life / 
December 2, 1908 / Beloved Daughter / of 
the late / Wm. NODEN M.D. / M.R.C.S. / The 
Lord is My Shepard / I Shall Not Want / Psalm 
23 [Inscription on right side of DOUGLAS 
stone]
Pioneer 5 C NODEN Martha Jane Mother / Sacred to the Memory / of / Martha 
Jane METCALFE / Departed This Life / 
December 2, 1908 / Beloved Daughter / of 
the late / Wm. NODEN M.D. / M.R.C.S. / The 
Lord is My Shepard / I Shall Not Want / Psalm 
23 [Inscription on right side of DOUGLAS 
stone]
Pioneer 5 C NODEN Wm. (Dr.) Mother / Sacred to the Memory / of / Martha 
Jane METCALFE / Departed This Life / 
December 2, 1908 / Beloved Daughter / of 
the late / Wm. NODEN M.D. / M.R.C.S. / The 
Lord is My Shepard / I Shall Not Want / Psalm 
23 [Inscription on right side of DOUGLAS 
stone]
Pioneer 6 A LAW Roscoe Evander LAW / Mother / Eva Elizabeth / 1871-1913 / 
Father / Roscoe Evander / 1869-1957 / Life's 
Work Well Done / Now Cometh Rest
Pioneer 6 B LAW Eva Elizabeth LAW / Mother / Eva Elizabeth / 1871-1913 / 
Father / Roscoe Evander / 1869-1957 / Life's 
Work Well Done / Now Cometh Rest
Pioneer 7 A TEWART Edward Dawson 
Preston
In / Loving Memory of / Capt. Edward Dawson 
Preston / TEWART / Late Devon Regt. Eng. / 
Born / March 21, 1841 / Died / Dec. 15, 1914.
Pioneer 7 C DUNDAS Laurence Charles 
Percival
Loving Memory of / Laurence Charles / 
Percival DUNDAS / born Sept. 5, 1908 / died 
May 17, 1912
Pioneer 7 D PRESTON E. D. No Marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: no death date 
or given name information] 
Pioneer 8 A KERR Charlotte W. McDOUGALL / In Loving Memory / of / 
Charlotte W. KERR / Wife of / Hugh 
McDOUGALL / 1842-1922
Pioneer 8 A McDOUGALL Charlotte W. McDOUGALL / In Loving Memory / of / 
Charlotte W. KERR / Wife of / Hugh 
McDOUGALL / 1842-1922
Pioneer 8 A McDOUGALL Hugh McDOUGALL / In Loving Memory / of / 
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Pioneer 8 B McDOUGALL Hugh Peace Perfect Peace / In Memory of / Hugh 
McDOUGALL / Died Feb. 14, 1914 / In His 
Eightieth Year / Precious In The Sight of The 
Lord, Is / The Death of His Saints. Psalm 116
Pioneer 8 C NEEDHAM George In Loving Memory of / The Beloved Husband / 
of Josephine A. NEEDHAM / 1845-1911 / 
NEEDHAM [BC Vital Stats: George Needham 
died Peachland  28 November 1911 age 67 
years]
Pioneer 8 C NEEDHAM Josephine A. In Loving Memory of / The Beloved Husband / 
of Josephine A. NEEDHAM / 1845-1911 / 
NEEDHAM [BC Vital Stats: George Needham 
died Peachland  28 November 1911 age 67 
years]
Pioneer 9 A WHYTE C. W. (Rev.) Sacred / To the Memory of / Grace Arthur 
BRYSON / Beloved Wife of / Rev. C. W. 
WHYTE / 1883-1910 / The Rev. C. W. 
WHYTE / Who Entered Into Rest / March 12, 
1913 / 1860-1913
Pioneer 9 B WHYTE Bryson McKay WHYTE / In Loving Memory of / Husband and 
Wife / Bryson McKay / 1891-1976 / Katherine 
Isabel / 1887-1968 / Beloved Son, Father and 
Grandfather / 1921 Stuart Gordon 2004 / A 
Wonderful Family
Pioneer 9 C WHYTE Katherine Isabel WHYTE / In Loving Memory of / Husband and 
Wife / Bryson McKay / 1891-1976 / Katherine 
Isabel / 1887-1968 / Beloved Son, Father and 
Grandfather / 1921 Stuart Gordon 2004 / A 
Wonderful Family
Pioneer 9 D WHYTE Gordon Wabun Gordon Wabun / WHYTE / 1895-1960
Pioneer 9 E BRYSON Grace Arthur Sacred / To the Memory of / Grace Arthur 
BRYSON / Beloved Wife of / Rev. C. W. 
WHYTE / 1883-1910 / The Rev. C. W. 
WHYTE / Who Entered Into Rest / March 12, 
1913 / 1860-1913
Pioneer 9 E WHYTE Grace Arthur Sacred / To the Memory of / Grace Arthur 
BRYSON / Beloved Wife of / Rev. C. W. 
WHYTE / 1883-1910 / The Rev. C. W. 
WHYTE / Who Entered Into Rest / March 12, 
1913 / 1860-1913
Pioneer 9 F WHYTE Stuart Gordon WHYTE / In Loving Memory of / Husband and 
Wife / Bryson McKay / 1891-1976 / Katherine 
Isabel / 1887-1968 / Beloved Son, Father and 
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Pioneer 10 A CLARKE Jeanie In / Loving Memory of / Jeanie CLARKE / 
1839-1905 / Wife of Thomas DROUGHT / 
Oaklawn, Kings Co., Ireland / Her brother / 
Samuel J. CLARKE B.A. / 1842-1915 / of 
Portumna, Co., Galway, Ireland / and his wife 
Elizabeth MILLS / Born Dublin 1845 Died 
1920 / Jeanie Elizabeth DROUGHT / 1909-
1921 / Grand Daughter of the Above / In Sure 
and Certain Hope
Pioneer 10 A DROUGHT Jeanie In / Loving Memory of / Jeanie CLARKE / 
1839-1905 / Wife of Thomas DROUGHT / 
Oaklawn, Kings Co., Ireland / Her brother / 
Samuel J. CLARKE B.A. / 1842-1915 / of 
Portumna, Co., Galway, Ireland / and his wife 
Elizabeth MILLS / Born Dublin 1845 Died 
1920 / Jeanie Elizabeth DROUGHT / 1909-
1921 / Grand Daughter of the Above / In Sure 
and Certain Hope
Pioneer 10 B CLARKE Samuel J. In / Loving Memory of / Jeanie CLARKE / 
1839-1905 / Wife of Thomas DROUGHT / 
Oaklawn, Kings Co., Ireland / Her brother / 
Samuel J. CLARKE B.A. / 1842-1915 / of 
Portumna, Co., Galway, Ireland / and his wife 
Elizabeth MILLS / Born Dublin 1845 Died 
1920 / Jeanie Elizabeth DROUGHT / 1909-
1921 / Grand Daughter of the Above / In Sure 
and Certain Hope
Pioneer 10 C CLARKE Elizabeth In / Loving Memory of / Jeanie CLARKE / 
1839-1905 / Wife of Thomas DROUGHT / 
Oaklawn, Kings Co., Ireland / Her brother / 
Samuel J. CLARKE B.A. / 1842-1915 / of 
Portumna, Co., Galway, Ireland / and his wife 
Elizabeth MILLS / Born Dublin 1845 Died 
1920 / Jeanie Elizabeth DROUGHT / 1909-
1921 / Grand Daughter of the Above / In Sure 
and Certain Hope
Pioneer 10 C MILLS Elizabeth In / Loving Memory of / Jeanie CLARKE / 
1839-1905 / Wife of Thomas DROUGHT / 
Oaklawn, Kings Co., Ireland / Her brother / 
Samuel J. CLARKE B.A. / 1842-1915 / of 
Portumna, Co., Galway, Ireland / and his wife 
Elizabeth MILLS / Born Dublin 1845 Died 
1920 / Jeanie Elizabeth DROUGHT / 1909-
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Pioneer 10 D DROUGHT Jeanie Elizabeth In / Loving Memory of / Jeanie CLARKE / 
1839-1905 / Wife of Thomas DROUGHT / 
Oaklawn, Kings Co., Ireland / Her brother / 
Samuel J. CLARKE B.A. / 1842-1915 / of 
Portumna, Co., Galway, Ireland / and his wife 
Elizabeth MILLS / Born Dublin 1845 Died 
1920 / Jeanie Elizabeth DROUGHT / 1909-
1921 / Grand Daughter of the Above / In Sure 
and Certain Hope
Pioneer 10 D DROUGHT Thomas In / Loving Memory of / Jeanie CLARKE / 
1839-1905 / Wife of Thomas DROUGHT / 
Oaklawn, Kings Co., Ireland / Her brother / 
Samuel J. CLARKE B.A. / 1842-1915 / of 
Portumna, Co., Galway, Ireland / and his wife 
Elizabeth MILLS / Born Dublin 1845 Died 
1920 / Jeanie Elizabeth DROUGHT / 1909-
1921 / Grand Daughter of the Above / In Sure 
and Certain Hope
Pioneer 10 E DROUGHT Henry In Loving Memory of / Henry DROUGHT / 
Born December 1862 / Oaklawn, Kings Co. 
Ireladn [sic] / Died June 1927 / Thy Will Be 
Done.
Pioneer 11 A MacKENZIE Alice Gertrude MacKENZIE / Alice Gertrude / 1883-1953 / 
Loving Wife & Mother
Pioneer 11 B MacKENZIE Muriel Jean MacKENZIE / Muriel Jean / 1923-1964 / At 
Rest
Pioneer 11 C MacKENZIE Albert James MacKENZIE / Albert James / 1879-1958/ 
Loving Husband & Father
Pioneer 11 D McCALL Harold E. McCALL / Harold E. / 1885-1955 / Phoebe O. 
/ 1876-1967
Pioneer 11 E McCALL Phoebe O. McCALL / Harold E. / 1885-1955 / Phoebe O. 
/ 1876-1967
Pioneer 11 F McCALL Merrill Leon Merrill Leon / Infant Son of / H.E. & P.O. 
McCALL / Died Sept. 12, 1909.
Pioneer 11 G McCALL Leon Donald McCALL / Leon Donald / 1855-1922 / Annie 
Maria / 1857-1940
Pioneer 11 H McCALL Annie Maria McCALL / Leon Donald / 1855-1922 / Annie 
Maria / 1857-1940
Pioneer 12 A VAN HISE George Henry George Henry VAN HISE / 1859-1913 / Ethel 
KINNEY / Wife of George H. VAN HISE / 
1882-1903
Pioneer 12 B KINNEY Ethel George Henry VAN HISE / 1859-1913 / Ethel 
KINNEY / Wife of George H. VAN HISE / 
1882-1903
Pioneer 12 B VAN HISE Ethel George Henry VAN HISE / 1859-1913 / Ethel 
KINNEY / Wife of George H. VAN HISE / 
1882-1903
Pioneer 13 A SOMERVILLE William In Loving Memory / of / William SOMERVILLE 
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Pioneer 14 A McDONALD Jeanie In Loving Memory / Aunt Jeanie McDONALD / 
1911
Pioneer 14 B BUCHANAN Tom In Loving Memory / Tom BUCHANAN / 
August 17, 1914
Pioneer 14 C YOUNG Charles Sacred to the Memory / of / Charles YOUNG / 
Died Aug. 9, 1912 / Aged 74 Yrs. / YOUNG
Pioneer 14 D SUTHERLAND Ian In Ever Loving Memory / Baby Ian 
SUTHERLAND / Aged 13 Months / 1921-
1922
Pioneer 15 A ELLIOTT James M. Nancy S. ELLIOTT / Wife of James M. 
ELLIOTT / Died Jan. 8, 1928 / Aged 82 years 
/ Sarah E. JOHNSTON / Died May 30, 1913 / 
Aged 79 Yrs 6 Mos.
Pioneer 15 A ELLIOTT Nancy S. Nancy S. ELLIOTT / Wife of James M. 
ELLIOTT / Died Jan. 8, 1928 / Aged 82 years 
/ Sarah E. JOHNSTON / Died May 30, 1913 / 
Aged 79 Yrs 6 Mos.
Pioneer 15 B JOHNSTON Sarah E. Nancy S. ELLIOTT / Wife of James M. 
ELLIOTT / Died Jan. 8, 1928 / Aged 82 years 
/ Sarah E. JOHNSTON / Died May 30, 1913 / 
Aged 79 Yrs 6 Mos.
Pioneer 15 C ELLIOTT Wilfred James Wilfred James ELLIOTT / Born April 7, 1907 / 
Died Dec. 28, 1907 / James L. ELLIOTT / 
1870-1946 / Ronald Lewis ELLIOTT / 1902-
1962 / Alice Estella / 1868-1967 / In Memory 
of / Willa Jean De La MARE / Died March 20, 
1988
Pioneer 15 D ELLIOTT James L. Wilfred James ELLIOTT / Born April 7, 1907 / 
Died Dec. 28, 1907 / James L. ELLIOTT / 
1870-1946 / Ronald Lewis ELLIOTT / 1902-
1962 / Alice Estella / 1868-1967 / In Memory 
of / Willa Jean De La MARE / Died March 20, 
1988
Pioneer 15 E ELLIOTT Ronald Lewis Wilfred James ELLIOTT / Born April 7, 1907 / 
Died Dec. 28, 1907 / James L. ELLIOTT / 
1870-1946 / Ronald Lewis ELLIOTT / 1902-
1962 / Alice Estella / 1868-1967 / In Memory 
of / Willa Jean De La MARE / Died March 20, 
1988
Pioneer 15 F ELLIOTT Alice Estella Wilfred James ELLIOTT / Born April 7, 1907 / 
Died Dec. 28, 1907 / James L. ELLIOTT / 
1870-1946 / Ronald Lewis ELLIOTT / 1902-
1962 / Alice Estella / 1868-1967 / In Memory 
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Pioneer 15 G De La MARE Willa Jean Wilfred James ELLIOTT / Born April 7, 1907 / 
Died Dec. 28, 1907 / James L. ELLIOTT / 
1870-1946 / Ronald Lewis ELLIOTT / 1902-
1962 / Alice Estella / 1868-1967 / In Memory 
of / Willa Jean De La MARE / Died March 20, 
1988 [BC Vital Stats: Willa Jean De La Mare 
died Vancouver 20 March 1988 age 75 years]
Pioneer 16 D BIMICK Miss No Marker [Peachland cemetery map: Miss 
Bimick] [Peachland Cemetery website: no 
death date or given name information]
Pioneer 17 A WINGER Jacob No Marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Jacob Winger - 
no death date information] [BC Vital Stats: a 
Jacob Winger died Penticton 09 October 
1949 age 95 years but his death registration 
states he is buried in Penticton]
Pioneer 17 B THOMPSON H. H. No Marker [Peachland Cemetery map: H.H. 
Thompson] [Peachland Cemetery website: no 
death date or given name information] [BC 
Vital Stats: possibly Henry Thompson died 
Peachland 03 May 1916 age 3 years] 
Pioneer 18 A ROBINSON Catherine Catherine / Beloved Wife of / W. J. 
ROBINSON / Died / June 19, 1908 / Aged 42 
Yrs. / She Gave Her Life / For Others [This 
inscription is on the side of the marker for 
Arthur McRitchie, Catherine Annie, and John 
Leslie Robinson]
Pioneer 18 A ROBINSON W.J. Catherine / Beloved Wife of / W. J. 
ROBINSON / Died / June 19, 1908 / Aged 42 
Yrs. / She Gave Her Life / For Others [This 
inscription is on the side of the marker for 
Arthur McRitchie, Catherine Annie, and John 
Leslie Robinson]
Pioneer 18 B ROBINSON Catherine Annie Catherine Annie / May 25, 1900 / Aged / 6 
Yrs. 6 Mos. / Arthur McRitchie / Sept. 13, 
1902, / Aged 6 Mos. / John Leslie / Sept. 25, 
1910 / Aged / 14 Yrs. 8 Mos. [Catherine, wife 
of W.J. Robinson is on the side of this 
marker]
Pioneer 18 C ROBINSON Arthur McRitchie Catherine Annie / May 25, 1900 / Aged / 6 
Yrs. 6 Mos. / Arthur McRitchie / Sept. 13, 
1902, / Aged 6 Mos. / John Leslie / Sept. 25, 
1910 / Aged / 14 Yrs. 8 Mos. [Catherine, wife 
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Pioneer 18 D ROBINSON John Leslie Catherine Annie / May 25, 1900 / Aged / 6 
Yrs. 6 Mos. / Arthur McRitchie / Sept. 13, 
1902, / Aged 6 Mos. / John Leslie / Sept. 25, 
1910 / Aged / 14 Yrs. 8 Mos. [Catherine, wife 
of W.J. Robinson is on the side of this 
marker]
Pioneer 19 A MARR Alice Beatrice No Marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Alice Beatrice 
Marr died 14 October 1969] [BC Vital Stats: 
Alice Beatrice Marr died Vancouver 14 
October 1969 age 81years]
Pioneer 19 B McDOUGALD Margaret E. McDOUGALD / Margaret E. / 1858-1925 / In 
Loving Memory
Pioneer 19 C McDOUGALD Archibald W. McDOUGALD / Archibald W. / 1889-1952 / In 
Loving Memory
Pioneer 19 D McDOUGALD Candace Edna No Marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: died 30 
November 1967] [BC Vital Stats: Candace 
Edna McDougald died Peachland 30 
November 1967 age 77 years]
Pioneer 20 A ROBINSON William Sacred to the Memory of / William 
ROBINSON / Born 1818 Called 1903 / and / 
Maria Moore ROBINSON / Born 1836 
Graduated 1925
Pioneer 20 B ROBINSON Maria Moore Sacred to the Memory of / William 
ROBINSON / Born 1818 Called 1903 / and / 
Maria Moore ROBINSON / Born 1836 
Graduated 1925
Pioneer 21 A HARRINGTON Raynold No Marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Raynold 
Harrington - no death date information]
Pioneer 22 A COUSINS Isaac COUSINS / Isaac / 1868-1928 / Mary / 1880-
1943
Pioneer 22 B COUSINS Mary COUSINS / Isaac / 1868-1928 / Mary / 1880-
1943
Pioneer 22 C RIACH William No Marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: William Riach - 
no death date information]
Pioneer 23 D URQUHART Marietta In / Memory of / Marietta / Beloved Daughter 
of / W. M. and Mrs. Urquhart / "At Rest in 
Jesus" [BC Vital Stats: Marietta Urquhart died 
Peachland 13 February 1913 age 38 years]
Pioneer 23 D URQUHART W.M. In / Memory of / Marietta / Beloved Daughter 
of / W. M. and Mrs. Urquhart / "At Rest in 
Jesus" [BC Vital Stats: Marietta Urquhart died 
Peachland 13 February 1913 age 38 years]
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Pioneer 24 A ELLIOT Thompson In Loving Memory of  / Thompson ELLIOT / 
Died Dec. 11, 1926 / In His 72 Year / Jessie 
GALBRAITH / Wife of Thompson ELLIOT / 
Died Feb. 3, 1916 / In Her 51st Year / Robert 
Ivan son / Died Feb. 23, 1918 / In His 28th 
Year
Pioneer 24 B ELLIOT Jessie In Loving Memory of / Thompson ELLIOT / 
Died Dec. 11, 1926 / In His 72 Year / Jessie 
GALBRAITH / Wife of Thompson ELLIOT / 
Died Feb. 3, 1916 / In Her 51st Year / Robert 
Ivan son / Died Feb. 23, 1918 / In His 28th 
Year
Pioneer 24 B GALSRAITH Jessie In Loving Memory of / Thompson ELLIOT / 
Died Dec. 11, 1926 / In His 72 Year / Jessie 
GALSRAITH / Wife of Thompson ELLIOT / 
Died Feb. 3, 1916 / In Her 51st Year / Robert 
Ivan son / Died Feb. 23, 1918 / In His 28th 
Year
Pioneer 24 C ELLIOT Robert Ivan In Loving Memory of / Thompson ELLIOT / 
Died Dec. 11, 1926 / In His 72 Year / Jessie 
GALBRAITH / Wife of Thompson ELLIOT / 
Died Feb. 3, 1916 / In Her 51st Year / Robert 
Ivan son / Died Feb. 23, 1918 / In His 28th 
Year
Pioneer 24 D ROBINSON Joseph B. ROBINSON / 1849 Joseph B. 1930 / 1855 
Senoreta L. 1936 / In Loving Memory
Pioneer 24 E ROBINSON Senoreta L. ROBINSON / 1849 Joseph B. 1930 / 1855 
Senoreta L. 1936 / In Loving Memory
Pioneer 25 A RITCHIE T. N. No Marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: T.N. Ritchie - 
no death date information] 
Pioneer 26 A BENNETT A. E. No Marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: A.E. Bennett - 
no death date information]
Pioneer 27 A LIPSETT Anna Peace Perfect Peace / In Loving Memory Of 
Mother / Anna LIPSETT, / Wife of Dr. R. C. 
LIPSETT, / Born March 27, 1856, / Died June 
24, 1902. / LIPSETT
Pioneer 27 A LIPSETT R.C. (Dr.) Peace Perfect Peace / In Loving Memory Of 
Mother / Anna LIPSETT, / Wife of Dr. R. C. 
LIPSETT, / Born March 27, 1856, / Died June 
24, 1902. / LIPSETT
Pioneer 28 A GARRAWAY Emily In Loving Memory / of / Emily / wife of / W. J. 
GARRAWAY / Died / Aug. 6, 1908 / Aged 58 
Years / Cecil T. / Son of / W. J. GARRAWAY 
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Pioneer 28 A GARRAWAY W.J. In Loving Memory / of / Emily / wife of / W. J. 
GARRAWAY / Died / Aug. 6, 1908 / Aged 58 
Years / Cecil T. / Son of / W. J. GARRAWAY 
/ 1888-1932 / GARRAWAY [front of 
GARRAWAY marker]
Pioneer 28 B GARRAWAY Cecil T. In Loving Memory / of / Emily / wife of / W. J. 
GARRAWAY / Died / Aug. 6, 1908 / Aged 58 
Years / Cecil T. / Son of / W. J. GARRAWAY 
/ 1888-1932 / GARRAWAY [front of 
GARRAWAY marker]
Pioneer 28 C GARRAWAY W. Arthur In Loving Memory / of / W. Arthur / Son of / 
Cecil T. / GARRAWAY / 1918-1973 / Roy 
Floyd / Son of / W. Arthur / 1948-1988 [side of 
GARRAWAY marker]
Pioneer 28 D GARRAWAY Roy Floyd In Loving Memory / of / W. Arthur / Son of / 
Cecil T. / GARRAWAY / 1918-1973 / Roy 
Floyd / Son of / W. Arthur / 1948-1988 [side of 
GARRAWAY marker]
Pioneer 28 E GARRAWAY John Treacher 
(Jack)
In Loving Memory / of / John Treacher / 
(Jack) / GARRAWAY / June 2, 1914 / April 3, 
1996 [back of GARRAWAY marker]
Pioneer 29 A BROWN Paul No Marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Paul Brown - 
no death date information]
Pioneer 30 A CLARENCE Arthur John 
Ch?wn
In Loving Memory of / Arthur John Ch?wn 
CLARENCE / Died May 21. 1911. / Ellen 
Mary his wife / Died July 25. 1924. / At Rest / 
CLARENCE
Pioneer 30 B CLARENCE Ellen Mary In Loving Memory of / Arthur John Ch?wn 
CLARENCE / Died May 21. 1911. / Ellen 
Mary his wife / Died July 25. 1924. / At Rest / 
CLARENCE [BC Vital Stats: Ellen Mary 
Clarence died West Summerland 25 July 
1924 age 59 years]
Pioneer 33 A CLEMENTS Aileen Allen Aileen Allen / 1903-1918 / [CLEMENTS / In 
Loving Memory]
Pioneer 33 B CLEMENTS Mary Frances Mary Frances / 1871-1951 / [CLEMENTS / In 
Loving Memory]
Pioneer 33 C CLEMENTS James Henry James Henry / 1867-1932 / [CLEMENTS / In 
Loving Memory]
Pioneer 33 D CLEMENTS James Herbert James Herbert / 1910-1975 / [CLEMENTS / 
In Loving Memory]
Pioneer 33 E CLEMENTS Mable Mable / 1911-1972 / [CLEMENTS / In Loving 
Memory]
Pioneer 34 A BURROWS George Henry George Henry BURROWS / 1848-1920 / "In 
Perfect Peace" / BURROWS
Pioneer 34 B MAXWELL F. A. No Marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: F.A. Maxwell - 
no death date information]
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Pioneer 35 A MICHAEL James No Marker [Peachland Cemetery Map] 
Peachland Cemetery website: James Michael 
died 02 May 2006] [BC Vital Stats: James 
Michael died Peachland 02 May 1921 age 55 
years] Note: conflicting information.
Pioneer 35 B JOHNSON James Smith James Smith JOHNSON / 1857-1918 / Father 
of / Harriet, Frederick / Lois & Lena / Annie, 
Fulton [BC Vital Stats: James Smith Johnson 
died Westbank 29 June 1918 age 60 years]
Pioneer 35 B JOHNSON Mrs. No Marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: no death date 
or given name information]
Pioneer 36 A POWELL Ellen In Loving Memory of / Ellen POWELL,, / Born 
Luton, England, / Oct. 13, 1830. / Died at 
Peachland, B.C. / Oct. 10, 1919. / "At Peace." 
/ Thomas 1854-1926 / and Wife / Charlotte 
1852-1925 / POWELL / Loving Son Herbert / 
1877-1957
Pioneer 36 B POWELL Thomas In Loving Memory of / Ellen POWELL,, / Born 
Luton, England, / Oct. 13, 1830. / Died at 
Peachland, B.C. / Oct. 10, 1919. / "At Peace." 
/ Thomas 1854-1926 / and Wife / Charlotte 
1852-1925 / POWELL / Loving Son Herbert / 
1877-1957
Pioneer 36 C POWELL Charlotte In Loving Memory of / Ellen POWELL,, / Born 
Luton, England, / Oct. 13, 1830. / Died at 
Peachland, B.C. / Oct. 10, 1919. / "At Peace." 
/ Thomas 1854-1926 / and Wife / Charlotte 
1852-1925 / POWELL / Loving Son Herbert / 
1877-1957
Pioneer 36 POWELL Herbert In Loving Memory of / Ellen POWELL,, / Born 
Luton, England, / Oct. 13, 1830. / Died at 
Peachland, B.C. / Oct. 10, 1919. / "At Peace." 
/ Thomas 1854-1926 / and Wife / Charlotte 
1852-1925 / POWELL / Loving Son Herbert / 
1877-1957
Pioneer 37 A GUMMOW John N. In / Loving Memory of / John N. GUMMOW / 
1855-1918 / Minnie G. GUMMOW / 1861-
1919 / GUMMOW
Pioneer 37 B GUMMOW Minnie G. In / Loving Memory of / John N. GUMMOW / 
1855-1918 / Minnie G. GUMMOW / 1861-
1919 / GUMMOW
Pioneer 37 C McDONALD Mary Mary McDONALD / Died Dec ?? 1918 / Age 
58 [BC Vital Stats: Mary McDonald died 
Peachland 14 December 1918 age 58 years]
Pioneer 38 A EVANS C. No Marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
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Pioneer 38 B REID C. No Marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: C. Reid - no 
death date information]
Pioneer 39 A McCRACKEN Alexander In Loving Memory of / Our Father / Alexander 
McCRACKEN / Native of Ohio, U.S.A. / Died 
June 22, 1917 / Aged 65 Years. / "O 
Heavenly Father."
Pioneer 39 B BROWN J. No Marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: J. Brown - no 
death date information]
Pioneer 40 A DOBBIN John M. At Rest / John M. DOBBIN / Born at Belfast 
Ireland / Aug. 3. 1833. / Died at Westbank, 
B.C. / Dec. 7. 1916. / "Till the Day Breaks." / 
Elizabeth Douglas DOBBIN / Beloved Wife of 
/ John M. DOBBIN / Born 27. May 1840. 
Ennis Killen Ireland / Died 26. October 1924. 
Westbank B.C.
Pioneer 40 B DOBBIN Elizabeth Douglas At Rest / John M. DOBBIN / Born at Belfast 
Ireland / Aug. 3. 1833. / Died at Westbank, 
B.C. / Dec. 7. 1916. / "Till the Day Breaks." / 
Elizabeth Douglas DOBBIN / Beloved Wife of 
/ John M. DOBBIN / Born 27. May 1840. 
Ennis Killen Ireland / Died 26. October 1924. 
Westbank B.C.
Pioneer 41 A KAY Jeannie Kenneth No Marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: Jeannie 
Kenneth Kay died 13 August 1922] [BC Vital 
Stats: Jeannie Kenneth Kay died Peachland 
13 August 1922 age 80 years]
Pioneer 42 A WILLIAMS H.  No Marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: H. Williams - 
no death date information]
Pioneer 44 A FOLLETT Annie I. In Loving Memory of / Alfred / William 
FOLLETT / Beloved Husband of / Annie I. 
FOLLETT / Who Passed Away Oct. 10, 1922 
/ Aged 36 Years / Late of the 10th Batt. C.E.F. 
/ "Peace, Perfect Peace"
Pioneer 44 A FOLLETT Alfred William In Loving Memory of / Alfred / William 
FOLLETT / Beloved Husband of / Annie I. 
FOLLETT / Who Passed Away Oct. 10, 1922 
/ Aged 36 Years / Late of the 10th Batt. C.E.F. 
/ "Peace, Perfect Peace"
Pioneer 44 B FOLLETT [name unknown] No Marker [Peachland cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: no death date 
or given name information]
Pioneer 45 A MILLS Mrs. No Marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: no death date 
or given name information] [BC Vital Stats: 
possibly Mary Ione Mills died Peachland 06 
June 1922 age 59 years]
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Pioneer 47 A McDONALD Mrs. No Marker Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: no death date 
or given name information] [BC Vital Stats: 
possibly Christria MacDonald died Peachland 
12 July 1921 age 85 years]
Pioneer 48 A LANG William Arthur In / Loving Memory / of / My Dear Husband / 
William Arthur LANG / Aged 59 Years and 3 
Months / LANG [Freemason insignia] [BC 
Vital Stats: William Arthur Lang died 
Peachland 03 May 1921 age 59 years]
Pioneer 49 A STEWART John Hall STEWART / In Loving Memory of / John Hall 
STEWART / June 1867 - March 1925 / Thy 
Will Be Done
Pioneer 50 A WILLIAMSON Catherine WILLIAMSON / In Memory of / My Beloved 
Wife / Catherine / 1874-1926 / William John / 
1872-1932 / "Thy Will Be Done"
Pioneer 50 B WILLIAMSON William John WILLIAMSON / In Memory of / My Beloved 
Wife / Catherine / 1874-1926 / William John / 
1872-1932 / "Thy Will Be Done"
Pioneer 51 A WILLIAMSON W. J. No Marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: no death date 
or given name information] [BC Vital Stats: 
possibly William John Williamson died 
Peachland 26 March 1932 age 60 years]
Pioneer 51 B JONES George JONES / Harriett Priscilla KELLOGG / 
Beloved wife of the late / George JONES / 
1873-1943 / At Rest
Pioneer 51 B JONES Harriett Priscilla JONES / Harriett Priscilla KELLOGG / 
Beloved wife of the late / George JONES / 
1873-1943 / At Rest
Pioneer 51 B KELLOGG Harriett Priscilla JONES / Harriett Priscilla KELLOGG / 
Beloved wife of the late / George JONES / 
1873-1943 / At Rest
Pioneer 52 A HAMILTON [name unknown] No Marker [Peachland cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: no death date 
or given name information]
Pioneer 53 A TOLHURST C. J. [Charles 
John]
No Marker [Peachland Cemetery map and 
website: no death date information] [BC Vital 
Stats: Charles John Tolhurst died Penticton 
26 May 1973 age 85 years]
Pioneer 54 A VAN SIGHNORTOR [name unknown] No Marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: no death date 
or given name information]
Pioneer 55 A SHAW Nelson No marker [Peachland Cemetery map] 
[Peachland Cemetery website: no death date 
information] [BC Vital Stats: Nelson Shaw 
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Pioneer 56 A DAVIS Mary A. In Loving Memory of / Mary A. DAVIS / Died 
at Peachland, B.C. / Oct. 21, 1923 Aged 84 
yrs.
Pioneer 56 B ASHLEY Kathryn Mary In Loving Memory of / Kathryn Mary ASHLEY 
/ Feb. 12, 1916 - June 1, 1930
Pioneer 57 A MILLER Alexander MILLER / In Loving Memory Of / Alexander / 
1847-1928 / Annie / 1856-1927 
Pioneer 57 B MILLER Annie MILLER / In Loving Memory Of / Alexander / 
1847-1928 / Annie / 1856-1927 
Pioneer 57 C MILLER Harold A. Harold A. Miller / 1892-1982 [Peachland 
Cemetery website: Harold Alexander Miller 
died 07 March 1982] [BC Vital Stats: Harold 
Alexander Miller died Kelowna 07 March 1982 
age 89 years]
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A ADKINS-JONES Doreen (Dodie) Crem C6 8 1934 2004
AITKENS C. William Old 55 B 1890 1967
AITKENS Kathleen Alice Old 55 A 1894 1970
ALMOND Walter W. Old 57 A2 1890 1969
ALMOND Wileimina Old 57 A1 1889 1963
ANDERSEN Boyd R. Crem C8 7 1929 2005
ANDERSEN Violet G. Crem C8 1 1931
ANDERSON Alexander E 12 c1923 1993
ANDERSON Wilma Anne Old 13 B2 c1919 1988
ARAKI Mitsugi B5 11A 1922 1989
ARAKI Yoneko B5 11B 1920 2006
ARCHIBALD Donald Old 02N A c1917 1983
ARTHUR Kyle Robert William C 5 1983 1990
ASHLEY Edith Old 152 A 1884 1959
ASHLEY Irvine Old 152 C 1909 1966
ASHLEY Kathryn Mary Pioneer 56 B 1916 1930
ASHLEY Marian Old 123 B1 1906 1989
ASHLEY Melville Old 123 B2 1906 1985
ASHLEY William Old 152 B 1870 1964
AYRES R. J. [Richard James] Old 129 A 1879 1957
B BAILEY George A. Old 20 C3 1916 1985
BARMENTLOO Johanna B7 8 1926 2010
BARMENTLOO Karel B7 8 1923 2007
BARTEE Grace Old 83 A 1880 1968
BARTEE Thomas C. Old 83 B 1872 1945
BARTON Mildred M. Crem C6 9 1943 2003
BARTON Ronald Delmar Crem C6 2 1941 1992
BAWDEN Gweneth F. M. Old 03S B1 1923 1989
BAWDEN Lloyd G. Old 03S B2 1919 1993
BEATTIE Euan M. B2 15 1917 1998
BEATTY Doris Old 122 B1 1905 2000
BECKER Dorothy J. G 9 1932 1994
BEDFORD Manville B8 1 1919 2002
BEDFORD Margery B8 2 1918 2005
BENNETT A. E. Pioneer 26 A  
BENNETT Barbara A. E 1B 1906 1992
BENNETT George E. E 1A 1904 1992
BERGUNDER Jocie Eve Old 63 B2 c1912 1984
BERGUNDER John Old 63 B1 c1910 1977
BIMICK Miss Pioneer 16 D
BLAIR Kenneth John Teasdale B4 13 1940 2005
BOBINSKI Mary Crem C7 12 1948 2007
BODNAR Edward Crem C1 13 1934
BODNAR Laquinna Crem C1 13 1935 2007
BOGAARDT Ida A. Old 7 A 1939 1978
BOLTON Ed Old 16 A 1913 1976
BOLTON Lillian Old 16 B 1909 1982
BORDO Irena Old 97 B2 1910 2004
BORDO Witold Old 97 B1 1910 1988
BOSER Nicholas Crem C11 5 1911 2003
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BOTHAMLEY Evelyn Nettie B 10 1920 1996
BOTHAMLEY Orval Ernest Andrew B 9 1914 1989
BOURNE Edward John Old 20 B1 c1918 1984
BOYER Tyler S. Crem C14 8 1988 2009
BRADBURY Eliza Old 122 B 1880 1975
BRADBURY William T. Old 122 A c1881 1955
BRADBURY Wm. James Old 122 C 1907 1956
BRADLEY Charles F. Old 133 A 1880 1957
BRADLEY Rosetta Old 133 B 1881 1969
BRADLEY Frank Old 133 C 1907 1982
BRADLEY Martha Old 133 D 1912 1980
BRAUN Otto J. B8 3B 1913 2006
BRAUN Phyllis M. G. B8 3A 1913 2004
BREITENEDER Erna Crem C10 1 1932 2003
BRELAND Gladys M. B1 10B 1921 2006
BRELAND J. Alcide B1 10A 1916 1996
BRICE Frank J. Old 30 B2 c1921 1993
BRICE Helen Crem C2 11 1925 2004
BRISCOE Laurette Rose Crem C12 9 1931 2008
BRODOWAY Victor I 5 1937 1998
BROWN Edmund Old 162 A 1874 1956
BROWN J. Pioneer 39 B
BROWN Jessie Old 162 B 1879 1960
BROWN Joseph Henry Old 6 A 1912 1978
BROWN Paul Pioneer 29 A
BROWN Ronald Earl (Dr.) Old 111 B 1900 1986
BRYAN Richard A. Old 11 B1 c1920 1995
BRYSON Grace Arthur Pioneer 9 E 1883 1910
BUCHANAN Elizabeth Helen Old 73 A 1862 1938
BUCHANAN John MacDonald Old 63 A 1892 1955
BUCHANAN Tom Pioneer 14 B 1914
BUCHANAN William (Dr.) Old 73 B 1959 1944
BUCKLEY Gerald T. Old 11 A3 c1925 1994
BULCOCK Stephen Wesley Fredrick Smith B21 16 2001 2001
BURIAN Marlies Crem C9 7 1943
BURIAN Sandor Crem C9 1 1933 2007
BURNS Douglas H. Old 11 B3 c1924 1996
BURROWS George Henry Pioneer 34 A 1848 1920
BUSST Alfred Old 58 B 1913 1987
BUSST Elizabeth Old 57 B1 1877 1973
BUSST Ellen Old 58 A 1891 1963
BUTTON Gwen J. Crem C12 2 1933
BUTTON R. Old 160 A
BUTTON Wilford S. Crem C12 8 1934 2008
C CADIEUX Evelyn I. Crem M 7 1922 2005
CADIEUX Grace G 12 1926 1994
CAIRNS Beverly B6 2 1935
CAIRNS Raymond A. B6 1 1930 2003
CAMERON Lilian P. Old 91 B 1894 1959
CANN John Joseph Legion B23 6 1922 2007
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CARTIER Evelyn Crem C5 1 1936 2001
CARUSO Hannah B6 8 1947 2006
CASS Donald Crem K 23 1972 1999
CATERER Edward B2 8 c1920 1997
CATERER Hazel Irene B2 9 1919 2004
CHERNECKI Kazmer (Cam) Crem N 5 1929 1993
CHERNECKI Sarah Jane Crem N 11 1931 2000
CHIMKO Earl S. Crem L 3 1951 1988
CHISHOLM Elmer G. Old 144 A2 1906 1980
CHISHOLM Mary Grace Old 144 A1 1911 1960
CINNAMON Stewart Neil Old 9 A c1928 1978
CLARENCE Arthur John Ch?wn Pioneer 30 A  1911
CLARENCE Ellen Mary Pioneer 30 B c1865 1924
CLARK Margaret R. (Peggy) Crem C6 11 1923 2003
CLARK William B. (Bernie) Crem C6 4 1921 2004
CLARKE Elizabeth Pioneer 10 C 1845 1920
CLARKE Jeanie Pioneer 10 A 1839 1905
CLARKE Samuel J. Pioneer 10 B 1842 1915
CLAYTON Pamela Helen Bench 1929 2008
CLEMENTS Aileen Allen Pioneer 33 A 1903 1918
CLEMENTS James Henry Pioneer 33 C 1867 1932
CLEMENTS James Herbert Pioneer 33 D 1910 1975
CLEMENTS Mable Pioneer 33 E 1911 1972
CLEMENTS Mary Frances Pioneer 33 B 1871 1951
CLEMENTS Richard A. B. B 1 1969 1988
CLOOTEN Robert J. Crem M 10 1920 1992
COBLER Wayne H 2 1927 1994
COCKBURN Jane Steele Old 94 A 1867 1951
COLDHAM John William Old 121 A2 1949 1977
COLDHAM Mary Old 121 A1 c1884 1977
COLDHAM May Old 121 B
COLDHAM William Old 121 C
COLDHAM William Anthony Old 121 D 1917 2007
COLEMAN Herbert Sherman Old 153 B 2002
COOK Barbara Old 142 A1 1932 2005
COSTA Rita B5 9 1935 2006
COUSINS Beatrice M. Crem N 9 1908 1998
COUSINS Clifford Milton Crem N 3 1936 2005
COUSINS Daniel C. Crem N 3 1902 1993
COUSINS Irvine A. Old 97 A c1913 1947
COUSINS Isaac Pioneer 22 A 1868 1928
COUSINS Kay M. Crem C66 9 1931
COUSINS Mary Pioneer 22 B 1880 1943
CRANWILL Frances M. Crem M 4 1929 2003
CRANWILL John R. Crem M 3 1920 1992
CUMISKY Mary B4 14 1916
CUMISKY Matt B4 14 1915 1999
CUMISKY Matt Bench
CUMMINGS Robert L. B1 1 1925 1998
CURRY Greta (Dee) Old 10 C2 1908 1999
CURRY Melville G. Old 10 C1 1905 1986
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D DAHLGREN James Albert Old 69
DALGLEISH Ian Charles Crem C8 3 1930 2005
DAVIDSON Seth Old 157 A c1843 1930
DAVIES Brenda B. Old 32 A 1927 1982
DAVIES Cyril Blay A 5 1904 1988
DAVIES Inez May Old 90 B c1885 1977
DAVIES Joseph Old 90 A c1868 1941
DAVIES Joseph R. Old 32 B 1923 1983
DAVIS Elizabeth A. Old 05S B 1915 1980
DAVIS Mary A. Pioneer 56 A c1839 1923
DAVIS Roy W. Old 05S A 1906 1983
DAYLEY Victoria Crem O 8 1915 1995
De La MARE Willa Jean Pioneer 15 G c1913 1988
DELL George Old 71 C 1871 1944
DELL Margaret Alexandra Old 109 B 1905 1987
DELL Mary Elizabeth Old 71 B 1878 1964
DELL Stanley George Old 109 A 1900 1960
DEVER J. Keith (Danny) Old 48 B 1919 1973
DIACHUK Candy Leigh Crem C10 8 1957 2003
DICKIE Beverly B6 2 1935
DOBBIN Elizabeth Douglas Pioneer 40 B 1840 1924
DOBBIN John M. Pioneer 40 A 1833 1916
DOUGLAS Emma Louise Pioneer 5 A c1869 1908
DOUGLAS William Pioneer 5 A  
DOUGLAS William Harley Pioneer 5 B 1895 1908
DOUST Gwen Old 123 A1 1901 1992
DOUST Jim Old 123 A2 1897 1985
DOWN Diane Old 03N A1 1943 1983
DOYLE C. Kevin Old 8 A 1955 1977
DOYLE Michael P. Old 8 B 1959 1980
DROUGHT Henry Pioneer 10 E 1862 1927
DROUGHT Jeanie Pioneer 10 A 1839 1905
DROUGHT Jeanie Elizabeth Pioneer 10 D 1909 1921
DROUGHT Theodore Alfred Old 60 A c1904 1972
DROUGHT Thomas Pioneer 10 D
DUBE Norman [Joseph] B10 15 1940 2009
DUNCAN Patricia Ann B2 13 1946 1998
DUNCAN Paul Daniel B2 13 1975 1997
DUNDAS Laurence Charles Percival Pioneer 7 C 1908 1912
DUNKIN C. Wesley E 4 1915 1992
DUNKIN Leila Jean E 4A 1920 2010
DYNES Stella E. Old 77 1898 1991
E EBERLE Antonia Old 98 B 1911 1984
ECCLES Daisy Frances E 2 1911 1992
ECCLES William Arthur I 12 1995
EDDY Elmer Earl Old 127 B 1866 1954
EDDY Grant Elmer Old 117 A 1907 1958
EDDY Ormond Old 127 A 1908 1935
EHLER W. E. Old 88 A 1902 1970
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ELDER Allen Gray B7 14 1947 2003
ELLIOT Jessie Pioneer 24 B c1865 1916
ELLIOT Robert Ivan Pioneer 24 C c1890 1918
ELLIOT Thompson Pioneer 24 A c1854 1926
ELLIOTT Alice Estella Pioneer 15 F 1868 1967
ELLIOTT James L. Pioneer 15 D 1870 1946
ELLIOTT James M. Pioneer 15 A  
ELLIOTT Nancy S. Pioneer 15 A c1846 1928
ELLIOTT Ronald Lewis Pioneer 15 E 1902 1962
ELLIOTT Wilfred James Pioneer 15 C 1907 1907
EMERY Maisie Old 58 B1 1915 2006
ENNS John A 1 1916 1993
ENNS Marie A 2 1919 1989
ERICKSON Arnold W. B5 6 1916 2004
ERICKSON Axel (Eric) Crem C1 6 1919 1999
ERICKSON Kathryn (Kit) Crem C1 7 1926 2001
ERICKSON Myrtle M. B5 6 1920 2009
EVANS C. Pioneer 38 A
F FAMINOFF Edward John Old 155 B 1927 1984
FEHR Doreen I. Crem C21 8 1930 2003
FEHR W. Wayne Crem C21 1 1930
FENKO Paulina Old 128 C 1900 1984
FERGUSON Alex D. Old 78 A 1861 1940
FERGUSON Arnold Old 68 A 1900 1943
FERGUSON Catherine C. Old 78 B 1871 1949
FERGUSON Myrtle Old 68 A1 1900 1989
FETHERSTONHAUGH Maitland James Old 105 A 1882 1953
FETHERSTONHAUGH Mary Violet Old 105 B 1880 1953
FICHTNER Denise Old 01S B 1937 2006
FIGURA Duane R. B5 13 1980 2004
FINLAYSON George Moir G 4A 1912 1994
FINLAYSON Gwen E. P. G 4B 1914 1994
FLANAGAN Nathan Taylor Old 150 A 1976
FLEMING William Lorne B11 4 1928 2011
FLETCHER William R. B3 15 1921 1998
FLINTOFF Dorothy B4 1 1916 2011
FLINTOFF Archie B4 1 1914 1998
FOLLETT [name unknown] Pioneer 44 B
FOLLETT Annie I. Pioneer 44 A
FOLLETT Alfred William Pioneer 44 A c1886 1922
FOSTER Alexander L. (Rev.) Old 84 A 1881 1974
FOWLER Gordon W. Crem C1 4 1923 1999
FOWLER Patricia K. Crem C1 11 1933
FOY [Robert Duncan] Old 160 B c1888 1968
FRASER Lois Bench
FRASER Lois M. Crem K 4 1936 2000
FRASER Ron E. Crem K 3 1930
FREE Brendan R. S. Child J 3 1997
FREEDY Thomas Crem M 2 1992
FRIDGE David Crem K 7 1923 1998
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FRIESEN Frederick Legion B29 7 1919 2006
FRIESEN Mary Helen Legion B29 1 1921 1995
FRITH Nellie Blanche Old 137 B 1888 1968
FULKS Florence Old 59 A 1895 1969
FULKS Leonard Bernard Old 59 B 1889 1962
G GALPIN Ray Old 21 A2 1911 2000
GALSRAITH Jessie Pioneer 24 B c1865 1916
GAMBLE Georgina Barbara Old 87 A c1878 1937
GARRAWAY Cecil T. Pioneer 28 B 1888 1932
GARRAWAY Emily Pioneer 28 A c1850 1908
GARRAWAY John Treacher (Jack) Pioneer 28 E 1914 1996
GARRAWAY Roy Floyd Pioneer 28 D 1948 1988
GARRAWAY W. Arthur Pioneer 28 C 1918 1973
GARRAWAY W.J. Pioneer 28 A
GEORGE Robert Old 11 C1 1926 1997
GERBRANDT Mary F 11 1910 2000
GILCHRIST Candy Leigh Crem C10 8 1957 2003
GILDAY John Henry Pioneer 1 C 1903 1906
GILDAY Martha Ann Pioneer 1 E 1905 1907
GILDAY William James Smyth Pioneer 1 D 1902 1906
GILL Christopher C. G 6 1956 2000
GILL Frank J. G 6A 1926 2005
GILL Hildegard M. G 6A 1929
GILLAM Anna Louise Old 75 B 1876 1953
GILLAM Francis Reid Old 65 B 1911 1962
GILLAM Kathleen Margarett Old 65 A 1918 1960
GILLAM John Duke (Rev.) Old 75 A 1870 1948
GLOWA Marjorie B11 5 2012
GLOWA Michael [Joseph] B11 5 1925 2010
GOBEL Anna C. Old 27 A2 1904 1992
GOBEL Valentine Old 27 A1 1903 1977
GOETZ Erich Old 50 C 1929 1975
GOOD Mae Ella B3 4 1918 1999
GOOD R. W. Bill B3 4 1918 2011
GOODING Stephanie A. C. C 12 1980 1990
GOODISON Dorothy Saxon Gaynor Old 84 B c1924 1946
GORDON William C. Crem O 1 c1918 1994
GOVE Andrew S. Old 47 A1 c1911 1975
GOVE Jean Lois Old 47 A2 2002
GRAY Allan Donald Old 44 B 1929 1975
GRAY Audrey D. B8 10
GRAY Caroline (Carrie) Old 44 A 1903 1995
GRAY Donald A. Old 45 A 1902 2001
GRAY Kenneth F. Old 50 A 1944 1974
GRAY Robert J. B8 10 1927 2005
GREATA George H. Old 88 B 1852 1938
GRONO Edith Florence C 7B 1919 2000
GRONO Thomas C. C 7A 1905 1989
GUFFIE Kathleen Alice Old 55 A 1894 1970
GUMMOW Benjamin F. Old 77 B 1890 1942
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GUMMOW John B. Old 77 A 1922 1948
GUMMOW John N. Pioneer 37 A 1855 1918
GUMMOW Minnie G. Pioneer 37 B 1861 1919
GUMMOW S. Noreen [Stella Noreen] Old 77 1926 1997
GUMMOW Stella E. Old 77 1898 1991
H HALL Richard B. Old 146 B 1923
HAMILTON [name unknown] Pioneer 52 A
HAMMERSCHMIDT Anton B6 3 1926 2006
HAMMOND Nelson Douglas Child J 1 1991
HANNA Joseph Crem N 4 1907 1994
HANNA Nellie L. Crem N 10 1908 2002
HANSEN Jack Robert Crem C11 6 1926
HANSEN Shirley Anne Crem C11 13 1935 2008
HARDY Harry Old 92 B c1859 1947
HARGROVE Earl Crem C4 12 1939
HARGROVE Inger Crem C4 6 1937 2004
HARRINGTON Harriet Louise Old 89 B 1878 1943
HARRINGTON Raynold Pioneer 21 A
HARRINGTON Reynolds Old 89 A 1860 1939
HARRIS J.A. Pioneer 2 A
HARRIS Margaret Gladys A 6 1925 1992
HARRIS Mary Ann Pioneer 2 A 1862 1902
HARRIS Nicholas Michael A 3 1955 1988
HATCHER Dudley Old 04N B 1914 1983
HAWKES James B. Old 158 A 1857 1936
HAWKES Marian Old 158 B 1864 1936
HAWKSLEY Elsie Old 134 B 1891 1958
HAWKSLEY George William Old 134 A1 1898 1984
HAYES Richard Old 129 B
HEGY Aileen M. B3 12 1925 2002
HEGY Harold A. B3 12 1922 2001
HEIGHWAY Cecil C. Old 49 B1 1888 1973
HEIGHWAY Constance Old 49 B2 1888 1984
HENDERSON Irma Crem C7 7 1916 2002
HENDERSON Kenneth M. Crem C7 1 1927 2003
HENDERSON Wm. D. (Bill) Crem C2 1 1927 1999
HENDRICKSON James A. Old 21 C1 c1925 1993
HEWITT Betty Ruth Old 20 C2 1926 1983
HEWITT Donald William Old 20 C1 1924 1983
HIGGINS Cornelia H. G 8 1954 1994
HILDERMAN Mary H 4 1899 1994
HILL Marilyn K. Crem C66 11 1941 2009
HODGINS Candice B25 1 1984
HODGINS Deborah B25 1 1957
HODGINS Ronald B25 1 1931
HOGG Helen Levach Old 147 A c1856 1932
HOGG Robert John Old 147 B c1867 1935
HOOPER David Gordon James Legion B23 2 1956 2000
HOOPER James E. Legion B23 3 1921 2001
HOOPER Mary E. Legion B23 4
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HORAN Kathleen St. Clair B1 5 1907 1997
HOUGHTALING Anne Josephine Old 155 A1 1927 1968
HOUGHTALING John Addison Old 155 A2 1998
HOUSE Elizabeth Old 157 B c1859 1943
HOWARD Roy B5 8 1935
HOWARD Shirley B5 8 1936 2008
HOWELL Emily M. Old 17 A 1895 1981
HOWEY Charles David B9 11 1922 2010
HOWEY Mildred Leone B9 11 1923
HOY Ian B. Crem C1 8 1922 1999
HOY Joan V. Crem C1 9 1923
HREBIEN Michael B3 11 1918 1998
HUMPHRIES Stefania Crem C13 12 1933 2002
HURRELL Frederick Old 20 B2 1919 1985
HURRELL Orville F. Old 21 A1 1917 2000
HUTCHCROFT Betty Crem C2 6 1915 2000
HUTCHCROFT Les Crem C2 12 1919 2001
I INGLIS Charles Christie Old 95 A 1886 1953
INGLIS Charles H. Old 04S A 1919 1996
INGLIS Gertrude Powell Old 95 B 1882 1971
INGLIS Terrance Allan Old 14 B 1970 1979
INGLIS Bench
IRELAND Gordon James Crem C6 14 1924 2006
IRELAND Phyllis Irene Crem C6 7 1927 2010
IRVINE Laura M. Old 39 A 1916 1975
IRVINE Percy C. Old 39 B 1913
ISHERWOOD Darlene Old 57 B3 1942 2007
IVERSON Scott M. Crem L 10 1971 1991
J JACKSON Eva F. Old 33 A 1895 1981
JACKSON F. Ivor Old 33 B 1893 1977
JACKSON J. W. [John] Old 99 A c1871 1939
JACKSON J. W. (Mrs.) Old 99 B 1941
JENE Anton B5 12 1939 2005
JENKINS Lois Elizabeth Evelyn Dell Old 109 D 1940 2008
JENKINS Stanley Roy Old 109 C 1932 2006
JOHNSON George B25 1 1921
JOHNSON James Smith Pioneer 35 B 1857 1918
JOHNSON Mrs. Pioneer 35 B
JOHNSON Phyllis B25 1 1920
JOHNSON Susan B25 1 1948 1999
JOHNSTON Sarah E. Pioneer 15 B c1834 1913
JONES Frank Lawrence Crem K 21 1997
JONES George Pioneer 51 B
JONES Harriett Priscilla Pioneer 51 B 1873 1943
JONES Peter Crem C4 7 1932 2002
JORGENSEN Brandyn Kenneth Child J 2 1994 1995
K KAISER Laura Alice B8 9 1940 2006
KAISER Marvin Willis B8 8 1937 2009
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KALISCH Hugo Crem C8 12 1930 2007
KARDEL Harald D 3 1930 1990
KAY Jeannie Kenneth Pioneer 41 A c1842 1922
KEATING Helene M.E. Old 70 B c1876 1944
KEATING Oliver Old 70 A c1866 1944
KEAY Orrin S. Old 101 C1 1892 1966
KECSKEMETHY Laszlo Crem C2 10 1929 2002
KEELOR Thomas Francis Crem C3 1 1932 2010
KEELOR Theresa Bartholet Crem C3 7 1930 2001
KELLOGG Harriett Priscilla Pioneer 51 B 1873 1943
KERR Charlotte W. Pioneer 8 A 1842 1922
KERR John Edgar Old 165 A 1866 1939
KETEMER Edward J. E 7 1940 1993
KILNER Roy A. Old 21 B1 1923 2000
KINCHIN Emma W. Old 161 C 1866 1934
KINCHIN John Thomas Old 161 B 1865 1932
KINGSTON David J. Old 46 A1 1900 1981
KINGSTON Edith I. Old 46 A2 1916 2002
KINNEY Ethel Pioneer 12 B 1882 1903
KIRKPATRICK Althea F. Old 91 A2 1918 2005
KIRKPATRICK James A. Old 91 A1 1914 1985
KIRKPATRICK-
CROCKETT
S. Noreen [Stella Noreen] Old 77 1926 1997
KLASSEN Henry C. (Rev.) B3 1 1924 2004
KLAWIKOWSKI Frank Crem C8 4 1926 2005
KLAWIKOWSKI Ida Crem C8 10 1922 2008
KLEINEBERG David Georg B3 6 1993 1998
KMYTA Connie Crem C13 2 1930 2010
KNOBLAUCH Henry Old 31 A1 1898 1987
KNOBLAUCH John Old 42 B 1896 1976
KNOBLAUCH Katie Old 42 A 1900 1975
KNOBLAUCH Michael Old 102 A 1868 1951
KNOBLAUCH Rosalia Old 102 B 1876 1953
KNOBLAUCH Violet May Old 31 A2 1998
KOE Roger Colin C 4 1926 1989
KOETJE Hendrik E. I 10 1929 1995
KOETJE Rosalina H. I 11 1931
KOLAR Gerard L. D 11 1925 1992
KRAFT Erna Gertrude Old 110 A1 2003
KRAFT Roland Old 110 A c1908 1990
KRAFT Ron A. Old 110 B 1942 1962
KROEKER Cornelius B5 7 1916 2003
KRUETZKY Catherine Belva Crem C66 16 1933
KRUETZKY Ernst Ewen Crem C66 8 1927 2001
KRUPNIK Lesley Anne D 1 1960 1990
KRYGER Edward Louis Old 22 B 1902 1983
KRYGER Sarah Anna Old 22 A 1909 1990
KURTZ Josephine (Jody) Old 03S A2 1914 1999
KUSHNIERYK Carole Sue B3 3 1939 2001
L LALONDE Raymond Clifford George B5 2 2002
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LANG Eliza May Old 96 B 1883 1954
LANG James Alexander Old 96 A c1872 1947
LANG William Arthur Pioneer 48 A c1862 1921
LANGLEY Arthur Old 20 A1 c1913 1985
LAW Eva Elizabeth Pioneer 6 B 1871 1913
LAW Herbert Pioneer 3 D
LAW Priscilla E. Pioneer 3 E 1864 1926
LAW Robert E. Pioneer 3 A 1832 1906
LAW Roscoe Evander Pioneer 6 A 1869 1957
LAW Vivian Pioneer 3 C
LAW Mary E. Pioneer 3 B 1839 1923
LAWBY Ernest W. Old 93 B 1903 1976
LE Thuan Cong B10 11 1964 2009
LEACH Mary J. Old 91 C 1879 1954
LEAVITT Gladys Old 03N B1 1923 1986
LEAVITT Mervyn Old 03N B2 1927 1992
LEBOE Bert R. Old 29 A 1909 1980
LEBOE Clarissa Mae Old 29 B 1999
LECKIE Gordon Oscar Elymer Crem C12 6 1912 2008
LECKIE Wilmotte (Willie) Mary Crem C12 12 1930 2003
LEE Clara Old 104 B2 1901 1994
LEE Bergman (Rev.) Old 104 B1 1899 1970
LEE-SAUER Clara Old 104 B2 1901 1994
LEWIS Anne Old 149 A 1862 1956
LEWIS Frank Raper Old 149 B 1890 1963
LINGO Jennie Old 92 A c1863 1950
LINGOR Gwenneth Ann Old 48 A 1954 1971
LINK Elmer C 10 1921 1990
LIPSETT Anna Pioneer 27 A 1856 1902
LIPSETT R.C. (Dr.) Pioneer 27 A  
LOCHMANETZ Betty J. B3 5 1930
LOCHMANETZ Fred B3 5 1929 2004
LOEWEN A. Ronald D 6 1918 2007
LOEWEN G. Eileen D 7 1925 1991
LONG Blanche A. Old 72 A 1866 1953
LONG Elizabeth Janet Old 52 A 1903 1997
LONG George Edward Old 52 B 1901 1966
LONG Janet Margaret Old 52 A1 1932 2000
LONG John T. Old 72 B 1868 1944
LONGMORE Margaret A. B6 5 1932 2004
LOWE Elizebeth Crem C4 2 1940 2010
LUCIER Arthur Crem K 13 1919 1997
LYONS David Old 118 A 1862 1938
LYONS Nancy Ellen Old 118 B 1869 1952
M MABBOTT Leslie B5 3 2003
MacGILLIVRAY Terry B9 12 1947 2008
MACK Erna F. Crem K 1 1917 1994
MacKAY Alexander (Sandy) Old 62 A 1876 1955
MacKAY Annie Dorothea Old 62 B 1882 1970
MacKAY Danforth Old 24 A 1943 2004
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MacKAY James E. Old 25 B 1914 2003
MacKAY Michele Old 24 B 1944
MacKAY Ross G. Old 25 A 1955 1976
MacKENZIE Albert James Pioneer 11 C 1879 1958
MacKENZIE Alice Gertrude Pioneer 11 A 1883 1953
MacKENZIE Elizabeth L. B 5 2004
MacKENZIE Muriel Jean Pioneer 11 B 1923 1964
MacKENZIE Wallace Albert B 4 c1906 1989
MacKINNON Baby Old 156 A 1930
MacKINNON Brian John Old 10 B 1972 1999
MacKINNON Coley Old 156 B [c1927] [1930]
MacKINNON Edith Old 119 A 1899 1958
MacKINNON Gloria Anne Old 10 A 1955 1981
MacKINNON John Old 119 B 1924 1995
MacKINNON John Old 144 B 1876 1960
MacKINNON Thelma Christina Crem C7 6 1922 2003
MacLELLAN Anne Old 45 B
MacNEILL Hamish Old 01N A1 1908 1981
MacNEILL Margaret Rose Old 01N A2 1948 1995
MacPHERSON Robert J. Old 30 C2 1921 1993
MAINVILLE Brenda Ellen Old 154 C 1960 1986
MALMBERG Carl Old 19 A 1902 1978
MALMBERG Rose Old 19 B 1908 2002
MANGEL Alex W. Old 6 B 1921 1982
MANRING Billie Mae Old 113 B 1934 1953
MANRING Nellie Elizabeth Old 114 B c1878 1965
MANRING Samuel E. Old 114 A 1876 1955
MARCH Nicholas B28 4 1918 1996
MARR Alice Beatrice Pioneer 19 A c1888 1969
MARSTON Florence Ferguson B2 7 1928 2008
MARSTON Malcolm Warren B2 7 1925
MARTIN Ellin May Old 86 B 1869 1958
MARTIN Lorraine Old 131 A c1940 1984
MARTIN R. N. [Robert Newton] Old 86 A 1868 1955
MAXWELL F. A. Pioneer 34 B
McCALL Annie Maria Pioneer 11 H 1857 1940
McCALL Harold E. Pioneer 11 D 1885 1955
McCALL Leon Donald Pioneer 11 G 1855 1922
McCALL Merrill Leon Pioneer 11 F 1909
McCALL Phoebe O. Pioneer 11 E 1876 1967
McCALLUM Lowell A. Crem C1 10 1936 1999
McCARTHY Joanne Mary Crem C6 3 1962 2001
McCOMBE Phyllis Old 70 C2
McCOMBE Richard Old 70 C1  
McCONNELL Anita T. G 1 1951
McCONNELL Edward G. G 1 1939 2009
McCRACKEN Alexander Pioneer 39 A c1852 1917
McDONALD Jeanie Pioneer 14 A 1911
McDONALD Mary Pioneer 37 C c1860 1918
McDONALD Mrs. Pioneer 47 A [c1836] [c1921]
McDONOUGH Cecil Alexander Old 46 B c1899 1967
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McDOUGALD Archibald W. Pioneer 19 C 1889 1952
McDOUGALD Candace Edna Pioneer 19 D c1890 1967
McDOUGALD Margaret E. Pioneer 19 B 1858 1925
McDOUGALL Charlotte W. Pioneer 8 A 1842 1922
McDOUGALL Hugh Pioneer 8 A  
McDOUGALL Hugh Pioneer 8 B c1834 1914
McINTOSH Albert B9 3 1922 2008
McINTOSH Reuben Frederick B10 10 1920 2009
McINTOSH Verda B9 3 1928
McKAY J. Robert B3 10 1922 1998
McLACHLAN Daniel Old 137 A 1864 1934
McLAUGHLAN A. T. (Tommy) [Archibald T.] Old 136 C 1921 2003
McLAUGHLAN Freda Pioneer 59 A 1893 1927
McLAUGHLAN Helen B11 15 1916 2011
McLAUGHLAN John Old 136 B 1856 1943
McLAUGHLAN Thomas Old 117 B c1883 1962
MELANSON Alexander Old 104 A c1879 1953
MELTON Joyce Crem C2 4 1928 2011
MERCER John G. Crem C7 5 1929 1993
MERCER Nellie M. Crem C7 11 1925 2006
METCALFE Emma Louise Pioneer 5 A c1869 1908
METCALFE Georgina Old 116 A c1880 1933
METCALFE Martha Jane Pioneer 5 C  1908
METCALFE William Robert Old 116 B c1872 1944
MEYER Norma M. Crem C6 12 1934
MEYER Raymond L. Crem C6 5 1934 2006
MICHAEL James Pioneer 35 A c1866 1921
MIDDLETON Jean A. Crem C5 12 1937 2010
MIDDLETON William J. Crem C5 12 1920 2004
MILLER Ada Old 128 B c1864 1937
MILLER Alex Old 138 B c1859 1938
MILLER Alexander Pioneer 57 A 1847 1928
MILLER Annie Pioneer 57 B 1856 1927
MILLER Annie May Bench
MILLER Annie May Old 103 B 1888 1970
MILLER Archie Seaton B1 7A 1917 2008
MILLER Charles A. [Amos Charles] Old 11 C2 1919 1998
MILLER Dorcas Old 67 A 1870 1950
MILLER Geneva Grace B1 7B 1918 2011
MILLER Gertie Old 143 C 1924 1995
MILLER Harold A. Old 138 B1
MILLER Harold A. Pioneer 57 C 1892 1982
MILLER James A. Old 67 B 1943
MILLER Joe Old 143 B 1885 1960
MILLER Louisa C. Old 138 A c1874 1935
MILLER Ray Old 143 D 1919 1998
MILLER Susan Old 143 A 1891 1984
MILLER William D. Old 103 A 1881 1952
MILLER William Dougald Bench
MILLS Elizabeth Pioneer 10 C 1845 1920
MILLS Mrs. Pioneer 45 A [c1863] [1922]
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MINHINNICK Albert H 1 c1920 1994
MITTON Beryl Madonna B7 1 1918 2005
MOCK Karl Friedrich B 6 1914 1990
MOORE Albert Marian Old 35 B 1896 1987
MOORE Edith Marion Old 35 A 1898 1982
MORGAN John H. Old 05N C1 1941 1982
MORGAN Muriel M. Old 05N C1 1937
MORRISON Alice Mary Old 126 B 1867 1955
MORRISON Murdoch Nicholson Old 126 A 1856 1931
MORRISON Ruby Edna B7 4 1931 2007
MORSH Mary Pioneer 4 A 1967
MORSH Walter Old 98 A c1876 1939
MOTTRAM Clara B11 2 1916
MOTTRAM William B11 2 1914 2010
MUIR D. C. Kay B22 1 1931
MUIR Harry A. B22 1 1930 2010
MUNRO Evelyn I. Crem M 7 1922 2005
MUNRO Gilbert W. Old 53 B 1894 1966
MUNRO Kenneth P. Crem M 1 1920 1991
MURPHY Donna E. Crem O 5 1953 1990
N NADEAU Helen Old 20 B3 1908 2001
NADEAU Wilfred Old 20 A3 1889 1984
NEEDHAM George Pioneer 8 C c1845 1911
NEEDHAM Josephine A. Pioneer 8 C
NEIL Bertha Old 159 B2 1904 1995
NEIL Edwin W. Old 159 B1 c1897 1970
NEIL William Old 159 A 1931 1931
NEJAD Essy B10 8 1936 2009
NEUFELD Helmut William Old 30 A1 1922 1989
NEWALL Ian D 5 1928 1991
NICOL Alexander Speedie Pioneer 2 B 1843 1920
NICOL John Ireland Pioneer 2 C 1880 1909
NIELSEN Robert James (Dr.) Crem C11 1 1962 2000
NIKKEL Danny Old 03S A1 1967 1981
NODEN Martha Jane Pioneer 5 C 1908
NODEN Wm. (Dr.) Pioneer 5 C
NOONAN Alice Ellen (Nel) Crem L 2 1921 2005
NOONAN Margaret Crem O 4 1896 1994
NOONAN Robert Crem L 1 1919 1988
NOURSE Graham Rex Old 80 B 1948 1974
NOURSE Reginald Eric Crem K 10 1914 2001
NOURSE Rita Slater Crem K 9 1914 2003
NUYTTEN George B4 10 1919 2003
O OAKES James Crem C11 2 1941 2006
OAKES Kelly Crem C11 4 1958 2002
OAKLEY Dorothy Vivian Old 120 A c1918 1937
OAKLEY William Old 120 B c1876 1948
OATMAN-FINDLAY Nancy Viola E 6 1952 1993
OCHITWA Chad Brian Crem N 1 1980 1992
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ODELL Reginald B. B4 6 1922 1999
ODELL Violet May B4 7 1920 2009
OLENCZUK Wija B11 3 1922 2010
OLTMANNS Arne B2 10B 1917 2007
OLTMANNS Henk B3 14 1946 2002
OLTMANNS Margaret B2 10A 1923 1996
OLTMANNS Marilyn B1 6 1944 1996
ONYCHUK Elsie (Madeline) B9 8 1927 2007
ORR Kathleen St. Clair B1 5 1907 1997
ORRITT Sandra R. E 3 1943 1992
P PACKARD Steven L. B3 8 1920 2001
PAINE Delia I. B4 11 1930 2011
PAINE Donald W. B4 12 1929 2009
PALLISTER Anne A. Old 101 C2 1917 2008
PALLISTER John E. Old 101 C2 1917 1966
PARK May (Maisie) B11 7 1922 2012
PARSONS E. J. Mary B2 3 1919 2008
PARSONS Henry Oliver B2 2 1919 1996
PASEMKO Joseph Old 93 A 1905 1949
PATERSON T. R. (Pat) [Thomas Ronald] Old 80 A 1913 1976
PATRICK Yvette Denise Crem M 12 1925 1991
PAUL Helmut Wilhelm B7 16 1938 2001
PAYNE Maysie E. B10 3 1936 2008
PENNER Erwin A. Crem C66 1 1929 2000
PENNER George John Crem C5 7 1933 2003
PENNER Kay M. Crem C66 9 1931
PERRIN Beverley Old 57 B2 1941 1996
PERSSON Johanna M. G 5B 1905 1995
PERSSON Walter G 5A 1891 1981
PETERSON James I. Crem O 11 1927 1998
PHILLIPS Michael Crem C13 9 1933
PHILLIPS Shirley Crem C13 3 1937 2010
PICOTTE Emiel J. Old 30 C1 1914 1991
PIERCE Edward Horace Old 135 B 1863 1959
PIERCE Ida May Old 135 A 1871 1959
PIPHER Frances B1 9A 1928 2003
PIPHER Frances Bench 1928 2003
PIPHER Graham M. B1 9 1927 1996
PIPHER Graham Mervyn Bench 1927 1996
PITT Lydia Carola B10 12 1929 2009
PLOWRIGHT Lil B2 4A 1913 1996
PLOWRIGHT Riley B2 4B 1914
POWELL Charlotte Pioneer 36 C 1852 1925
POWELL Ellen Pioneer 36 A 1830 1919
POWELL Herbert Pioneer 36 1877 1957
POWELL Thomas Pioneer 36 B 1854 1926
POWELL Bench
PRATT John Norman Old 7 B 1922 1984
PRESTON E. D. Pioneer 7 D
PREVOST Andy Crem C3 12 1933 2003
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PREVOST Myrt Crem C3 6 1938
PRICE Dorothy Gwen B 3 1926 1989
PRIEST Diana B2 5 1919 2003
PRIEST Vern B2 5A 1923
Q QUARRY Dennis Claude B10 1 1925 2008
QUARRY Mary B10 2 1927
R RAMSAY Averil Myrtle Old 23 B c1906 1981
RAMSAY John (Jack) Old 23 A [c1905] 1979
RAUCH Darrell Wayne Crem C9 8 1959 2007
RAUCH Gordon Kenneth Crem C9 2 1929 2007
READ Pamela Helen Bench 1929 2008
REAGH Thelma Christina Crem C7 6 1922 2003
REDSTONE Charles Talmage Old 34 B 1891 1982
REDSTONE Emily Mary Old 34 A 1892 1976
REDSTONE Bench
REID C. Pioneer 38 B
REID Joyce M. B7 9 1938 2006
RENFREW Douglas B. B2 1A 1928 1996
RENFREW Marion S. B2 1B 1927 2007
RENFREW William G. Old 26 A 1896 1977
RENFREW Winifred Old 26 B 1892 1981
RESLER Frederick B3 13 1908 1999
RESLER Helen B3 13A 1913 2000
RIACH William Pioneer 22 C
RIGGS Peter Oliver D 2 c1926 1991
RITCHEY Sallie Martine Crem C5 5
RITCHIE T. N. Pioneer 25 A
ROBINSON Arthur McRitchie Pioneer 18 C 1902 1902
ROBINSON Catherine Pioneer 18 A c1866 1908
ROBINSON Catherine Annie Pioneer 18 B c1893 1900
ROBINSON Frederick Elvin Crem C1 1 1925 1999
ROBINSON John Leslie Pioneer 18 D c1896 1910
ROBINSON Joseph B. Pioneer 24 D 1849 1930
ROBINSON Maria Moore Pioneer 20 B 1836 1925
ROBINSON Senoreta L. Pioneer 24 E 1855 1936
ROBINSON W.J. Pioneer 18 A  
ROBINSON William Pioneer 20 A 1818 1903
ROSENBERGER Donald Alan G 2 1937 1991
ROSNER Emma (June Emma) Crem C11 14 1923 2006
ROSNER Erwin Oswald Crem C5 11 1921 2008
ROSNER Ewald (Ewalt) Crem C11 7 1925 2011
ROY Neil Franklin Old 159 B3 1927 2008
ROYER Isaac L. Old 30 B1 1919 1989
ROYER Margaret F. Crem O 2 1923 1994
RUFFLE Alfred E. Old 74 B2 1899 1990
RUFFLE Doris A. Old 74 B1 1903 1981
RUFFLE Edward Old 74 A2 1872 1946
RUFFLE Isabel Old 74 A1 1874 1962
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S SANDERSON Dorothy May Old 61 A1 1925 1972
SANDERSON Gordon Dugald Old 61 A 1950 1969
SANDERSON Jennie Old 64 A 1879 1965
SANDERSON William Bell Old 64 B 1885 1967
SANDERSON William Lewis Old 61 B 1915 1996
SAPACH G. Lorne B9 1 1937 2007
SAPACH Yvonne A. B9 2 1938
SATTERTHWAITE Anna Old 164 A2 c1903 1990
SATTERTHWAITE John E. Old 164 A1 1900 1968
SCHLAPBACH Ramona E. G 7 1931 1993
SCHLAPBACH Robert E. G 7A 1933 2010
SCHMIDT Elfrieda B3 7 1919 2001
SCHMIDT G. Ray B3 7A 1923 2001
SCHNEIDER Alfred Max Old 80 C 1894 1971
SCHNEIDER Magdelina Old 100 C 1893 1981
SCHNEPPENHEIM Werner K. H. Old 111 A 1937 1985
SCHRETLEN Joan Wilma Fraser Old 13 A1 1918 1983
SCHULTZ Margaret C. M. Old 160 C 1913 1974
SHAW Ann P. Old 157 C c1837 1931
SHAW Lorne B. Old 43 B 1897 1975
SHAW Martha M. Old 79 B 1861 1942
SHAW Nehemiaha A. Old 79 A 1857 1941
SHAW Nellie Pearl Old 43 A 1908 1982
SHAW Nelson Pioneer 55 A  c1844 1925
SHOSTAK Elsie Crem M 9 1928 2010
SHOSTAK William Crem M 8 1926 1992
SHUKIN Millie Crem M 6 1939 1999
SIEGRIST L. May Old 31 B1 1904 1988
SIEGRIST William J. Old 31 B2 1899 2003
SILVER James Laidlaw Old 165 B 1870 1941
SIMPSON Robert B8 5 1935 2010
SLIVINSKI Audrey W. B6 6 1928
SLIVINSKI Gertrude E. I 9 1923 1990
SLIVINSKI Michael G. B6 7 1927 2005
SMALLS Albert Old 112 A 1867 1954
SMALLS Anna Old 05N B 1908 1996
SMALLS Clara Old 112 B 1879 1965
SMALLS Sidney A. Old 05N A 1911 1982
SMITH Agnes Pauline (Babs) Crem C9 5 1914 2008
SMITH Charles S. Old 30 A2 1911 1991
SMITH Charles Stanley (Stan) Crem C9 11 1911 1991
SMITH Minnie Old 146 A [c1855] [1932]
SMITH Stuart Stanley Crem C4 1 1938 2002
SOMERVILLE William Pioneer 13 A c1837 1910
SOPCAK Milan Ondrej C 6 1939 1990
SORENSON Morris Lloyd Old 11 A1 1924 1994
SPACKMAN Alice S. Old 154 A1 1888 1960
SPACKMAN Richard B. Old 154 B 1886 1968
SPEIRS Annie Old 136 A 1858 1932
SPROUSE Joan Pauline Crem C4 4 1941 2003
STAAF Viola B11 6 1922 2010
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STACH Albert Old 130 A c1920 1982
STACH Edward John Old 100 D 1885 1964
STACH Magdelina Old 100 C 1893 1981
STERLING Harvey W. Crem C66 3 1940
STERLING Marilyn K. Crem C66 11 1941 2009
STEWART John Hall Pioneer 49 A 1867 1925
STICKNEY W. Donald Old 30 A3
STONEMAN Bartley Thomas B7 11 1916 2002
STRACHAN Allan C. Old 50 B2 1916 2001
STRACHAN Janice Kathleen Old 100 A 1950 1967
STRACHAN Kathleen S. Old 50 B1 1921 1992
STRACHAN William Allan Old 100 B 1943 1964
STRANG (Child) Pioneer 4 B
STRUGNELL Jean Hazel Crem C3 9 1923 1997
STRUGNELL Kenneth Crem C3 2 1923 2000
STRUGNELL Victor Thomas Crem C3 3 1917 2001
STUMP Jesse Old 125 B c1879 1961
STUMP Myrtle Inez Old 125 A c1895 1954
STUMP Robert Leon Old 15 A c1913 1979
STURKO Albert N. B2 6 1933 1996
SUNDSTROM Gustav Eugene Old 81 A 1898 1953
SUNDSTROM Sharon Ann Old 81 B 1944 1951
SUTHERLAND Ian Pioneer 14 D 1921 1922
SWEET Joanne Mary Crem C6 3 1962 2001
T TAILYOUR Jessie G. Old 139 B 1883 1969
TAILYOUR Jessie Grove Old 139 B 1883 1969
TAILYOUR Kenneth Old 139 A 1883 1957
TAILYOUR Kenneth Campbell Old 139 A 1883 1957
TARRANT Thomas N. Old 145 B 1911 1968
TAVENDER Clayton Gordon B3 9 2001
TAYLOR George Crem C4 10 1920 2009
TAYLOR Marjorie B14 1 1933 2003
TAYLOR Philip B14 1 1932 2011
TAYTELBAUM Lucien W. B11 10 1935 2012
TEAL Bill (W. D.) Old 40 A 1953 1992
TEAL Hazel M. Old 40 B 1908 1981
TEAL William T. Old 40 C 1905 1974
TEDFORD Jack Old 15 B c1910 1991
TEN VEEN Hendrik B1 8 1923 1997
TEN VEEN Hermina B1 8 1926
TEWART Edward Dawson Preston Pioneer 7 A 1841 1914
THOMAS Gordon R. I 6 1918 1994
THOMAS Muriel B. I 6A 1927 2011
THOMPSON H. H. Pioneer 17 B [c1913] [1916]
THWAITE Harold G 3A 1912 1999
THWAITE Olive Maude G 3B 2002
TIDY Harry (Red) H 8 1915 1995
TKACHUK George I 1 1926
TKACHUK Pauline I 2 1926 1995
TODD Jean Mary Old 38 A 1924 2004
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TODD Jeffrey Knox Old 38 B 1917 2006
TODD Sarah May Old 108 A 1884 1959
TODD William J. Old 108 B 1877 1963
TODD Leonard D. B10 6 1921 2009
TOLHURST C. J. [Charles John] Pioneer 53 A c1888 1973
TOLLMAN M. Old 106 A
TOPHAM Arthur B1 3 1913 1995
TOPHAM Beatrice Old 115 B 1883 1981
TOPHAM Fred Old 115 A 1880 1956
TOPHAM Fred (Ted) Old 115 D 1906 1986
TOPHAM George Old 142 B 1905 1964
TOPHAM Ida May Old 115 C 1910 2006
TOPHAM Mary Louise B1 4 1918 1999
TOPHAM Mildred Old 142 A 1904 1997
TOPHAM Peter Old 132 B1 1916 1995
TOPHAM Vivian Irene (Pat) Old 132 A 1916 1960
TRIMBLE Horace E. Old 82 A 1870 1945
TRIMBLE Iva Dale Old 82 B 1866 1946
TWINAME Mary Old 107 C 1892 1987
TWINAME Patricia Old 107 B 1919 1983
TWINAME Thomas Old 107 A 1893 1936
U ULBRICH E. Richard Old 111 C 1947 1966
URQUHART Marietta Pioneer 23 D c1875 1913
URQUHART W.M. Pioneer 23 D  
V VALANTINE Maud A. Old 151 A 1911 1979
VAN HISE Ethel Pioneer 12 B 1882 1903
VAN HISE George Henry Pioneer 12 A 1859 1913
VAN SIGHNORTOR [name unknown] Pioneer 54 A
VAUGHAN-BIRCH Ken Crem K 18 1908 1999
VAUGHAN-BIRCH Phyllis Crem K 18 1903 1981
VICARY George Henry Pioneer 1 B
VICARY John L. Pioneer 1 A c1869 1921
VIVIAN Herbert Pioneer 3 E  
VIVIAN Priscilla E. Pioneer 3 E 1864 1926
VOGT Helen A. Crem C9 3 1928 2007
VOGT Henry L. Crem C9 9 1923 2011
VOLLMERHAUS Hedwig B. Old 02S B 1903 1981
VOLLMERHAUS William Old 02S A 1896 1989
W WALDRIFF W. W. [William Wesley] Old 106 B 1868 1947
WALHOVD Claire L. G 11 1920 2004
WALHOVD Torleif H. (Leif) G 11 1915
WALSH Fannie I. H 5B 1926 2001
WALSH George H 5A 1923 1994
WALSH George H 5A 1923 1994
WANLIN Joseph E. Old 12 A 1919 1980
WANLIN Theresa M. Old 12 B 1925
WARD Charles Hector Old 124 B c1893 1957
WARD Harold D. B4 1 1919 2003
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WARDLAW Harold Crem C9 12 1946 2008
WARKENTIN Frank F 7 1919 1996
WARKENTIN Serena Lynn F 2 1983 1992
WARREN Cy A. (Rev.) Old 31 C1 1907 1998
WARREN Lola-Jean Old 31 C2 1929 2003
WARRENDORF Elizabeth Malyon B4 8 1941 2002
WATKIN Leslie D. Old 17 B c1909 1983
WATTS John Stuart Crem C14 9 1941  
WATTS Melanie Lee Crem C14 9 1951 2011
WEBBER Anne A. Old 101 C2 1917 2008
WEBSTER Clara Old 101 A 1904 1996
WEBSTER Frank Old 101 B 1902 1976
WEIGEL Bernd B6 14 1939 2007
WELCH Stella E. Old 77 1898 1991
WEST Albert A. Old 54 B 1888 1975
WEST Annie I. Old 54 A 1896 1966
WHINTON Charles Orris Crem L 9 1914 1995
WHINTON Margaret Crem L 8 1919 2000
WHINTON Roland Charles Crem L 7 1946 1989
WHITELEGG Brent Owen Crem C4 5 1952 2001
WHYTE Bryson McKay Pioneer 9 B 1891 1976
WHYTE C. W. (Rev.) Pioneer 9 A 1860 1913
WHYTE Gordon Wabun Pioneer 9 D 1895 1960
WHYTE Grace Arthur Pioneer 9 E 1883 1910
WHYTE Katherine Isabel Pioneer 9 C 1887 1968
WHYTE Stuart Gordon Pioneer 9 F 1921 2004
WIBERG Erna F. Crem K 1 1917 1994
WIBERG S. Harold Crem K 2 1910 1996
WIDSTEN Clarence Old 49 A2 1905 1991
WIDSTEN Marie Old 49 A1 1904 1985
WILCOX Betty Robina Old 41 B1 1905 1977
WILCOX Robert Old 41 B2 1909 2006
WILDS Herbert Francis Old 51 C c1896 1990
WILDS Michael Dennis Old 51 A c1954 1974
WILDS Vera M. I. Old 51 B c1907 1983
WILLEMS Andre F. Old 30 C3 c1920 1993
WILLEMS Lydia Marie H 7 1921 2005
WILLIAMS H.  Pioneer 42 A
WILLIAMS Maisie [Alice May] Crem M 5 1923 1992
WILLIAMS Harry [Samuel Henry] B 2 1918 1990
WILLIAMS W. Lewis Old 76 A c1872 1948
WILLIAMSON Catherine Pioneer 50 A 1874 1926
WILLIAMSON W. J. Pioneer 51 A [c1872] [1932]
WILLIAMSON William John Pioneer 50 B 1872 1932
WILSON Allen Old 66 A 1862 1944
WILSON Dana Old 56 B 1914 2000
WILSON Elizabeth Old 66 B 1865 1959
WILSON Frank Old 56 A 1893 1967
WILSON Ruth Old 28 B 1905 1987
WILSON William H. Old 28 A 1892 1979
WINGER Jacob Pioneer 17 A
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WINKLER Josef B9 5 1935 2007
WIRTA William Old 76 B 1902 1974
WITT Avril Old 163 B2 1954 1980
WITT Frank E. Old 85 A 1860 1951
WITT Harold Maxime Old 163 C2 c1912 1995
WITT Kermit Crem C1 14A 1905 1984
WITT Mary Annette Old 163 A 1887 1957
WITT Maude A. Old 85 B 1877 1962
WITT Neil Old 163 B1 1913 1978
WITT Ruth Crem C1 14B 1909 1992
WITT Sybil M. L. Old 163 C1 1912 1988
WOCH Friedrich Eduard Crem C4 9 1927 2009
WOLFINGER Mabel Vila Crem C6 1 1908 2000
WOOD Helena Bridget Crem C6 13 1936 2007
WOOTERS Charles Ratliff Old 164 B c1863 1938
WORKMAN William Old 18 B c1924 1978
WOZNIAK Anton Crem K 11 1930 1995
WOZNIAK Connie Crem K 15 1965 2008
WRAIGHT Arthur G. Old 148 A 1873 1936
WRAIGHT Florence E. Old 148 B 1893 1978
WRIGHTSON Francis Old 161 A 1864 1932
Y YAUGA Bolis B4 2 1920 1999
YERXA Donna M. Crem C10 10 1946 2007
YOUNG Alfred Henry Old 69 A 1871 1943
YOUNG Charles Pioneer 14 C c1838 1912
YOUNG Ethel Louisa Old 69 B 1885 1980
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